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From the Editors

T

his mid-year issue of Westerly features two major essays
reviewing the year’s publishing in fiction and poetry, and
articles that relate to West Australian culture in both specific and
general ways. These include Paul Genoni writing on the ways that
a notorious series of murders committed by Eric Edgar Cooke in
Perth in the early 1960s entered its cultural history; a reading of
Simone Lazaroo’s fiction in terms of the ghostly figures that haunt
it; another essay on the representation of the child in Gail Jones’s
fiction and, lastly, Alexandra Ludewig’s historical and ethnographic
investigation of German and Austrian internees on Rottnest Island in
World War I. There is also the usual range of exceptional poetry and
stories, giving our readers much to browse among and enjoy.
This marks a particular moment too in Westerly’s long history.
For some months, we’ve been working on the construction of a new,
independent Westerly website, and while there is still a lot to do on
areas of the site, its major structure is in place. It’s being launched to
coincide with the publication of this issue, and will include exciting
blogs, news about the current issue and much else to prowl among.
Read and enjoy all the new site has to offer at westerlymag.com.au
5
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Lastly, a reminder that the second issue of Westerly in 2013 is on
the theme ‘On Beauty’, and is being guest edited by our former longtime editor Dennis Haskell. We’re looking forward to responses to the
ideas it raises around a central question: What is the place of beauty
in the field of the contemporary arts?
Delys Bird and Tony Hughes-d’Aeth

PATRICIA HACKETT PRIZE
The editors have pleasure in announcing
the winner of the Patricia Hackett Prize
for the best contributions to Westerly in 2012.

Laurence Steed
For his story
‘The Knife’
Westerly 57:2, 2012
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POETRY

Kevin Hart’s books include Flame Tree: Selected Poems, Young
Rain and Morning Knowledge. He is currently completing a
new collection entitled Barefoot.

Little Book of Mourning
i.m. JHH

Kevin Hart
Winter
Dark freeze in Charlottesville;
The drinking water’s grown small teeth.
Bare room: I write till dusk
In dusty radiator heat.
Clocks graze on me all day;
I hear the silence of two crows
Then look down at my arm:
Not even your shadow’s there to touch.

Inside
I only speak old words:
They keep in with the dead,
They leave their doors ajar.
Some words are corridors
That lead us to the dead
And we can trust their dark;
8
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We pass a hammer, sure,
We pass an anvil too
We pass a stirrup last;
And then we find the dead
Curled up, inside, asleep,
With our names on their tongues.

On the Mantelpiece
My father doesn’t know
That he died years ago:
He looks out for a while
From 1965 or so
And I look back, although
It chills away my smile
To see him with a glow
At dinner, in the snow,
In full-on sixties style
Not knowing then the blow
That was to knock him low,
And scrapes me like a file.

Parachuting
They dropped you into France when young
A town up north (I went there once);
Your squad was braced behind a wall
And you could see the man up front
9
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Go left and his big head go right
And you threw up, you said, and ran
Across the street when shouted there
And fell down too, no time at all.
You showed me medals only once
And a weird wound just once as well,
A mucky hole that sucked in flesh
On each side of an upper thigh.
Now you’ve gone down again at night:
No river and no fields beneath.

Downstairs
I walk down there
Because I must
And feel each step
Is less than just
And blank a thought
But can’t ignore
A shadow’s sigh
The furnace roar
This is the place
Where darkness grows
This is the place
My father goes.

10

Australian-born Richard James Allen is a multi-awardwinning poet, performer, choreographer, filmmaker, new
media artist, and scholar.

Abiding
Richard James Allen
Anyone who has died
that I knew:
I can feel
their essence.
Still here.
It’s not a thought
or a memory
I am having.
It’s a feeling.
They are here,
with me.
They are abiding.
My grandmothers,
my grandfather,
my dearest father.
Even the boy

11
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who fell off
a cliff
when I was
at school.
And the grandfather
I never knew,
who was supposed
to be the control
to this séancelike experiment. Yes,
I can feel him too,
though it’s not the same.
I feel him through his letters,
and the photos
and stories.
And then there are
the people
I never knew,
they are here also
but in a much more
distant way—
like the way

12
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we look at fallen leaves,
without really
distinguishing between them
or feeling for them.
It’s as if those who you knew
are in the foreground,
and those who you knew about
are in the middle ground
and those who you didn’t know
are in the background.
And that’s everywhere
you look.
It’s like being inside
a cathedral built
of souls.
A mist
of souls.
Abiding.
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Zhu Jian is a Chinese poet now based in Xi’an, particularly
known for his vivid short poems. His translator, Liang Yujing
writes in both English and Chinese and is a lecturer at
Hunan University of Commerce, in China

An Anecdote of the Food Market
Zhu Jian
Translated from the Chinese by Liang Yujing

I decided
not to go to the food market again,
when I heard
it used to be an execution ground.
Sunlight leaps
on the knifepoint.
With a crack,
a head falls off to the ground.
In fact,
it’s a fish’s head.
I raise my hand
to feel the back of my neck.

14
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菜市场轶事
朱剑
我决定以后
再也不去那个菜市场
当我得知那儿
从前是一个刑场
阳光在刀尖
跳跃
“咔嚓”一声
头落地
其实是一颗
鱼头
我抬手摸摸
脑后脖子
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Shane McCauley lives in Perth and has published seven
books of poetry, most recently The Drunken Elk and Ghost
Catcher. Trickster is forthcoming in 2013.

Summation
Shane McCauley
We buy no ticket but arrive at the station.
We are met. Coddled.
For a while it almost seems
that we belong here. As oranges
belong on the orange tree.
As fish in the sea.
Then we change. There is a hint
we might be alone after all.
Others begin to leave. We
don’t look at bare trees
in quite the same way. Laughter
palls.
Irrationally, May becomes October.
What the old did
we find ourselves doing. We
begin to think that maybe
lemons can grow on orange trees.
That fish can walk.
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All that is certain
is slow uncertainty.
On the stage the curtain is
already part-way down.
Outside
another train is coming.

17

Paul Mitchell has published two books of poetry, Minorphysics
and Awake Despite the Hour.

Western landscapes with retreating horizons
Paul Mitchell

The flurry of fingers on keyboards
spell silence, poets write
too late what time is and professors
dribble down murderous bibs:
There’s no time to wonder
where time’s gone
But the crowd shouts,
Wait a minute!
turns sixty perfect circles


Shop bell rings, a knock on the door
Please shut down your power supply
we now own the sun. We bend over backwards
to comply, then bend over some more.
Cash registers ring Hey, listen to this!
police on radios, many countries mentioned
in one breath; one long breath drawn in
but never let out. We want to scream
18
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what we know and release all the mice
from their treadmills. Ordinary indexes
swing through the trees and we hear the creaking
forest floor. Speeches die down to a low hum,
steals flight from everything feathered
and we pick wax stains from our wings.


The distant waves
do what they do
and we set alight
photographed catastrophes
When we rebuild, we won’t govern
nor allow others the honour.
We’ll live regretfully, we’ll hoo ha
and dance a pirouette. No one
will notice. We’ll explode in capital
letters all over the footpath,
croon old tunes to young audiences,
then forget to bow. Once the jeering
dies down, we’ll smile and show
each other scars. The crowd will cry
for more, then search us for knives.


Trumpets announce a recurring dream
of snow-capped mountains towering
over a wilderness of ideas.

19
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You’re from the past! a voice
down there cries, but we can’t tell
if it’s for us or the mountains.
This is the kind of confusion
sky must endure all the time.
The weight of the impossible
draped around a bird’s neck
its clouded face dissolving
Once all the leaves are gathered
the mist will clear. We’ll know
our real names and the sun
will be the busiest it’s been
is the myth of circumstantial evidence
given the gift of happenstance:
There are no further hiding places
now the earth beneath our feet
is ploughed, and the planet’s
axis is the balance beam on which
we take our final bow.

20

Nandi Chinna recently completed a PhD at Edith Cowan
University in Western Australia. Her third poetry collection
Swamp will be published in 2014.

Electric Creek
Claisebrook/Yoondoorup

Nandi Chinna
In the streets of Silver City
a naiad has moved into the fountain.
She guards her water well, falls in love
with the ABC radio presenter leaving
the building at midnight, seduces him
with her seed pod lips, her electric creek;
she slips down her architect designed riffle zone,
dowses bronze turtles that march endlessly upstream,
plane tree leaves piling up on their backs.
She beckons him with the sound of water trickling over stones,
echoing through the Brook Street tunnel.
She utters some Noongar language,
shimmies under the boardwalk beside the café
and disappears into Claisebrook Lagoon.
She desires his child, a partly mortal drop of water,
a creature of the creek but with a will of its own.
With his late night broadcast ringing in his ears
he listens for the sound of fountain spray,
never knowing by whose grace the creek
will or will not be flowing.
21

Scott-Patrick Mitchell is a West Australian writer and performance
poet, the editor of Fremantle Poets 3: Performance Poets and is
currently working on his first book of poetry, The Night Jar.

the moorhen
Scott-Patrick Mitchell
red, like the steep heated air breathed
in, burning the bouquet summer comes
courting. bloody, as if brilliant, or
beauty, or streaming from being
precious or poorly constructed. water
is foul if unwashed, great heaving lake
of natural portents, no filter to crystal
clear the aqua. between dignity &dis
-gust, the moorhen floats across a gust
of actuality, overlooked unlike the swan
, acknowledged as an adjunct, aqua bird
that in my youth shared a short awaken
-ing of spring with me as rudiment hatch
-ling incapable of sink or swim or finding
a vomiting to feed from, disappeared in
- to a down of nothing within the shortest
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space of time, becoming ghost fowl haunt
-ingly
. here, they recollect in ripple &
reed a youthful need to mother the under
-dog, to love the discarded egg of me

23

Coral Carter lives in Kalgoorlie and published her first collection
Descended from Thieves in 2012.

she sends me
Coral Carter
she sends me sheoak filtered blue
I send her sheoak filtered wind
I keep for myself
wild honey’s perfume
swallows’ curved flight
dried reptile supplicant claws
I keep for myself
open talon hawk fall
direct hit feather puff
a cleanskin sky
I keep for myself
robin’s bright breast fire
one dollar mob’s horizon hop
young buck’s hard muscled stare
I keep for myself
lavender butterflies bask
leaf twirl tree top to sand
my footfall on country

24
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I keep for myself
wire pierced land
the broken—the rusted
and discarded stories
she sends me sheoak filtered blue
I send her the casuarina windmoan
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Born in Tallinn, Eugene Dubnov emigrated to the West in 1971.
His poetry and prose, written both in Russian and in English,
has been widely published.

Who Took the Bee’s Greed For a Sign
Eugene Dubnov
Translated from the Russian by Peter Porter with the author

Who took the bee’s greed for a sign,
who through a point drew a straight line,
who opened the eyes to malicious things,
who taught rapier to the strings?
Who flattens childhood’s eager grass,
who hopes the dream will quickly pass,
who recollects the border train,
who warns of death and life again?

26

Passing By
Eugene Dubnov
Translated from the Russian by Peter Porter with the author

Above the fountains glass is towering;
much life has emptied away since birth;
he looks neither before nor behind him
on his way from garden to garden.
Only, reflected in the glass,
he barely makes out one face
and strides on again,
hiding his chin inside his coat.
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Laura Jan Shore is the author of three poetry collections, Breathworks,
Water over Stone (winner of IP Picks Best Poetry 2011), and just
completed, A Canticle of Crows.

Revealed
Laura Jan Shore
To re-teach a thing its loveliness…
Galway Kinnell

Nothing much lovely about Grampa Lou,
not the reek of his cigar, the ash and crumbs
tumbling from his vest as he snatched us up
onto his lap, not his prickly moustache kisses.
He’d suck his false teeth at meals, slurp soup
and slam the table in a pique, upsetting the gravy.
Made Grandma blush and squirm
with his salacious puns and Mae West jokes
and who didn’t wince at his tenor trills
while listening to Sunday night opera?
He pranced like a circus bear spouting Russian,
though he was only 12 when he’d arrived at Ellis Island.
Waving his cigar, he’d brag about the two jobs he’d worked
to pay for law school at night.
Weeping was a fine art for him and while Grandma lay dying
he wailed, Mummy, don’t leave me.
The old aunts rolled their eyes and muttered,
About time she went somewhere on her own.

28
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At the nursing home, the staff learnt to avoid
his flirtations and the occasional pinch.
By 96, still healthy, he’d had enough
and refused to eat.
Cocooned in white blankets, he was
a shrivelled balloon minus his bluster and puff.
Groaning in his sleep, wrestling with bedclothes,
with beckoning angels, he’d cry out, No! No!
raising his palm to ward them off.
His eyelids flickered then snapped open.
What time is it?
One pm, Grampa.
Seeing me, recognition dawned.
He asked after my children, recalling ages and names,
then drifted off again only to wake and demand,
What time is it?
Once he sat straight up, grasping my hands in his icy ones.
He leaned his grizzled cheeks close.
Eyes, brimming like Russian lakes, revealed
the tender boy
he’d so skilfully concealed
beneath overcoats of bravado.
A luminous boy, we’d never met.

29
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In the light of that naked gaze, he whispered,
You are beautiful!
spoken to me and to the reflection
of that boy beaming back.
The bare room glowed and everything
all of it—was made lovely.

30

Knute Skinner lives in Ireland. His most recent publication,
Fifty Years: Poems 1957–2007 contains new poetry and work
collected from previous publications.

Passing an Afternoon
Knute Skinner
The cat rose from her nap.
She took a step and stretched,
then moved away from the French door.
In the middle of the room she stopped to listen
and then looked back.
The long reach of the late afternoon sun
haloed her fur.
I returned to the book I was reading,
a birthday present.
When I found myself going back
to re-read a page,
it was time for a cup of tea.
In the kitchen I gave the cat,
who arrived there before me,
a broken-off piece of cheddar.
Then I got on with the tea
while she stretched her paw to the counter,
asking for more.
Cup in hand, I returned to the living room
and opened the book.
A selection of letters written
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by a lighthouse keeper’s wife,
it was not a good read.
But I kept at it, pausing only
for swallows of tea.
When at last I finished the chapter
I had promised myself,
I carried my cup to the kitchen.
The cat lay asleep by the French door
where the last rays of the sun
came filtering through.

32

Eric Paul Shaffer teaches at Honolulu Community College.
He is the author of five books of poetry and his poems
appear in journals in Australia and overseas.

Streamside
Eric Shaffer
He bought the house because the stream obliquely crossed the corner
of the dog-eared lot. Extending the property lines from the south
and west made the rocky bed a bit of his place. He wanted to own
a part of the flowing and the current, a corner whose contents swelled
in the rainy season, then through the rest of the year sank under rounded,
heated stones beneath the sun. He wanted a piece of the water
constantly coming and going, descending and meandering, making a way
through the world directed by tilt and terrain. He saw in the stream
a casual thoughtless progress meaningful only to an eye and mind
stumbling into an unexpected weedy glade. Leaning on the chain-link
and gazing into the water might free him from the spectacle of minutes
dragging themselves with large and little hands through the hours.
He knew he couldn’t own a stream, but the illusion that one triangular snip
was his was enough. He would climb down the stacked rocks, stand
ankle-deep in a flow flickering with sunlight and breathe the green
that leans across the way of water. He would see the light of the moon,
if not the silver face, in the midnight darkness on whirling water,
		
and forget the running stream would not reflect the stars.
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Andrew Slattery’s chapbook ‘Canyon’ was launched at the
2009 Sydney Writers’ Festival. His first full-length publication,
The Severant, is coming out in 2013.

Click
Andrew Slattery
Your herons silent all day. I recall
the hour but not its passage—
past the couple on the yacht,
elaborately renewing their vows;
past your favourite bar on Tulegatan Street;
past the couple in Riksgatan,
kissing like swans outside the chambers.
I say we have potential.
Your marketing plan looks promising.
Noon (according to the artisanal timepiece)
and the tourists eat their shadows.
Into the photo booth (this was the best way
I could think to have my arm around you)
and we tell each other one true thing.
You first: Click.
It feels right
to place renegade details together,
let them cavort. We go home the old way,
past the blue apartments, their doorbells,
rows of them, glow in the night village,
a string of lit invitations.
Smile.
Imagine the children we could have.
The glimmer of them.

34

Ian C Smith’s work has appeared in a range of journals and
collections. His latest book is Here Where I Work. He lives in
the Gippsland Lakes area of Victoria, Australia.

Nowhere
Ian C. Smith
Just down the end of the day’s street
you take off your glasses, mark the page,
memory’s scented embrace luring you.
You meet nowhere, place unimportant.
It could be a dark clearing where an owl calls,
or near an old railway line like stitched grass.
Two cars shaken from the moon.
She always arrives last, leaves first.
You drive way too fast going nowhere.
You exit blinded by mind echoes.
Even before those louring clouds of parting,
loss forces erotica from the back seat.
Futility rules, you’d as well count the rain,
sigh shudders like a child’s after crying.
You pick up your book again, carry on.
Page pathos. Time fast forwards to happiness,
or smoulders out nowhere.
This isn’t real. It’s only literature.

35

Yann Toussaint teaches at the Albany campus of UWA.
His poems have previously appeared in jounals and in
the anthology Dark Diamonds.

To An Old Teacher
Yann Toussaint
Thirty years on and this bequest, this collection of books,
(including a full set of your own works) so generously given,
now just sits and fades and gathers dust.
I shake open a musty volume; two silverfish fall out and a note
written in your own spidery hand, in ink—how antiquated!
The smell of the pages too is all tweedy fustiness
and the language; the solidly Anglo-Saxon construction
of your sentences, free of equivocating parentheses,
the plodding elegance, the Oxford commas, the mildewed certainty
reads like a missive from another time and I think of you
in your professorial office, pounding away at your typewriter,
your prodigious learning neatly filed on cards about you
or else standing before us at the lectern, a towering colossus,
pointing us in the direction of places we never dreamt existed
first terrifying then befriending us
and we, who had always thought that you would die at your desk,
dying in harness like a great horse ploughing an unwavering line
across your field, instead watched your mind slowly leach away
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until all that was left of you was a husk, and this:
your papers and books, retired to a quiet corner of the library,
shelved and forgotten, your thoughts uncatalogued;
and us.

37

Connor Weightman lives in Perth and is a recent university graduate,
among other things.

garden pixels
Connor Weightman
central perth has these eyes / atop the mineshaft going up /
blinking red as it gets dark / you see them from your parent’s
house / looking out mona lisa like / shipping markers in the
air / a digital creep, not yet rendered / visual pomp, vertically
integrated / open wide & shut abrupt
in the end you’ll rescue zelda / with some persistence, pull it
together / in the digital world of liminal hyrule / memory
copyrighted to nintendo / land contained by invisible borders /
the programmed sky all painted code / elliptical / untouchable /
nearly real / the gorgeous sunset / the beautiful pixels / outside,
three ibis appear / beat a-rhythmically / above the city
as if calculated, the horizon cakes / sky absorbs like blotting paper
/ colour moves from place to place / a kookaburra calls,
it’s
dusk / just like in scene one / fluid on the retina / an old cat,
since gone / red eyes blinking on / but you shouldn’t
mona
lisa ise
everything / or just build panopticon / or hide out
in plato’s cave / or turn birds into omens

38
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iodine fans out like water / or dungeon paths to take / traffic
moving through perth’s arteries / it ends up on glossy paper /
pixels all in place / the _ologist searches / & the gist of it is / each
cell shaded & transmutable / the screen as lighthouse beacon / the
morse-code transmission / in the end you’ll rescue zelda / stich
the story back together
an eyeful of rods & cones / textbooks full of known frequencies /
ultraviolet & red, red eyes / all connections can unravel / all the
screens are made of pixels / the body, a moving tide of particles
/ the marketing pitch of noah’s ark / teleological gift made real /
the river pushing in on nodes / the volta in the narrative arc
the gp says sorry / but it’s very treatable / this kind of thing /
drive to get a ct scan / willing the world to slow down / perth’s
peak hour sprawling out / obligingly stops you still / blood going
round and round / please leave my organs as they are / in the end
you’ll rescue zelda / with some persistence, pull it together
& with no sense of tradition / a carnaby’s cockatoo / plucked
out for replication / city as it’s spreading / joins the cast & crew
/ here in scene seven / although the problems had begun / back
before scene one / cis-platinum flattens everything / the whole lot
gets confusing
at the start / it got dark / rained / flooded / a lake appeared in
the local park / the morning came / another part / the puzzles all
programmed solvable / the soluble world of liminal hyrule / in
the end you’ll rescue zelda / genetically scripted to repeat forever
/ output function / pixels blather / the boomtown philosophy /
the occasional anomaly / the gift of many
save & continues

39
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punching the air with simple rhymes / fight & night / red & dead
/ finding it hard to hold the controller / fist weighed in by an iv
line / birds & words / cancer & easy
answers / floating in &
out / pantheistic winds brush about / central perth arching up
/ a dry winter / wet december / buying pathos with a coupon /
gods & things / bits / everywhere / expiring
in the end you’ll rescue zelda / crinkled body full of colour /
electro magnet place in time / scan held up to the light / the cbd
has blinking eyes / veins pressing against terracotta / you know
it’s only iodine / you know things part, come together / you
know nothing real, lasts / you’ll have to play it back, sometime
/ scripted data / the saves folder / particles of story / unmined
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Paul Venzo lectures at Deakin University. He is currently
undertaking a PhD in creative writing, exploring his relationship
with the Veneto region of northern Italy.

Vespers
Paul Venzo
Between the dark pines blink the harbour lights:
their animal eyes prowl the lagoon.
Across its mirrored face the moon is cast
in almond ribbons. Here the buildings blush at sunset
and in that shy dusk pigeons coo their vespers.
Just as the snow is in the air before descending
I am pausing here, hiding in the folding slap the water makes
on lacquer-black keels, on gritty shorelines.
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Brendan Ryan’s most recent book of poetry is
Travelling Through the Family. He lives in Geelong
and teaches at a secondary college.

from

Succession

Brendan Ryan
(ii)
My father’s plan allows my brother to expand
lease more, invest in another herd, a better tractor.
The neighbours I grew up with have left the land.
What doesn’t get talked about festers and lingers.
Fathers who won’t let go, sons who want their own decisions.
A family breaks up, a wife sues, a farm is lost.
Women in agriculture challenge the divisions
caused by silences, traditions. With every plan there is a cost.
Noses out of joint, a family contests what a son was given.
My father pokes around, gets in the way, stands back
to accept that he can no longer go milking.
I walk the river flats looking to regain what I lack.
Green algae banking up against the old stone ford.
Water hens kick off in a spray, a lone crow caws.
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(iii)
Maybe I should have held onto it longer.
I did my best thinking in the dairy.
All those years of dipping hands in hot water,
feeding calves, ploughing on Sundays, chasing pigs.
Now I’m chasing what’s left of this life—
these days I don’t even buy green bananas.
Wouldn’t it be great to do it all again?
Start off with nothing, go into debt, shift a bit
of country. Farmers have hung themselves for less.
I drive the ute over every inch of grass remembering
afternoons turning in the seat, face into dust, checking
the discs, rocks weighing them down, the back
out of joint, bone rubbing on bone. If I didn’t hand it over
he would have left. Some days I get silly notions in my head.
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poetry event, SpeedPoets , and has published six collections of
poetry, his most recent, The First 30 and other poems.

Casting the Net
Graham Nunn
Midnight on the jetty
more luminous than squid:
the sky so full of unidentified
thoughts, my mind starlit
watching the changing shape of
a herring school, the taste of salt
in every breath.
I lift the net and drape
its weight across my shoulder:
this type of hunt, this thiefin-the-night wanting, slips
if slipping could be sudden
from fingertips, into water.
A whirl of silver scales
panic in the shape of their bodies:
and I see in the slowness
of my retrieve, how the eyes
fill with endless stars
and how the sky does not seem
to care or notice.
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Jan Napier lives near the Indian Ocean. Her work has been
published in various literary journals and anthologies.

Heart
Jan Napier
She found a heart in a car park.
Tracked an errant orange to its burger bag retreat.
Saw among smears of yesterday’s cheese
the dim flutter of its yearning.
It had grown fragile and glassy
the way hearts do when they’re forgotten.
Fingers gentle as bird shadows eased its hurts
soothed rawness with cobwebs and kisses.
At first it refused to feed but bit by bit it opened up.
She spooned in chicken soup sang it spring in Paris
the softness of ash lovers and golden moons.
Snuggled it close
read it tales of firebirds
scar revision slow growth of stone.
It grew bolder began to explore her garden
but always returned at star fall.
One day down among the honey flowers
a strange heart appeared it was artless and green.
Sweet peas nodded its aloneness.
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Graham Rowlands is an Adelaide-based poet whose
Collected Poems has been published by Lythrum Press.

Black Hands
Graham Rowlands
The walnuts fall slowly over weeks.
When corellas take on the tree
in a gusty white wind, though
half the crop eye-drops to
earth in less than an hour:
eaten-out, half eaten-out shell;
nut in dripping juicy shell
the green pod eaten off
& many a nut, shell & pod.
I collect the heavy green hail.
Perhaps I should store them
but I knife the pods off, dripping
the juice off shell & nut.
Thick gloves would be clumsy.
I could try surgical gloves
but I don’t. So it takes
no more than a green fifty
to blacken my fingers & thumbs
to dull black, shiny black
too black for any soap.
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So I wear my black gloves
Their ten black new moons
rimming pink nails
& wait a couple of weeks
for my hands to grow.
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Marcelle Freiman has published two books of poetry,
White Lines (Vertical) and Monkey’s Wedding.

Crickets
Johannesburg, 1956

Marcelle Freiman
Walking home from school
the roads hard-edged
brick yellow houses, tile and corrugated iron
a tawny dog barking on a chain.
Dusty smell, gardens unwatered
said ‘no-one’s home’, the dryness
could bend me like a bow—
but round a corner on 12th Avenue
nannies’ voices like bells
the afternoon their resting time,
the green-brown crickets
began to grind their legs together
in bottle-brush up against the fence
purple velvet moth-dust all down the street.
A hole in the sky of memory opens
unlocks a reach of gravel pale as resin—
jacarandas stand a silent choir
crickets’ vibrato washing the stones.
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Kevin Gillam is a West Australian poet with three books of
poetry published, other gravities, permitted to fall, and
‘songs sulG’ in Two Poets.

a kind of swimming
Kevin Gillam
can hear the black in the blue
looking up

you took the fit in water,
all your deja-vus in a dance
rubbing
fingers across bottle-top sky, just you, at the angle
of nought
sucking
spangles of r.e.m.
at the tilt

of whim and wind
tilted, spinning, cirrus speaking
up
words
the lanes sucking
their own
lunar pull on water

for some hard while, at the angle
of singing
rubbing

at glass and wonder and nigh
rubberised, a writhe of unthought
tilted, green to pink to blue
and angular, working the geometry of cloud
up,

smell of theft and metal, morning, water,
song of birds
sucking,
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no North to intuit, nil magnetics
sucking
remembereds
rubbing
nil
a ripple, self-contained, water
seeking other shores
tilted, spooned for stopping
up,
licking sky
so easy to make an A angle

into an I, horizontal insistence
angular, ornamental
sucking,
 a kind of swimming, a stroke, only arms not up,
more electric than muscular
rubbing,

eight parts light, thirteen parts dark, tilt
of golden mean beyond you
water,

waiting
in the absence of watermarks and tide, not flotsam
angle
of leaving
as if felled, tilted, thrill of you in bark
sucking
existencerubbing
meniscus, remaindered
cradled in up,

moored, rolling
left us
at tongue and air
at now
inflected
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Anna Ryan-Punch is a Melbourne poet and reviewer
whose poetry has been published in numerous
Australian journals and newspapers.

Waiting
Anna Ryan-Punch
Still as gin on the corner of Spring
and Collins. I press my hot wings
against the wall and only look down.
Bodies flash, marching time in
black and black and black
against unruly Melbourne heat.
Black is the new December.
I lean like I’m waiting out of tune
a garish tourist assault on corporate angles.
I haven’t slung a hat out
or a cardboard placard of shaky pleas:
the only excuse for stillness
on this liquid corner.
Green man light—polyester on cotton
in a group salute.
There are twenty colours for black,
all of them suitable.
Breeze lifts my hair and histamines
leaves me motionless, a flash of blood
lit against my roadside cheek.
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Eros in Landscape and Passenger on a Ferry, the novel Farming Ghosts,
and a short story collection, Dreams of Flight, forthcoming in 2013.
In 2011 she was a Hawthornden Fellow.

Astrakhan
Jena Woodhouse
The beetroot juice that drips from the beaked vessel
is redolent of evenings long ago in Astrakhan.
Although I’ve never been to Astrakhan, nor seen the Caspian,
you tell me that the Volga delta is a maze, a labyrinth,
a meeting place of birds and fish,
tributaries and tides and islets, salt waters and fresh,
the haunt of brigands, river-barons, khans:
a confluence of languages and lands.
You tell me how the borscht dripped from your spoon,
magenta tinged with gold where light adhered to oil,
evoking childhood idylls where the Volga meets the landlocked sea:
the taste of soup at evening,
pale sylphs surfacing from water’s thrall,
condensing as they blend with draughts
of warm air from the kitchen stoves—cooking pots
diffusing rich, mouth-watering aromas—
how you were comforted by your reflection
in the gleaming silver spoon, contemplating
droplets you would catch upon your tongue,
savouring the tincture of magenta flecked with glints of gold
that lingered on your lips, and its patina in the lacquered bowl.
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Cranes call from the wands of reeds,
a long plaint of regret;
the wish-colt, the white spirit-steed
you’d one day ride to distant realms,
appears at twilight as in dreams
gliding past the window-sill,
the phantom of a childhood theme,
a wraith of milk and mist.
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Jonathan Hadwen is a poet from Brisbane, whose work
has been widely published in Australia and overseas.

House Call
Jonathan Hadwen
Every other night the phone would ring,
and my father, dressed in flannelette and grey stubble,
would roll from his bed, pick up the receiver,
and with practiced tone state his affirmation,
then profession, and nod with each dose of hysteria
administered to his ear.
Sighing, he would rise, place his feet into trousers,
then tan shoes, his arms into collared shirt, noosed
with a maroon tie, and with his leather bag
tread the steps so softly I would not have known
his passing, if it weren’t for the phone still ringing
in my ears, and the child’s worry that kept my mind
feeling for him in the dark.
I would hear his car take leave of the driveway,
the headlights through my bedroom window a nod
and wave to me alone. Mumbling my goodbyes
to the wall, I would wait for his return, and only
when I’d heard the jangle of keys and the ease
of our door opening and closing, would I shut
my eyes, and store my father’s blurred visage
safely in my dreams.
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Dick Alderson’s poems have been published in a
range of anthologies and journals.

Skein
Dick Alderson
Sometimes she would ask one of us
to help, to hold up a skein
while she wound the wool into a ball
we’d sit facing each other
on two chairs in the kitchen
our child-hands held towards her
in an almost embrace, the wool
passing between us like a gift
she had given us to give back to her
holding one of her boys still for a moment
while she took the soft thread.
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Caitlin Maling’s work has been published in Best Australian Poems and
Australian Poetry. Her first collection Conversations I’ve Never Had is
forthcoming with Fremantle Press.

North of the River
Caitlin Maling
When you jump off the cliffs you show me:
this is your side of the river, where the stone lies below.
You coax me off the rocks the water you say lovely, love.
Falling, I wonder who jumped here first,
set the knowledge of these stones down.
There’s more uncertainty to the second jump, the third, fourth.
You start to make me go first, and when I’m dropping
I don’t know if you will wait for me to land before leaping.
Still dripping on the carpet of your room you tell me:
that I am only as alive as the lightbulb,
and you make me stare at it until I can keep it when I close my eyes.
Electricity you say. You rub my hand across the carpet,
touch it to the bedframe, a small spark, this is what you are
not flame. Out your window I see my side of the river
but I don’t know it all from here, the browns and greens solid.
Can you only know the river when you’re underneath it?
How we fall. How you come to mean it. Closer
to your cliffs. On the phone you ask me to come
or you would if I answered. I’m scared to look out my windows
200 meters inland, cupped to suburbia, you appear in lightbulbs.
I won’t go to the jetty. I won’t go where there’s water.
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Not the last time I saw you, but the last time I listened
you said you had unfurled yourself like a banner
like the light, like the rocks don’t bounce but grind
themselves from the rubble to the water. We sit outside
you have marked where your stones will lay with razors.
In the hospital your room had no windows, no glass,
you were only allowed the sun, no lightbulbs.
I want you to know the bayous running like ill-made filaments
through this city. Water is not trusted here, they girder it concretely
as if hardening the banks into scars will protect them.
I’ve never seen the bottom, never seen the black moccasins,
never met a person who has caught an alligator.
In hurricane season you wait for me on overpasses.
I remember the pact we never made: not to jump alone.
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Kent MacCarter is a Melbourne writer and editor, the author
of two poetry collections In the Hungry Middle of Here
and Ribosome Spreadsheet with a third, Sputnik’s Cousin,
coming out in 2014.

Desayuno y Frühstück
Kent MacCarter
At 19 I was foxgloves, engaged
to a woman allergic to sunlight
ode night in Missoula, Montana
we broke. June’s menstruation
ate the slow, rational evening
of dusk her pragmatism would
squeeze onto she flapjacks for
a dinner of breakfast at The Ox
where twenty-four hours a day
scrambled-egg-and-a-calf-brain
orgasm in chip crotch of menus
We splurged on midnights of oat
clothed, parallel suntan lotions a
red milk crate thin on colostrum
held as maître d’hôtels palm mint
until dawn in tight conversation a
marathon of gesticulation and go
-to reasoning skills our chopsticks
pinched at lusty. I pillowed song
the inverted Eiffel Tower of brain
how its umbilical tip feeds a rust
language spooks up in tandem as
he sex a critical thinking butters
between terms—so here is what
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I said:
navy blue is as navy blue as
navy blue can be
Simple, really …
example
essence
epitome
a hosannah that ordered a BLT and
jojos five drinks ago. And a relying
on this being a bleedingly cheddar
observation like sausage casings at
rest on plates in taverns 2am some
where-way-out-West her prairie oh
I held at dawn our toast sang hymn
-n-she-never-came. Close in getting
those lilypads to lick math and taste
maple in her hash-browns 2D scoop
Eighteen laters I was straddling mule
up a steep caldera’s years of pumice
to Quilatoa, Ecuador on switchback
paths. No saddle. Denim tablecloths
snuggling in the pork of honeymoon
one steed suffered me, its name of
Frühstück, thin air, the sun. How its
partner Desayuno wandered up her
rear like thirty-somethings on beach
bargain-hunted of cast-offs to diction
a speech taking comprehensive notes
woolgathering uphill a 45 degree vow

The Oxford Bar at Pine & Higgins has been open 24 hours a day since 1883. There
have not been keys to any entrances of the building since 1946, when filmmaker David
Lynch was born in that neighbourhood.
The elevation of Quilatoa is 3194 metres.
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Jenny Blackford’s stories and poems have appeared
in places as diverse as The Pedestal Magazine and
30 Australian Ghost Stories for Children.

Roughly spherical, and covered in dead leaves
Jenny Blackford
The Ragdoll is winterplump this time of year,
ready as any sabre-tooth to scale blue-grey glaciers
while distant dire-wolves howl—
winterplump and roughly spherical, and covered in
dead leaves from the draggled wintergarden.
Twigs drip a nature-trail behind him as he waddles
swaddled tight in his fur coat.
The rounded springy mass of him is mostly pale
silksoft fluff, not fat, or meat and bones.
The sweet wobble low on the belly
is barely a dish of summer ice cream,
a frothy island floating under all the polar fleece,
that blue-point pelt long as winter,
thick as butter cold from the fridge—
hard enough to push a bony finger through,
let alone a small pink tongue.
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Susan Bradley Smith is a Research Fellow in English at La Trobe
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Common as posh: a Pippa cento
Susan Bradley Smith
after Andrew O’Hagan

Union Jacks. Red velvet fantasia. Frisky
polished brash and romantic secrecy,
canoodling with royalty in restaurants
with house cocktails named after them:
the dirtbag waiter will name his Pippa
cocktail ‘Pippa 69’: she dirty, says
the Spaniard.
There are riots in Croydon and Tottenham
but the nation fancies a different picture,
the derriere of the national babe, belonging
to the sister of the firm’s new asset. Windows.
Influence. Tabloid sensation, like no one since
Diana, another fashion story. Croydon,
Tottenham. The wisteria sisters tweet their
daily outfits, instinctual champions of girls
without large incomes and their need to
look nice. No lavender. No queenly crush
into grannyish shoes. Not stiff. Not military.
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Croydon. Tottenham. These girls taught the
young British looters what was worth
looting, rest assured. Love of shops in
common: Primark dresses of preposterous
cheapness, the compass not exclusive, not
expensive, not cheap, not nasty. It’s Me Being
Special Because of You Looking Like Me
Looking Like You. Looking like you, looking
like cashmere, but not. Really made of…
‘Get the look’—crush like crazy on the big
message that common is the new posh, if
you get it right. If you get it right, you and
your remorseless sense of entitlement can
enjoy Spaniards naming cocktails for you.
Dirty. Young people who can’t bear too much
reality looking like a gallery of fabulous
grotesques, ‘Perfect Pippa & Co’ are Vile
Bodies for the twitter generation (eat your
heart out Evelyn Waugh). University educated,
on a perpetual gap year—you couldn’t
make it up. Hackney. Tottenham. Croydon.
But the whole thing took a bit of work, this
obsession with commonness, the signature
irony of the posh being their victory of the
social over the mental: they meet each other
at school, at university, not in Top Shop. Top
Up The Fun. Is it all port and cheese, no
sustaining jobs, bits of charity, looking
after children now and again in between
white jeans from Reiss and red shift dresses
from Hobbs? Croydon, Tottenham—life can no
longer be all tantrums and tiaras. They know
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this. Hackney. There has to be a degree of street
and tweet. Fashion. Commerce. Oh, Pippa,
modern-day warrior queen for the virtues
of commonness, you dirty girl in your Tory
Burch ballet pumps signaling the change in
the meaning of glamour: what do we do with
all those diamonds that used to be our
best friends?
I have to be you. Anygirl. Click here.
Get the look. Queen me.
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Graham Kershaw is the author of two novels: The
Home Crowd and Dovetail Road. He lives on the
south coast of WA where he practices as an architect,
writer and small-time publisher.

Skyfall
Graham Kershaw
The sky is a Roman vault of glazed blue clay
cracked to rain fragmentum, crazed iambic scraps
of plaster verse, fretting chips of pediment
tapping this tin scaffolding, to tell us how deep,
how far we are fallen. Karris, stacked tight,
collapsed upright against the steep scarp,
spread and blur into a varicose dome
of grey-blue bruise. Hail hurts the skylights.
Inside, this slow jarrah burn. The Internet
paints her cheek an unworldly blue as she peers
deep for the kill. High trees teeter and creak,
shower twigs, nuts, bark, batter our insides
black and blue. Tap drips at the sink.
Black cockatoos unwind bloody bandages
over our canopies, singing arias of entropy,
Ozymandius, Xanadu…
It may all come down, they sing.
It may yet come down.
It’s Seven O’Clock.
News time.
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Ross Jackson lives in Perth and has had poetry and
short fiction published locally and interstate.

Mallee
Ross Jackson
fuzzy explorer, having just stepped out,
I splatter my moonbeams into
a night thick and black as home burnt jam,
play blind man’s bluff in a yard of
unseen oat grass, till the lamps of faint grey
bushes begin glowing there.
at a sunrise stretched to four quarters
beyond the fences, a dry red kangaroo
hide of flatland, and I see
a fluorescence along its edge, a streaming
of white birds in flight. buckled into
the forked elegance of a Rose Mallee,
two cans empty of full strength beer
and in the frittered, creamy, oatmeal rigging,
a little of the red rose blur,
and the slow, well stoked combustion
of a tongue of sun, lapping legs, tickling feet,
and a rising of the flies.
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Andrew Lansdown is an award winning Australian
writer, whose poems and stories have been published
in numerous magazines and newspapers and are
represented in over ninety anthologies.

Travelling North
Andrew Lansdown
The Canada geese go over,
fly over in a skein,
high up and (I imagine)
honking beyond hearing.
And I suddenly wonder,
What am I doing here
in America travelling north
deeper into Wisconsin
where the first snows
have already fallen,
travelling north when
even the geese know
the killing cold is coming
and south is the place to go?

W
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Michelle Cahill’s second collection of poetry, Vishvarūpa
was shortlisted in the Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards.
This year she will take up the CAL/UOW international
fellowship at Kingston University, London.

Aspects of Australian Poetry in 2012
Michelle Cahill

T

he act of reading for appraisal rather than pleasure is a
privilege that brings me to a deepened understanding of
the contemporary in Australian poetry, the way the past is being
framed, its traditions, celebrities and enigmas washed up in new and
hybrid appearances or redressed in more conventional, sometimes
nimbus forms. Judith Wright wrote that the ‘place to find clues is not
in the present, it lies in the past: a shallow past, as all immigrants
1
to Australia know, and all of us are immigrants.’ The discipline of
reading to filter such a range of voices underlines my foreignness,
making reading akin to translation, whilst reciprocally inviting the
reader of this essay to become a foreigner to my assumptions and
conclusions.
In fact, that problematic of who, or what, is foreign, Other, multiple
or double, the unlimited is one of the central concerns that lies not
too far beneath the surface of much of our poetry. But there are many
other inflections apparent. I have chosen to discuss these collections
through various lenses, which focus on the current nuances in
Australian poetry. While I have no pretensions that these are
definitive they are useful ways to consider the fusions occurring in the
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contested spaces of our poetics: the way that genres of narrative and
non-fiction are crossing with lyricism; the delimited and deranging
modes of a new ethics; the growing content of poetic translations; selftranslations and mistranslations; the unravelling of culture through
travel/transculturation; the urban account of the pastoral.

Hybrids: narratives/ biographies/non-fiction
The verse novella, which derives obliquely from the ballad and the
epic seems to be in resurgence; John Tranter, Les Murray, Philip
Hodgins, Alan Wearne, Dorothy Porter, more recently Judy Johnson
having been past exponents. Those books I will reference are readable,
highly crafted and intriguing in their own terms for the way in which
language, history and subjectivity are mediated. Several collections
draw content from the biographies of artists, actors and historical
figures, melding the arguably time-worn lyric with the possibilities
of narrative and non-fiction. The process of hybridising forms and
languages is engaging, brimming with latency.
Set in a post-war country town Geoff Page’s 1953 is a satirical
reminder of a supposedly idyllic past, which under the narrator’s
closer anecdotal scrutiny is troubled by polarised gender roles,
taboos, repressed racial intolerance, state interventions, domestic
violence, teenage pregnancy and youth suicide.
Page allows the reader space to approve or dislike elements of
this closely-knit, prescribed social world in which rules are broken
only to be upheld, and where boredom and isolation are suppressed.
This is an intradiegetic narration, with cinematic intersections
from a ‘frozen moment’ of 2.30 pm on 17 February 1953. Like
Dylan Thomas in Under Milkwood, Page holds a painfully truthful
mirror to Eurandangee, his fictional town. Humour masks the poet’s
underlying seriousness, enabling us to feel the isolation of Sheena
or the powerlessness of Auntie May, living with the violent memory
of the Protection Board’s trespass, musing with hope on what might
have happened to her stolen daughter.
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Or then again the whiter side
She picked up from her dad
Might just have let her jump the bar
to ‘high society’
house-with-lawn and man-with-job,
passing as Italian.

The pre-multicultural colour bar of this microcosm is presented as
matter-of-fact, lacking strong rebuke or endorsement by the narrator.
Rather there is irony, humanity and empathy as he surveys the
sources and voices of suffering. 1953 surpasses nostalgia, providing
us with a new lens through which to view the past.
Our curbed history of violent invasion, with its unspeakable
atrocities and confusion of race boundaries is narrated by Ali Cobby
Eckermann in ruby moonlight, a verse novel set in the 1900’s on
Ngadjuri land, South Australia. Ruby Moonlight, the eponymous
Indigenous heroine, survives her clan’s massacre; the story follow
ing her fraught relationship with an Irish tracker, Jack. Their
miscegenation is held perilously within a space of abjection that the
author renders with clarity and psychological astuteness:
any proof of their liason is dangerous
for her safety while he is away
any proof of their liason is dangerous
for his safety on his return

Cobby Eckermann weaves commentary into narrative with natural
rhythms and figurative gestures, but overall there is a measured,
unassuming distance to her tone as in the poem ‘Caution’.
Transcending the social or legal order, a universal sense of injustice
and morality imbues this powerful, elemental verse. The use of
lower case and the absence of punctuation suggest a rejection of both
2
colonial and patriarchal language. As Ali Alizadeh argues, ruby
moonlight subverts stereotypes of white colonial romance, though
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Cobby Eckermann’s language is intensely lyrical. The novel operates
at a mythically performative level to rewrite the past.
At the formal end of narrative poetry Stephen Edgar’s Eldershaw
makes elegant, thoughtful reading, the blank verse suited to Edgar’s
thematic preoccupations with time, apparition, memory, history,
loss. Edgar is able to change gear from speculative to piquant (see
the conversation about fellatio between Sasha and Helen) to dramatic
intensity as in the poem ‘1961’ when Martin intrudes on Helen and
Lex. Edgar excels in convincing detail and interior monologue; he uses
flashback, elements of dialogue and an episodic sequence extracting
fictional elements and hybridising these with his voluptuous
elaboration of language. His new and selected collection, The Red Sea,
evokes a passage of contemplative exile in which the lyric is nuanced
by a subtle ethics. The quietness and complexity of Edgar’s poetry, its
syntactical challenge to postmodern tropes is a rare accomplishment.
The Sunlit Zone by Lisa Jacobson explores a psychology of the
feminine divided from her subliminal self. The protagonist is North,
a scientist whose twin sister Finn is born with the dysmorphism of
webbed feet and later grows barnacles. Does she drown, or is water
her first and preferred element? The story travels back and forwards
between 2050 to North’s childhood, weaving an atmosphere of
mystery, of social and environmental mutation: endangered species
are cloned, pets and humans are genetically modified. Speculative
and technological details are at times excessive but the composite
elements of the narrative opens up imaginative possibilities, right
from its dramatic opening chapter ‘Whale’:
Volunteers stream
in like diaspora, dissipate. Waverley
will be there, for sure. She’d nurse
a sea-slug if it were beached.

That word ‘diaspora’ creates more than a ripple to our expectations.
Jacobson plays on the ambivalence of hybridity; what is mysteriously
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engineered may be fashionable but is not always favourable or
secure; progress signals its own concerns. Jacobson’s facility for
internal monologue shapes a feminist subjectivity reminiscent of
Margaret Atwood’s novel, Surfacing. Elegiac stanzas of descriptive
verse combine well with idioms, dialogue and dramatic action, but
at times the half rhymes and syntactical inversions seem reductive to
the emotion being conveyed or anachronistic given the chronological
time frame.
Non-fiction and biography also merge with contemporary poetry.
Dael Allison’s collection Fairweather’s Raft interprets the life of the
fringe-dweller and abstract painter, Ian Fairweather. His famous raft
journey from Darwin in 1952 is the subject of poems about isolation,
struggle with the elemental, his excursions to China, Indonesia, Japan.
Allison applies a layered texture to visual descriptions, which are
material and dramatic in their evocations: ‘ricepaper wind’, ‘husk’,
‘scum’. Figuratively dense poems outweigh more allusive lyrics:
‘Night raft’, ‘Lacuna’ and the mesmeric ‘Nightburst’.
The life of the socially-isolated artist Henry Darger, whose
obsession with the extremes of violence and innocence were expressed
in watercolour paintings and epic manuscripts is reconstructed
by Julie Chevalier in Darger: his girls. Wordplay and parody lever
the poems tonally and emotionally. Chevalier uses repetitions and
vernacular speech to evoke the bleak, depersonalising culture of
institutionalised spaces. Chorus-like refrains suggest the psycho-legal
circumstances that mired Darger’s life and artistic reputation. The
book speaks for the quirky and marginalised in an early twentiethcentury north American context, enriching our understanding of that
social stratum, and of Darger’s creative output.
In Radar by Kevin Brophy and Nathan Curnow the tender realism
of Curnow’s domestic derangements are coupled with surrealistic
meta-prose poems by Kevin Brophy. The difference and similarities
between their tropes is suggested by Brophy’s ‘Alice’s Husband
Invents Radar’ where distance and delay comically shifts the meaning
of language towards the unpredictable. Brophy’s prose in Radar
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is challenging because it speaks to us from the in-between spaces,
between rooms and objects, from the marginalia of Sigmund Freud’s
‘Dreckology’ to Mary Oliver’s ‘cottage of darkness.’ These poems
are not imaginary symbols but are paragraphs and semicolons on
the verge of being shot or vomited or expectorated; they make lucid
‘what your mind can do that your body cannot imagine.’ Curnow’s
topographies are also an aporia, an antidote for the loss of ideals,
bruised and intrepidly articulated.
marionette a biography of miss marion davies by Jessica L
Wilkinson is a biography in prose poetry of the American film star
and screenwriter, Marion Davies, whose life-long relationship with
William Randolph Hearst ultimately curtailed her career. The epic
extravagance of a North American screen heroine is told from a
radical white feminist orientation. Textually and visually this book
is experimental, meta-textual, syncretic in its tropes of poesis and
theory.
Kate Lilley’s Ladylike is semi-autobiographical, elegiac and
radically feminist in how it questions historical biography and
psychoanalytical texts. Lilley connects the filial tie to her mother,
Dorothy Hewett, with her favourite mistress, history. Sexuality and
relationships are traced in subversion to patriarchal figures (God, for
instance, in ‘I wanted to feel closer to God’), disclosing the speaker’s
youthful consciousness. ‘Cusp’, dedicated to Hewett, embodies an
inseparable grafting of poet/mother/teacher/daughter in verse that
is ironic, amusing, tender. ‘Dress Circle’ and ‘When Ladies Meet’
read as a gestalt written in homage: ‘Goodbye Mama, you made me
what I am…’ Lilley’s tone alters from affectionate to unsentimental
‘your bed hacked to pieces for the skip.’ She refracts source texts
in her poetic rendering of the infamous bigamist, Mary Carleton,
and in Freud’s studies of Dora. These multiple personas articulate a
language that confers authority to women and their sexuality, as well
as reconstructing historical and psychoanalytic spaces. Language and
grammar is reinvented, warping conventions (‘Ane suit of podasey’,
‘Miltonic’, ‘Maisily’) not for ornament but in playful defiance. Lilley’s
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kewpies and rubber maids are given fresh historical, linguistic and
critical cachet; it’s a fine achievement.

Delimited poetics; a new ethics
Delimitations of self, of perceptual account, of temporal and narrative
conventions are elements which lead much of contemporary
Australian poetry away from representation into investigations,
ruminations, community, discontinuity, fragmentation, at times to
chaos. Such a poetics may be confined by context but it offers the
reader multiple interpretations. With varying degrees of subjectivity
these poets eschew predictable forms of pastoral or lyric. They
discard transcendence and determination for an ethics which is
relational, permeable, sometimes rhizomic in its networks, concerned
with movement, temporality and a sense of emanating from the local
rather than from symbolic representations of territory.
Kate Fagan intentionally disturbs linearity and meaning with her
word prisms in First Light. The poems are discursive, theoretical yet
highly atmospheric with a dissonance as structures of thought run
aslant to subject and tone. What makes the book so affecting is the
feminist subjectivity inscribing herself in relation to words and to
the world, elliptically. Fagan’s harmonies are word-sculpted silences
composed between extracts of domestic life and motherhood,
geometries of thought and theory. Her abstractions are meta-poetic
so that we encounter ‘The end of solid impossibility.’ By her own
admission the poet speaks of a desire to ‘modify, here and there’:
To say the thing, not about it—
see a mind approaching doubt—

Centos of found poetry rich with humanity and wit are addressed
to Fagan’s partner, Peter Minter and to fellow poets, Astrid Lorange,
Michael Farrell, Pam Brown. ‘Chrome Arrow’ is a tender tribute to
Brown’s oeuvre: ‘I lie surrounded by beauty/until the Pleiades blink/
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like a sparkler in the HaHa Room.’ A sequence of prose poems ‘Book
of Hours for Narrative Lovers’ deconstructs language-mediated
experiences, shaping glass-like parodies of ‘Physics as much as love.’
Fagan brings a sustained focus to her task, a discipline which makes
language effortless, seamlessly circuitous and ambivalent.
In his slim volume Years, Elegy, Nguyễn Tiên Hoàng lengthens
the lyric into experiential rhythmic monologues which integrate
images of remembrance, presence and conjuring. This collection
is an important and subtle contribution to diasporic Vietnamese
Australian poetry yet the speaker appears fleetingly in Nguyen’s
paratactic syntax. Interjections become nouns; they correct his similes
as in ‘For St Kilda Road’. Nguyen’s poems refuse to end, pausing
instead on present participles or adverbs, often unpunctuated. His
images are sonically and visually arresting, yoking elements of
nature and metropolis: ‘dysfunctional seagulls’, ‘shocked icebergs’,
‘chinawhite fineness.’ Whether situated in Canberra, Kingston, a
war-torn village or the ‘ruined villas’ of post-war Saigon, there is an
existential vulnerability. Elegy and mourning pass through trauma,
grief, knowledge, the lyrical or political task, resisting diasporic
nostalgia but transcending violence with a fragile beauty, as in the
poem, ‘They’:
stained cranes that had burned into atomic
the whole lot in the fey rain
in the ash, fake.

certain fathoms explores topographies of uncertainty, fragmentation
in perception, memory, purpose and desire with an original, barely
navigable language. Bonny Cassidy sculpts the unreliable senses and
language itself into abstractions that elide narrative or metaphor.
The hour, I can’t tell.
Not yet blueing: but open and clean cut,
when matter twists
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   by algebra
     or freak
then turns again.

Here, as often for Cassidy, the diction does not obey syntax. Mostly,
there is a fine dialogic between specificity and ambivalence which
yields connection rather than meaning though the weaker poems are
limited to experimental mimesis or obscurity. In ‘After the burial’ the
subject’s identity is not fixed but the ‘mules’ and ‘distracted waltz’,
the ‘cone of dust’ imply an historical or colonial context, while the
idiomatic ‘they bungle right through it on the double’ introduces
a military tone to what could be a war-zone in Afghanistan. The
subject is partially voiced, unfixed, ‘between one step and another.’
This ethical positioning is sympathetic to postcolonial and marginal
perspectives, but the intent is also an aesthetic shaping of abstracts:
‘body of ice and wing of air.’
Brook Emery is a lyric poet but in Collusion he avoids circum
scribing meaning; even perception is indeterminate, though what
is pervasive is discontinuous in time and movement. The opening
poem, addressed to ‘Dear K’ concerns the trick of light reflecting
from a river, its wave-particle composition, the speaker uncertain of
whether observation is present or delayed. The interconnectedness
of living beings, of life to phenomena is made palpable: bird, wind,
sea-in-flux are associated, not anthropomorphically, but as process
with the speaker. The syntax generates tension between thought and
image, an oscillation that validates the sensory world. Metaphysical
abstractions are placed beside images of impermanence: ‘sea and sky
volley’, a ‘church’s mortared, crumbling mass’, ‘TV cables swing like
skipping ropes.’ The motion applied is gentle and functional, more
like swaying. Emery avoids schisms as he abandons the arbitrary
closure of titles: the poem ‘I can eclipse you with a wink, Donne
wrote’ quietly dissects the imperfect binary of subject/object.
Michael Farrell’s latest collection open sesame is playful, serious,
experimental and boundary breaking. I enjoy the appearance of
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these pages and the absence of a contents page suggests a memoirlike fluency. Farrell has a talent for the visual possibilities of poetry,
for jottings, text, and the comically slanted. (‘es tu supermarket’,
‘burrito weather’, ‘o+n+e’) ‘friends’ and ‘creatures’ rework the myths
of mateship and evolution; ‘wide open road’ is a more cynical
contemporary pastoral. Titles serve as a warm-up to the poems
themselves which are parodic, inclusive, culturally allusive but
at times difficult in their ramblings and abstractions, for instance
‘o+n+e’.

Translations/ Mistranslations/Self translations
Translation is a burgeoning and vital field in Australian poetry.
Oral translation of Indigenous languages to English was, and still
remains the dominant process of colonial expansion, a process
that can be reciprocated. Transculturation occurs at the interface
between cultures and language, but also it operates as a mode of
establishing agency and identity. In an era when poets are exposed
with relative ease to other cultures and languages, translations and
transculturation become ways of reshaping colonial and neo-colonial
spaces. But there are several notable examples of mistranslations or
transversions where a poet’s oeuvre becomes the point of departure
for new interpretations.
The Chinese-North American critic Timothy Yu, in his imprimatur
tells us that Ouyang Yu is ‘a master—like Beckett and Nabokov—
of the exceedingly rare art of Self Translation.’ But these poems,
separated from their translations often by decades and continents
are striking for their restrained tones and often vulnerable lyricism,
which we are less acquainted with, in this poet’s case. Ouyang’s
thematic concerns are not merely cultural and linguistic alienation
but meta-poetic, of signification. There is interest in the shape of the
poem, and some poems ‘My Sadness’ and ‘Double’ experiment with
the visual differences between Chinese and English. He eschews
the conventional Taoist-like image for ambulatory description; the
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apparent simplicity of his repetitions interrogating a complex terrain.
Poems like ‘Variations of a Night’, ‘Ashes’ and ‘Two Roads’ speak
to the writing self, illuminating the detours in this poet’s fertile
oeuvre: ‘There’s no road back/Although the road forward does come
to an end.’
Robert Gray’s Cumulus can also be thought of as a work of selftranslation, a re-ordering of the poet’s oeuvre, a slow and careful
undertaking. Some reviewers have compared versions of the revised
poems with their originals, drawing the conclusion that at times
the poet compromises immediacy and sensuality for conceptual
resolutions. What does interest this reader is Gray’s impulse to
rewrite, select, to delay enjambment, to undo punctuation, to transfer
or delete clauses, in the course of practising his craft, the fluid line. In
his enigmatic introduction Gray speaks of ‘renewing the imagination’
suggesting that what is most pleasurable for him is the creative process
itself, an experience which is incomparable to any other in its risk,
mystery, and trust. Gray’s painterly images have a peculiar beauty
and strangeness; he is able to slow down perception and pixelate the
conscious process, drawing the interior ego to the external world. In
doing so he reverses the assumptions of rational subjectivity, leaning
towards Eastern philosophical perspectives on reality. Cumulus
attests to the perceptual interpretation which is Robert Gray’s
enduring and distinctive contribution to Australian poetry.
China Years by Macao-based Christopher Kit Kelen is a new and
selected bi-lingual collection of Kelen’s responses and adaptions,
which he describes as an ‘open-ended and potentially endless
dialogue between cultures.’ Kelen writes the speaker as intimate
guest in an historical context; not least there is formal respect for the
host culture, its imagistic and philosophical traditions. Elements of
irony and parody abound in the sequence from the Tang poet ‘after
Meng Jiao’ and in ‘Dredging the Delta’. The lyric is his preferred mode
and some of the most affecting poems are those in which insights
gently imbue the speaker’s observations of experience. Kelen’s
oeuvre challenges notions of what Asian Australian poetics is, since
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his poetry is rich in intimate conversations with China’s territories,
literary and geo-colonial. His satire has a double sting, targeting
both countries.
I recommend the illustrated pocket translations into Chinese of
poetry by Anna Couani, Small Wonders; Greg McLaren’s After Han
Shan and Alan Jefferies’ richly cross-cultural Seem; also Pam Brown’s
Anyworld, with its idioms, collage and idiosyncratic streaming.
By degrees the poems in Brenda Saunders’ Looking for Bullin
Bullin shift the balance from standard English. Her images are
tactful, resonant and her poems are meticulously crafted. There are
interesting modulations of rhythm and uses of vernacular as in the
poem ‘Two tones’ which is a simple yet powerful critique of racial
homogenisation. Saunders’s language is capable of crossing the
most violent boundaries, and she draws seemingly from a range of
influences, white and black (Wright, Beveridge, Heiss, PapertalkGreen). But ultimately there is the insistence in her poems that
language itself must be reclaimed; many of the titles have Indigenous
names and the dialogues abrogate Australian English for Indigenous
parity as in ‘Blak-out’: ‘Gimme a dolla’/Pay the rent/whitey guilt/easy
street.’ A poem like ‘Tanami’ reminds us starkly that English, however
well learned is not the poet’s master, though it perpetuates neocolonial authority. The book works towards and beyond translation
of Indigenous spoken narratives, by mediating linguistic thresholds
between borders of nation and First Nation.
The Jaguar’s Dream is an ambitious ensemble of cover poems
spanning several centuries and language groups of poets. It shows
evidence of John Kinsella’s enviable breadth of reading, the skill
and suppleness of his linguistic and interpretative flair. While his
translations of French poets pay close attention to parity of form and
meaning, many of the other poems are loose adaptations, segueing
aspects and moods of Kinsella’s persona with the originals, so
that they become points of creative departure, which are curious
and often provocative to read. There is, however, an unevenness
about the selections which distracts and compels the reader to
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cross‑reference other versions. Kinsella’s method is variable but also
flexible, and this dynamic quality of The Jaguar’s Dream is suited
more to a dialogic encounter than to literal scrutiny. At times there
is a self-deprecating irony, which is amusingly self-reflexive as in the
Mayakovsky makeover, ‘Bedenimed Cloud: An Apostasy’. With its
interjections and expletives it distils an attitude from Mayakovsky’s
bravura in ‘Cloud in Pants’ though the intense power of the tragic
Futurist’s imagery is dissipated. To end the book Kinsella writes transversions of Ouyang Yu’s ‘Miniscule’ and ‘Ardour’ yet in tone, diction
and meaning (even title) his poems are very different. They could be
shadow reflections, inversions which civilise and quieten the raw
energy of Ouyang, the consummate self-translator. In this gesture of
exchange there is homage, fecundity, appropriation, friendship. The
book asks us to reappraise our notions of linguistic domination as
much as those of linguistic difference.
Juvenal, Samuel Johnson and Alan Wearne are satirically
triangulated in Prepare the Cabin for Landing, a riotous transversion
tenanted with Australianists, wowsers, dobbers, suburban prophets,
social-networkers, battler billionaires and motivational speakers.
‘The Vanity of Australian Wishes’ is both an epic comedy and elegy to
the poet’s close friend, John Forbes. Like Johnson, Wearne’s portraits
of officialdom, fortune, academia, pride and beauty implicate human
nature, right from its scholastic beginnings but the heroic couplets
are exchanged for freewheeling prose, which far from defending our
national idiosyncrasies can be profoundly critical. The enjambment
and declamatory tone is brilliant, and Wearne’s transversion is
convincing all the more for losing Johnson’s pious resignations in
favour of a more humanistic, fluent reality-check. The collection is
studded with refrains, monologues and mini-sagas: ‘Howzat’, ‘And
the Band Played Waltzing Matilda’, ‘My Home Among the Gum Trees’
are a few gems that unravel jingoistic patriotism. Wearne tears apart
the ‘deluded layers’ and allows us to see ourselves afresh.
A book I will keep returning to for its truly rare achievement is
The Moving World by Michael Heald, which translates the semiotics
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of Vipassana mediation into the clarity of mindful lyrics. Heald
draws the reader from ‘movement that has never/opened its eyes!’
to the fullness of silence. With sound insight and gentle rigour
he points us from the profusion of signs, to anattā, another way
of seeing.

Travel, exile and transculturation
There is nothing new about elements of travel and other cultures
animating Australian poetry. The post-war era saw the influence of
cosmopolitan models favoured strongly. ‘I was turning more and
more to the European rather than the local for added sustenance’
3
writes Vivian Smith in his essay ‘Carrying Tanguy up the Stairs’;
the New York school and the French symbolists continue to be
important sources for contemporary poets while Asia has been a
site of increasing poetic crossings. Travel poetry is not without
pitfalls. It may be at risk of serving as a descriptive or curatorial
adjunct to colonial expansion; transculturation can appropriate the
iconography, even the language of other cultures. Several collections
published in 2012 are topographically influenced and can be read
cumulatively as a pensive inquiry into official notions of nation and
national. Some test geo-cultural border politics, or the boundaries
of belief, often going beyond the realm of material descriptions of
journeys to a meta-poetic foray into image-making, into writing itself.
Andrew Sant’s twelfth collection The Bicycle Thief is a witty,
lyrical exploration of travel, transit and writing as forms of exile
from existential gloom as well as from the inescapably mundane.
From its occasional verse ‘Postcard to Hamburg’, with its intrigue
of names, nouns and addresses, somewhat redolent of Derrida’s La
Carte Postale, human meanings and connections occur accidentally
and are postponed by writing. Childhood, in a fabled tableau of
poems like ‘The Motor Car’ is satirised, ‘Tame as a cliché, made/for
postwar, predictable British/Sundays.’ Collusions between travel
and writing are acknowledged in many poems juxtaposing remote
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tundras or geological terrains with the digressions and exaggerations
of words. In ‘Speed and Other Liberties’ the speaker seeks ‘liberty to
finish the new book quickly’ while ‘Addicted to Islands’ interplays a
multiplicity of destinations, dalliance and parenthetical departures.
Poems like ‘Animalia’ and ‘The First and Last Ballad’ are humorously
misanthropic in tone, yet overall The Bicycle Thief is a refined and
most enjoyable collection to read.
Vivian Smith’s interest in European art and literature is blended
with autobiographical writing and locally inspired fictions in Here,
There and Elsewhere. The opening sequence of sonnets written in the
persona of Ern Malley is a brilliant touch, giving voice to hoax: ‘Ethel
got it wrong, I disappeared./I gave up writing years ago in dread.’ The
plain speaking tone and rhythms of the quatrains are convincing, as
are the motive supposition of Ern’s homosexuality in ‘You couldn’t
be.’ There are many touches of elegant beauty such as Brennan’s
‘paper worlds’ and indeed the evocative sequence written about
Neruda’s home, ‘Postcards from Capri.’ Essays about an exhibition
of French paintings in Hobart and Pablo Neruda’s houses provide
further musings on home and elsewhere.
In Nicholas Powell’s world of Finnish forests and Water Mirrors,
the toads strike, ‘forecasting rain in a sister language.’ There are also
telescopic silences in stanzas which do not try to be seamless or
placate the eye with a coherent image. In ‘Kin Fields’ he describes
his own voice as ‘a little wingspan of speech, wind/blown pages from
a broken spine.’ What is so enjoyable and skilful about this poet is his
plain speaking aesthetic; his ‘silent song in the veins’, the naturalness
of his digressions and unassuming vision.
Avoiding the temptation to appropriate or exoticise he leads
the reader gently into this Scandinavian terrain, its birdlife and
topographies. Yet he remains aware of his stranger status: ‘No exile,
I doubt I belong in this or any other poem.’ Nature not culture then,
is the narrative for Powell. It is also the map and the legend. These
poems are both lyrical and discursive, curious of the universal
questions, with little trace of the social. He reminds us that adults are
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the stick figures in a child’s drawings; that language is both false and
ethical: ‘As we speak, history is made/by how we speak.’
Writing from the Indian subcontinent, with all its attendant
enigmas, mythical baggage and sensory overload, Keri Glastonbury,
Virginia Jealous and Luke Beesley risk a poetics of ethnography
and stereotypes. Glastonbury’s grit salute is optimistic, energetic,
oscillating between local and global, a series of travel monologues and
postmodern epistolaries in which the Shimla and Katoomba malls
are a theatre for theoretical dalliance: ‘Let’s start a new genre romance
sans Sahib.’ Sexuality is an undercurrent that is not repressed for
the speaker whose subjectivity is nuanced by family and place as
much as by a post-identity pluralism. Despite the density of cultural
references there is wit and a place for deep feeling as ‘between the
formal and the heartfelt is a dialectic gulf.’ Not least is the lasting
impression of this poet’s intricacy and verbal flair.
Beesley’s voice in Balance carries us in tangential directions of
thought; his language wondrously circumferential and interrupted as
image after image turns the process of mimesis. His use of poetic space
is more outward that Keri Glastonbury’s. He avoids the temptation of
collaging India as a watershed between east and west. The best poems
reaffirm language’s ability to renew itself: ‘her spinach green sari/his
shiny brown, stomach’ is a walking meditation on ‘the word India’,
while ‘Burning Ghat’ rejects spiritual epiphanies for the abjection
of ‘dribble’, ‘Shawls and urine’. The point of view is attuned to the
introspective outsider scribbling notes and reminders to himself
about writing, reading, memory. Beesley rewrites a language of
language about India in a rhetoric of performance that is both poised
and rich so that ‘Tourists the word so vicious it was spit.’ returns
meaning to that clichéd encounter.
Virginia Jealous, who like Glastonbury spent an Asialink
residency in Shimla, unpacks the clichés by being ‘utterly present,
out there on the edge of the world.’ In Hidden World, a beautifully
bound chapbook by Hallowell Press, she is poet/diarist/freelancer/
flâneur, not merely absorbing the Other but conversing with the
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Other; she inserts local news: two school girls mysteriously die, the
vices of corrupt politicians. Her notebook entries are prose passages
that trace back to all kinds of subliminal sources released by travel:
her deceased father’s trip to ‘Bombay, Cannanore, Madras’, or a poem
by Les Murray.
From the image-laden, corporate driven culture of globalisation
James Stuart’s verse intersections with China are complex, densely
articulated, politically ironic and post-identitarian as capital and
cities merge. In Imitation Era description and discourse network
with cultural references obliquely, the persona and address held in
ambivalence. Lyrics of writing and intimacy are entwined with a dark
grace: ‘The train is a cue; we shuffle into platform gaps,/fingering
this thought or that,/licking our lips in anticipation.’ By comparison
in Undercover of Lightness Andrew Burke brings East to West. He
contextualises Li Bai’s ink with Adamson’s notes on Mallarmé,
Karl Shapiro’s metaphor of manhole covers with Shanxi University
campus. China and the Kimberley are territories experienced with
unassuming richness, clarity and compassion.
Jo Langdon’s Snowline is a mesmeric passage from suburban
Melbourne to the European alps, from young adulthood to
childhood, its spectres and shadows played out by the luminous
imagery of snow. With enigmatic intelligence Langdon’s poems have
a crystalline structure, suspended in time and meaning. Her endings
compel with more than lyrical sufficiency and yet with a sense of
the unfinished, as if underscoring her own proportions. Her choice
of verb, (‘rushed’, ‘occupy’) adjective (‘sunlicked, littered’, ‘beercoloured’) and adverb is surprising and precise, often operating like
a minor chord to the music, modulating emotions into a disturbance
which feels both intimate and remote. Her taut lines are syntactically
varied and surprising. This book introduces a new interpretation of
the antipodean separation, the unnamed place of childhood, almost
mythic and dream-like; a geographical template for the making
of images.
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Urban Aliens
Michael Brennan’s Autoethnograhic is a surreal dystopia, its multiple
urban voices narrate stories that open like a Windows interface to
endless possibilities. These dramatic monologues are compelling
for their first person present or past voice that improbably morphs
into another interloper or autochthonous, fuelled askew by surpluses
and desires. There’s a remarkable fluency and confidence to
Brennan’s heightened language. With his ‘Trembling Ontology’ and
self-reflexive loops Brennan maps the translocal with humour and
humanity as we are taken from Central station to Ryde, from Hyde
Park to Google Earth.
Lachlan Brown’s gospels and urban hymns in Delimited Cities
eulogise the south-western suburbs of Sydney: industrial scapes,
parklands, trains passing Revesby, shopping centre car parks. A mood
of disenchantment with the secular world of desire and consumption
suffuses these free verse poems as they float from dream to soliloquy,
tempering the poet’s faith. Though what the poet finds among the
electronic ether and icons of the street always falls short of ‘the
mind of God’ the music is unpretentious and almost sedative. I
find Lachlan Brown’s poems a joy to read for their subdued early
modernist-inspired compositions but at times they feel complacent
and I wanted more risk, evidence of which is found in poems like
‘Disbelief’ and the autobiographical ‘Outstretched Arms’. However
correct his confessions, or self-diagnosis may appear, it feels like a
fractional, self-effacing verity: ‘I can offer you nothing more than these
endless/vistas, and the glory of their sonic lies.’ It’s a fine closure in
an impressive debut that promises more.
Jill Jones’s urban dystopia Ash is Here, So are Stars is rife with
cops, bailiffs, the ministry, the extras, speed cameras, dud freeways,
libertarians, mimics, and arsonists. Not all the poems are anarchic, but
the free play and associations, the rhetoric of an anti-poetic language
is more than quietly subversive. Jones writes in hieroglyphics,
inventing a code that exposes the debacles and corruption of
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contemporary life, of the literati, where ‘Each word is a tip off’ and
‘Each translation a form of waiting.’ Irony and anger walk hand in
hand with interrogative poem titles and the indicative mood: ‘There
were votes in airships & trampolines, teacake/for dolphins & yogis.’
The urban ecology and the deeply personal intersect in Sonnets,
by Tina Giannoukos, published as a book chapter cycle of poems
in Border-Crossings: Narrative and Demarcation in Postcolonial
Literatures and Media. This sequence follows her accomplished
first collection In A Bigger City (FIP, 2005). Detail by select detail the
speaker’s ruminations, doubts, philosophical inquiry become visceral,
the body, an argument, restrained in tone. This is the seriousness of
desire contained by isolation, difficulty, contemplation and an ethical
extraction of the social from the intimate. Giannoukos materialises
the abstraction of exile as ‘burning hands’, ‘graft alien/selves onto
melted intelligence.’ She bends the moral question obliquely as in
sonnet ‘XXXVIII’ with its rather beautiful non-sequitur: ‘A boy lugs
over stone a small plastic seal./The injury is ecological.’
I have not had space to write about a few exceptional books which
carve out feminist subjectivities: Vanessa Page’s Confessional Box is
poised, focussed and skilful, blending landscapes of home and the
natural world with a deep simplicity. Kelly Pilgrim-Byrne’s Domestic
Archaeology makes poetic themes of lesbian fertility and domesticity.
A Frances Johnson’s The Wind-up Birdman of Moorabool Street is a
figuratively brilliant collection with a political edge. Tricia Dearborn’s
The Ringing World tethers the female body intrepidly to language.
Tracy Ryan’s The Argument is subtle, meditative and spare.
Two important archival collections published in 2012 are the
Collected Verse of John Shaw Neilson, edited by Margaret Roberts
and The Land’s Meaning, new and selected poems of Randolph Stow,
edited by John Kinsella. While the former celebrates the nostalgia
of the lyric as intrinsic to our local canon, the later challenges a
nationalist poetics founded on the certainties of empire. I read the
Stow book and the impassioned Kinsella essay with interest. Shaw
Neilson, despite his humour, Blakean-like symbolism and affinity
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with nature wrote poems that completely elide an Indigenous
presence. Reviews of this book have a disturbing tendency to overlook
his male-voiced ethnocentrisms. His obsession with colour coding
young girls as objects presents poorly in a collection that publishes
so many versions of his ‘Little Girl’ sequences. More problematic are
the devout tones of poems like ‘White Australia’ (‘Child of the white
man—welcome to thy place’) and ‘The White Child’. A poem like
‘Song Out of China’ with its ‘so savage…song’ and ‘yellow’ shop are
evidence that Shaw Neilson’s use of colour conveys racial overtones.
Such poems ransack the historical and psychological depth of his
lyric encounter with land.
Indeed, a rekindled interest in the ballad and the limerick suggests
an anxiety about pluralism’s new ethics. Fuelled by such unease
poetry can fetishise and recolonise the land, skirting what Kinsella
4
describes as the ‘undercurrents and evasions’ which are apparent
in Stow’s poems of dispossession: ‘Here Also Let the Troubling
Dream’, ‘The Land’s Meaning’. But as Bernadette Brennan contends
‘the national sits at the heart of the transnational. To read through a
transnational lens is to appreciate how a text may celebrate the local—
the historical, cultural, geographical and political circumstances of its
5
time and place—while also going beyond any boundaries of nation.’
Given the complexity of the text-world relationship there are
many overlaps to the analysis of collections offered by this essay, and
several books I had not the space to review. Many of the collections
I have reviewed might have been considered in another category.
The unavoidable tension between pluralism and the local, between
urban and a revived pastoral lies at the core of much of our poetry.
Whether by a fusion of genres, by delimitations or translations, the
lyric is being asked to hybridise, to perform a double, sometimes
triple movement. Even more striking is the determination to make
porous the boundaries that map our poetics and define ourselves
as Australian.
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A Year of Experimentation: Australian
Fiction Moving On
Nigel Krauth

Introduction

I

n the Westerly essay on fiction last year, Annabel Smith
cited those ‘lamenting the death of the novel, the demise of
publishing.’ But her closer look at emerging and established writers
indicated ‘there is every reason to be positive about the future of
1
Australian fiction, whatever forms it may take.’   The year before
that, David Whish-Wilson’s essay countered a then-popular notion
that an ‘outbreak in crime’ had overwhelmed Australian publishing,
degrading it. His essay demonstrated that literary standards were
2
intact, despite increased use of crime conventions in literary fiction.
Both essays responded to a gloom surrounding Australian literary
publishing in recent years. I won’t deride or deny this gloom, because
I felt it myself. But reading a significant chunk of the fiction from
2012/13—novels, novellas, short story collections and crime—
has heartened me. Why? Because this year has seen an outburst of
experimentation. Not only have writers tried out new strategies,
but publishers have published them. Across Australia, from A&U
to UWAP, publishers have—at last again—taken risks instead of
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publishing standardly for airport bookshops and Big W. As a caution,
however, in 2012 we did have the spectacle of multiple copies of Fifty
Shades of Grey piled on tables among peaches and leeks in the fresh
food section of Coles. But this was itself a delightful experiment—in
marketing, if not in narrative.
I stress the importance of experimentation in narrative because I
believe it’s the way forward for publishing. New delivery platforms
for fiction—the iPad and what will follow—are not bound by
attached-at-the-spine linearity. Digital publishing offers fiction
writers more interactivity, more freedom-to-create, than paper
publishing ever did. Currently the e-book is merely a paper book
digitised, but the digital allows for greatly enhanced narratives. In
future, the fiction writer will be part of a different process—more
like that of the script writer currently—a cog in a larger machine of
production, but the initiating and major cog just the same. It’s good
to see that paper publishing in 2012 has dipped its inky digits into
the currents of change. Perhaps publishers have finally noticed that
digital publishing demands more radical moves than were at first
thought. For paper publishing, 2012/13 might be seen as a movingon year, a digital-future rehearsal.

Novellas
I will start with novellas, because they’ve been out of fashion for
decades. Suddenly we have a swag of them, including Murray
Bail’s The Voyage, Brian Castro’s Street to Street, Gerald Murnane’s
A History of Books, Craig Silvey’s The Amber Amulet and Chi Vu’s
Anguli Ma: A Gothic Tale. What is going on? Five significant novellas
published in Australia in a single year? These are little books, not
airport bookshelf books. Hardly books at all.
Craig Silvey’s The Amber Amulet (86 pages total) is for me the
most significant publication of the year. It is experimental in all the
ways that indicate where literary prose must go forward to cope with
its future. It’s a children’s story for adults; a novella with integrated
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graphic elements (Sonia Martinez did the brilliant illustrations); an
inventive, quirky, moving story about trying to work out how the
world works. It’s a book in touch with the energies of living, and how
in all our lives we try to figure those energies out. It’s a gem.
In The Amber Amulet, superhero The Masked Avenger (aka
12-year-old Liam McKenzie) deals with a crisis in his neighbourhood
street involving his mother and a woman up the road. Liam himself
has caused this difficult crisis, and has the perspicacity to take on the
responsibility of fixing it. The issue, which concerns an amber broach
from his mother’s jewellery box, is a simple matter … yet so complex,
because children and adults see and interpret things differently. This
is a great story, with a broad audience, but also the publisher has
spent significant money on its delivery in print. The Amber Amulet
is the kind of multimodal work—involving text, graphics and other
informational material—that will be the norm as manuscript for
digital publishing in the future.
The second little work that grabbed me was Chi Vu’s Anguli Ma:
A Gothic Tale (105 pages)—another excellent advertisement for
the potential of the novella form. This superbly-written, suburbanMelbourne tale, set in the 1980s, portrays the Vietnamese who came
to Australia as boat people and by other means, and their struggles
to make new lives with the debilitating ghosts of their homeland
war clinging to them. Structured experimentally as a chorus of
overlapping viewpoints, mainly female, this is a gripping, tragic tale
about mad males, mouldering meat and murder. I found it compelling,
not only for its intimate insight into domestic and social aspects
of transplanted Vietnamese life, and its deep tracing of Buddhist
thought about ourselves as animals, but also for its achievement of
clarity with an experimental structure.
So, the novella is back in fashion for some Australian publishers,
with masterful writers like Bail, Castro and Murnane involved. But
why the hiatus between these works and the celebrated novellas of
20 and 30 years ago—those by Helen Garner, Rod Jones and Liam
Davison, for example? What went wrong? I think publishing went
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wrong. Publishers decided that the novella’s spine was too squeezed
on airport bookshop shelves, it didn’t take up enough real estate.
Perhaps the relative success of the slim and cheap Pocket Penguins
series has had an effect. Perhaps too, writers like Ian McEwan and
John Dale coming out and saying: ‘the novella is the supreme literary
3
form’ and the novella is ‘the genre best suited to conceptualising the
4
digital age’ has helped narrow-spine book sales. But, more likely, the
width of the spine means less now because of the growing success
of the e-book which is, of course, radically slim—nothing more than
electricity resting in the palm of one’s hand. There’s no longer cause
for prejudice against the narrow book. Classic novellas in literature
punched above their weight. Bring the new ones on!

Short Stories
It is regrettable also that mainstream Australian publishers neglected
the short story in the last two decades for much the same reasons
they dumped the novella. Short stories are small, collections are
fragmented, and the thinking was that readers wanted big sleek reads,
not itsy-bitsy chopped-up ones. But all that changed too last year, it
seems. I have on my desk nine short story collections, most of them
by strongly emerging writers. What happens to the short story in
Australia has long been a barometer for the health of fiction writing
in the nation. The barometer is rising.
Josephine Rowe’s Tarcutta Wake impressed me the most. It experi
ments with size and language intensity. It reads like the best kind of
poetry. It has 25 stories and approximately half of them are genuine
microstories (or flash fictions, as the Americans say). Each story
operates with the drama and fragility of the prose poem, its vignette
vortex sucking you in. It is a book that can be read in a single sitting.
There is in Rowe’s stories always a sense of ‘in betweenness’, a
generational lack of mooring: ‘All of us were in between, rising or
falling; we wouldn’t know which way till afterwards. There was so
much to look forward to. There was so much to be sorry about.’ The
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focus is on the merest slices of lives, but the writing taps deep emotions,
dives into selves, including the reader’s. Each story is like a corridor, or
a corner or two, of an emotional labyrinth which spreads out around
you in your reading: each story is an aching way-point, a desperate
transit lounge along the journey of life. Several of these works use
the technique (also seen in Chris Conti’s collection, Proofs) where a
keyword quoted from the piece is used as its title, as if the vignette
is a distillation of a life moment, and the title is its ultimate essence.
A version of this form is defined by Literary Juice online magazine as
‘  “pulp” fiction … comprised of only 25 words; no more, no less [with]
5
the title one word only.’   It is interesting to watch as experimental
forms developed by online writing sites influence the paper publishing
of young writers who cut their teeth with stories published digitally.
Chris Conti’s Proofs was the most experimental work published in
the year. It is a collection of 103 microstories, or micro-biographies.
Each is a bite from history or the news; a Borgesian miniature of a
whole novel; a satiric look behind the scenes at the desperateness of
our existences. The 103 jig-saw pieces make up a cryptic social history
of Australia, and also a self-portrait of the writer—or the reader—
take your pick. With metamorphoses, ironies, and surreal logics, the
off-centre morals of these marvellous mini-fables see life reflected in
wacky side-show mirrors. A hotel morphs into a prison, an ape goes
to trial for murder, real people (Harold Holt and Shackleton, Gerard
de Nerval and Stan McCabe, Jorn Utzon and Miss Universe) are
implicated. It’s a history book of counterfacts, a newspaper reporting
a hidden world. Everything is ridiculous, and true. And notably there
are several pieces about writers who succumb to the weight of the
writing they have produced, which terrifies and drowns them. Here
is one of the puzzle pieces:
task
By all accounts, the theologian from Heidelberg West who wrote
the Encyclopedia Britannica entry on charity is an outrageous
egotist, vain, mad, impossible, which is hardly surprising when
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one considers that in order to complete the task the theologian had
to become a writer.

Everyone except writers should read Conti’s book.
Less experimental, but fine literary writing just the same, Andy
Kissane’s The Swarm is a collection of engaging, insightful stories.
Here are the middle-class suburbs as we know them, and relationships
as they always were and will be. Frustrations, different agendas,
foolishness, faithfulness, personal mini-dramas, traffic jams, males as
lovers and losers—Kissane’s stories are convincingly patched into the
current of middle-class issues and aspirations. A couple get pregnant
to patch up the relationship. A mobile phone call on a train tells the
whole carriage of an unwanted pregnancy. A toddler drowns in the
backyard pool and the father’s cello practice provides the soundtrack.
A woman makes an artwork of her vanishing, trying to save herself by
cutting all ties. A father-daughter relationship, after the wife/mother
dies, provides different agendas for moving on. These powerful
stories relate the details of authentic experience. And there’s minor
experimentation here too: some stories are linked as discontinuous
narrative, and one—the final, 42-page story—is of unusual length,
somewhere between a long short story and a novella.
I also admired the story collections by Jennifer Mills (The Rest
is Weight) and Cameron Raynes (The Colour of Kerosene and Other
Stories). Excellent quality writing, while not outrightly experimental,
gets noticed in literary competitions, and these two writers’ stories
have been multi-awarded and multi-shortlisted. It’s great to see that
the old way to publishing—via short story writing—has opened up
again to emerging Australian writers.

Novels
I found the least experimentation in the most sustained prose form.
The 13 novels on my desk may involve assured and powerful
writing, but it’s mainly done in the traditional manner. Maybe the
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novel should be the slowest to move from its moorings: the flagship
shouldn’t risk its dignity. There are plenty of unreadable novels in
mid-to-late twentieth-century American and European experimental
fiction. But somehow, I wanted more. I wanted the novel to move
on too.
An exception to this is Susan Johnson’s My Hundred Lovers.
Women have told me that this is the best novel ever written about an
Australian woman’s experience. I think it’s a book for men to read and
learn from too. Through the kaleidoscope of its fragmented structure,
a menopausal 50-year-old woman (that’s how ‘Deborah’ describes
herself) looks back to her birth and more—a life remembered in
glittering, opalescent shards.
This beautiful work is the kind of novel those novelists who are
closet poets want to write: so personal, so universal. Deborah’s lovers
are girls, boys, her father, her grandmother, croissants, gelato, music, a
dog, a cat, a horse, chocolate, cheeses, grass, sunshine, rain, different
kinds of men, different kinds of women … the list goes on, each a
delightful fragment of memory … And ultimately, especially, words
are her lovers, as is her own body. This relishing of life, done so
that others will know how Deborah (and, by implication, the author)
lived, is an heirloom for those who might think they won’t know her,
when she’s gone.
There are many issues about fiction and autobiography that come
together in this novel. Susan Johnson has said about writing the book:
In the first draft the main character ‘Deborah’ was even called
‘Susan’. I thought: ‘Why not?’ Why not run towards this accusation
[of the novel being pure autobiography] instead of always running
away. It even freed up the writing, making it more fun. It was like
6

a weight had lifted.

Personally, I wish readers and critics would get real about the
relationship between literary fiction and the writer’s life. Why is
it such a problem? Literary fiction—a site where impressionistic
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account of existence gets put under scrutiny equal in intent to that
of any nonfiction genre—has no option but to be informed by the
author’s own perception, research and thinking.
This novel immortalises moments in an individual life. But by
focusing on her lovers, Deborah does not take an easy path. Love
is shown to be marvellous and a burden; self-defining and baffling;
as much a nuisance as it is enlightening. I’ll quote from an episode
about just one lover—her cat:
Miss Meow’s tongue made a scraping sound against the fur of my
arms. She licked me thoroughly, judiciously. She licked me from
my fingers to the inside of my forearm right up to my shoulder
while I tried not to move, lying as still as I could bear.

This is writing deeply engaged with the complexity of existence.
Now let me switch to the opposite extreme: M L Stedman’s The
Light Between Oceans. This is the kind of book that will never hold
my interest, in spite of what Oprah Magazine calls it (‘Irresistible …
7
keeps you riveted from the first page’ ) and what the Guardian says
(‘An extraordinary book … as inevitable as Hardy at his most doom8
laden. And as unforgettable’ ). I am perfectly interested in a plot that
involves lighthouses around Australia. And I am vulnerable to being
caught up in a story about a couple who find a baby and decide to
keep it (with disastrous consequences). But, in spite of Oprah and
the Guardian, I was completely un-riveted and totally resistant to
this novel.
For a couple of reasons why, the first sentence on the first page will
do (I could have picked almost any in the book). The first goes like
this: ‘On the day of the miracle, Isabel was kneeling at the cliff’s edge,
tending the small, newly-made driftwood cross.’ Miracle? Kneeling
at a cliff’s edge? Tending? A driftwood cross? This, to me, is writing
that poses. I feel manipulated, I feel forced into thinking and feeling,
and especially I don’t like being asked to subscribe to melodrama. Of
interest here is the fact that reviewers can think this prose is ‘beautiful
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writing’ (Hello Magazine), ‘persuasive and tender’ (Sunday Times)
and full of ‘sheer passion and poetry’ (Women’s Weekly). ‘Into the
spaces between words,’ says the Sydney Morning Herald, ‘Stedman
breathes an anxiety and pulsating intensity’. Of course, when seeking
critical guidance on a publication, one must check the reputation of
the reviewer and the pages they write for. I should have listened most
to a publication with a sense of humour—the New York Times which
9
said of the ‘clunkiness’ of the book: ‘Prepare to weep.’
I’ll return to the experimental, where I feel more comfortable.
All the Way Home is a beautifully-crafted verse novel by Melbourne
poet Kristin Henry. Set from 1956 to 1992, it’s the story of two young
traveller-musicians—Jesse from the US and Flannery from Ireland—
who meet in Australia in the late 1960s, have a daughter (Maille)
and join a hippy commune (Heartsong) on the south coast of New
South Wales. They, along with a select group of talented strugglers,
experience the joy of the sequestered, sweat-stained, song-filled
lifestyle close to nature. Finally, in the early 1990s, Flannery is
overcome by the isolation and is drawn back to visit her family in
County Antrim. Daughter Maille craves the life outside and runs
off with a city boy. Jesse, who by now is practically running the
community, stays on and is burdened with responsibilities he toils
to fulfil. The family breaks up, the commune burns down, and Jesse
winds up in an inner Sydney suburb with only his residual talents—
knowing how to play music and how to help others less fortunate
than himself. In the final scene Jesse’s passport and an open suitcase
lie on the bed. We hope he is going to join his wife and daughter who
have started new lives in Ireland.
This simple, beautiful story is imbued with the idealism of 1970s
alternative culture, its deep satisfactions and its sad dead-ends.
Kristin Henry’s verse re-launches the reader on the great wave of
back-to-nature-simplicity-and-self-reliance that disrupted society so
effectively four decades ago, but led nowhere, it seems. And this is
done with such simple honesty: these 150 accessible, short, vivid
poems carry with ease a classic story.
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Searching for experimentation, I’m inclined to ignore the big
names and big-sellers as I trace through the last year, including two
wartime novels by eminent Australians. Patrick White’s The Hanging
Garden—written in 1981, unfinished at his death and published
now for the first time—has an intimate freshness to it while Thomas
Keneally’s The Daughters of Mars, traditionally-written, spans
continents on a grand scale. If literary experimentation were about
lateral thinking and the surprise caused by weaving disciplines such
as mathematics, neuroscience or linguistics into novels, then all of
Sue Woolfe’s writing is experimental. Her latest, The Oldest Song in
the World, employs conventional narrative strategies, but is always
acutely inventive as it sends linguistics student Kate on her journey
of cross-cultural misunderstanding in Central Australia.
I’m also drawn to Jessie Cole’s Darkness on the Edge of Town.
Not elaborate on the surface, this work operates at deeply engaging
emotional levels while excellent storytelling drives it. It covers three
dramatic weeks in the lives of a New South Wales Northern Rivers
man, 36-year-old Vincent, his stepdaughter, 16-year-old Gemma, and
a woman—who turns up on the road outside their mountain home
clutching a dead baby—21-year-old Rachel.
The questions I was asking while reading this work were: Is it really
a novel? Should it be classified as a novella? Is it an elongated short
story, in spite of being 328 pages long? Maybe the real experimentation
in this novel involves the idea of the ur-filmscript. It reads in such
a way that you are compelled to see the film as you go, with great
clarity. There are two alternating voices, where the camera changes
from shoulder to shoulder, culminating in a compelling climax. There
is significant rawness of relationship-oriented emotions in violent
and horrific scenes. There is a structured intertwining of dramas: a
young woman copes with the death of her baby; a middle-aged man
copes with the mess of his non-aspirational, second-rate life; and a
teenage girl copes with the confusions of sexual awakening.
Acknowledgments in this book indicate it’s the product of a
strong Northern Rivers NSW writers network—a novel representing
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a community, full of the distinctive feel of life on the edge of the
rainforest, close to our primal origins, a place where the best in us
has opportunity to emerge, but rarely does. I applaud those who
mentored this new writer. I couldn’t stop reading/viewing her prose:
it tells me too much about myself. Reading Darkness on the Edge
of Town puts a worrying vibration into you, the kind of thing you
get from living in the rainforest, and then re-seeing it on a screen. A
Survivor-style experience.
Traditionally, the novel is considered the biggest test of story
telling. Through story we understand our culture and the means by
which we perceive it. Christopher Koch’s Lost Voices tells a classic
story about Tasmania. The 1940s and 50s sequences concerning
Hugh Dixon growing up in Hobart—delivered in perfectly rendered
sepia—are a measured, detailed, insightful recreation of the past.
In the relationship between father and son, and the Hobart house
interiors, there is just the right use of light and shade, just the right
psychology. But in the second part—set in the 1850s where Hugh’s
great-grandfather Martin Dixon joins a gang of escaped convict
bushrangers roaming the Tasmanian landscape—I felt I was reading
something the writer knew far less about.
History unsettles us. Technology has moved fast. It seems the
current generation of truly eminent Australian writers is seriously
out-of-date. Australia’s best-known living writers developed their
single-modal skills without anticipating an e-revolution. The writing
traditions they were part of are diminishing in influence. The new
generation is honing its skills in new forms of fiction, and new
publication outlets. Even the publishers are joining in.

Crime fiction
The crime fiction genre survives by moving on and reinventing
itself. New ways of telling crime, new slants on doing and detect
ing crime, are continually investigated. Tony Cavanaugh’s Promise
was for me the crime fiction highlight of the year, followed closely
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by Zane Lovitt’s The Midnight Promise. Clearly, two ‘promis
ing’ writers.
Cavanaugh’s credits are extensive as producer and writer in
the television drama industry. With Promise he has written a
sophisticated, intense novel. The narrative is about details: the
minutiae of murder; the particulars of sexual psychology; the steps
strategised by detective and serial killer alike. Most striking is how
Cavanaugh experiments with narrative viewpoints. The short-fused
voice of the investigator interweaves with the disturbingly cocky
voice of the perpetrator and the distressing voices of the victims. This
is no-holds-barred crime fiction.
Set on the Sunshine Coast in Queensland, the plot concerns a
serial killer-rapist with a predilection for pretty young women. He
fantasises, plans, abducts, binds, gags, rapes, plays sick games with
and murders these women … then he plays games making fools of
the authorities. The narrative’s shock tactics—the detail in the novel
makes it a manual for detection and crime alike—raise questions
about the saccharine and sterilized crime fiction we normally read
and enjoy. Cavanaugh particularly interrogates the elephant-in-theroom question about how we can possibly enjoy reading about crime.
Why do we crave this ugly stuff?
Everyone’s corrupt one way or another in this story. Without
giving any of the plot away, I’ll mention the Police Commissioner
who perves through his telescope at topless sunbakers, and retiredcop-turned-investigator Darian Richards’ canny performance in
disrupting police at a murder scene to get his client off. Authentic,
realistic, quirky, engrossing, this novel will turn you back to crime
fiction if you felt it was becoming too bland.
During the year, the Godfather of Australian crime, Peter Corris,
blessed us with another Cliff Hardy outing: The Dunbar Case. Here
again is the master at work, the gears of narrative meshing sweetly.
Hardy’s up with the times (after more than 30 years in the business).
He owns a smart phone now and has some difficulty using it, but
daughter and grandson help him decipher electronic devices.
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In this assignment, Hardy is approached by a professor at a private
university who has found that the famous wreck of the sailing ship
Dunbar at Sydney Heads in 1857 involved not just one survivor (as
the history books say) but two. He has also found that this survivor
left a manuscript account of the ill-fated ship on which 121 people
died—the earliest major tragedy in white Australia’s history. This
manuscript is worth a fortune. Hardy is engaged to prise it out of a
family who, 150 years later, is part of Sydney’s gangland. The great
thing about Cliff Hardy has always been that he’s not up himself.
He’s a dinkum bloke, he’s made mistakes, sure, professional and
domestic, but he comes back good. The world’s a tough place for
the Aussie male, according to the Hardy profile. You can only do
your best, in your own way, given what you’ve got. There’s nothing
fancy about Hardy or this novel. It’s Hardy the way we like him. A
dying breed.
And the word for Corris’s handling of language and structure?
Deft. Just deft. Am I biased? Do I identify too much with Cliff Hardy
as Australian hero? Well, Your Honour, I spent half my life in Sydney,
Bathurst and Newcastle, which are the settings for this novel. And
I confess this novel visits the very street I lived in as a teenager in
the 1960s in Dudley, a southern suburb of Newcastle. And it even
involves a scene with the probation and parole service in Newcastle,
which my father founded and headed up. I don’t think Peter Corris
knows any of this. You can see why I was engrossed, Your Honour,
but I guarantee anyone would be. You may step down, Mr Krauth.
And Corris’s mastery of the form? The Dunbar case is resolved
without old-hat genre formula resolution. The evidence goes up in
smoke. The principal witnesses and perpetrators shoot each other.
The loot vanishes by helicopter. Hardy is left in no-man’s-land. It’s
the way of the world—this is how we like things to sort themselves
out these days. Morality’s underground, fate unloads.
Matthew Condon’s The Toe Tag Quintet is structurally experi
mental. Here he combines five previously-published popular novellas
to tell a genre story ‘of murder and mayhem’ in discontinuous
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narrative. Based in research done for his acclaimed Three Crooked
Kings (2013)—an insider account of issues surrounding the 1980s
Fitzgerald Enquiry in Queensland—this novel turns real-life
scenarios into fiction in such a way that readers may enjoy the added
investigative pleasure of separating fact from fiction. I’d suggest that
the fictional Toe Tag Quintet and the factual Three Crooked Kings
should be bundled together by bookshops as a great-read special.
But Condon’s unnamed, overweight hero—an ex-Sydney cop now
retired to the Gold Coast—isn’t as smart or as forceful as Cavanaugh’s
Darian Richards. This novel is a very different sort of read: there’s
the signature Condon wit and comic approach as seen in A Night
at the Pink Poodle and Lime Bar, but criminal corruption festers
under the humour nonetheless. These five novellas were originally
published as summer edition newspaper reading. Condon entertains,
rather than confronts as Cavanaugh does. As the five stories progress,
our fat, often banged-up retiree gets more comfortable in his skin. It
would be good to see more of Condon’s ex-21 Division detective, to
allow him to really find his beat in post-Fitzgerald Queensland.
I put Zane Lovitt’s The Midnight Promise into the same special
file as Cavanaugh—exhibits providing evidence of significant
genre experimentation. Lovitt’s discontinuous novel, sub-titled ‘a
detective’s story in ten cases’, introduces John Dorn, a struggling
Melbourne ‘Private Inquiry Agent’ whose father, also a ‘Private
Inquiry Agent’, drank himself to death. We see Dorn dealing with ten
different, self-contained cases, while the pressures of the industry
gradually overwhelm him. Perfectly measured, ingeniously focused
and structured, each of the eight stories and two novellas takes a new
literary angle, or provides a subtle twist on time-honoured crime
writing methods. Although contemporary in flavour, they retain
whiffs of the shadows of Conan Doyle and Hammett.
In an interview published on the Australian Writers Centre blog,
Lovitt—a documentary filmmaker who changed career and studied
law—summed up his reasons for using experimental structures in
this work:
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I love reading stories and watching movies that sort of make me
work. One of the best ways to do that is by messing with the
chronological structure, and that’s something that movies and
TV, I think, are willing to do more than prose fiction… [P]eople
talk about how there are less and less readers of books these days,
and people are often claiming that this [is due] to … a general
dumbing down of the audience, of a laziness of audiences, where
they prefer to flop in front of a movie screen, or TV screen, or
computer screen to have a story told to them. My feeling is exactly
the opposite. [TV and film] audiences are accustomed to very
complex tricks and very complex methods of story telling …
And, I don’t think books are really kind of keeping up. People
want to be made to work. They want to be given two dots and
a pen and join the dots themselves rather than being spoon-fed
10

information.

Lovitt’s words perfectly conclude my essay. Australian writing and
publishing in the last year has gone a significant way towards handing
the reader the pen to join the dots. In the age of interactive reading,
this is how writing has to go.
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The Town Becomes a City: three accounts
of Eric Edgar Cooke’s murderous reign
Paul Genoni

E

ric Edgar Cooke is remembered as Perth’s, and Western
Australia’s, most notorious serial killer. From the mid-1950s
Cooke engaged in a prolonged series of break-ins, thefts, violent
attacks and eventually murders that ended only with his arrest in
August 1963. In this time he was responsible for causing serious
physical injury to over 20 people, many in their own homes, and eight
were killed. Cooke was an opportunist murderer. Unlike most serial
killers he had no obvious modus operandi—his murders including
the running down of a pedestrian; a stabbing; a bludgeoning with a
hatchet; a strangulation, and four shootings. It was because of this
bizarre aspect of his crimes that police and the public took some time
to realise they had a serial killer in their midst.
Many of Cooke’s crimes occurred in Perth’s well-to-do western
suburbs, and in his most notorious outrage he went on a shooting
spree in the beachside suburb of Cottesloe and riverside Nedlands
in the early hours of January 27th 1963. In a series of four incidents,
unrelated except for Cooke’s involvement, five people were shot
and three killed. It was at this point that the killer was dubbed ‘The
Nedlands Monster’ and Perth went into a state of shock and fear.
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Not only are the Cooke murders infamous because of their scale
and oddity, but for other reasons they have lingered in the memory
of West Australians. Firstly, Cooke was the last person to be executed
in the state, and therefore his name is resurrected whenever capital
punishment is a topic of conversation or political debate. Secondly,
two murders that Cooke committed and to which he confessed
resulted in other men being convicted, spending lengthy time in
gaol, and fighting for decades to establish their innocence. These
were the cases of John Button (convicted of the running down killing
of his girlfriend Rosemary Anderson) and Daryl Beamish (convicted
of the hatchet murder of Cottesloe woman Jillian Brewer). The cases
of Button and Beamish and their quests for justice dragged on for
some fifty years, only concluding in June 2011 when the state
government made an ex-gratia compensation payment in favour
of Beamish.
Thirdly, and perhaps most significantly, is the memory that
several generations of Western Australians have of Perth being a
different city before and after the Cooke murders. The old normal
wasn’t the new normal. Somehow Perth seemed deeply changed by
these events, and as historian Geoffrey Bolton has written of Cooke,
‘his impact on the collective imagination of the people of Perth was
apparently profound’ (163).
In the narrative of Perth’s development the Cooke murders are
often used to mark a loss of innocence. The city had been slow to
come by its myth of an innocent ‘golden age’. The colony’s nineteenth
century origins were tainted with the harshness of first settlement,
dispossession and convict labour—not exactly fertile ground for
manufacturing myths of innocence—and the first half of the 20th
century was hardly more conducive, being dominated by two major
wars separated by a protracted depression. Effectively, however, the
Second World War reset the clock on innocence as humanity recoiled
from the horror of near-global warfare and the unprecedented evils of
the Holocaust and the use of nuclear weapons against non-combatants.
As with many communities Western Australians craved a return to
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normality, and as they busied themselves with postwar recovery they
enjoyed an extended period of political and social stability.
Perth in the early 1960s had a population of about half a million
and was at a stage in its development that has often been compared to
that of ‘a big country town’ (Seddon 76). While in hindsight the city’s
interests at the time might be seen as somewhat provincial it was,
nonetheless, a good time for Perth residents. The city’s economy was
expanding on the back of a prolonged period of agricultural prosperity,
and the sense of well-being was enhanced by a series of events that
highlighted Perth’s ambition to be seen as a modern, international
metropolis. These included the completion of the Narrows Bridge
and Kwinana Freeway in late 1959; the coming of television in the
same year with the opening of a local studio of the Seven Network; the
arrival of commercial jet travel in 1961; the hosting of the Empire and
Commonwealth Games in late 1962 with the associated development
of major new civic facilities; a visit by Queen Elizabeth in early 1963;
and the international attention gained later that year when astronaut
John Glenn flew over Perth and dubbed it the ‘city of light’. To Perth
residents these events seemed to indicate that Perth was overcoming
its notorious isolation and finding a place as a modern city capable of
attracting global interest.
Robert Drewe, who as a boy and young man lived in the riverside
suburbs of Dalkeith and Nedlands, later recalled the willing embrace
of modernity among the city’s upper middle-class as they made the
most of post-war opportunities.
Dalkieth people prided themselves on living respectable
and modern suburban lives. Modernity was as important as
respectability. They lived in the immediate present. The past, as
I’d heard it described all my life, went back only as far as the war.
(216)

George Seddon, from his own privileged position in Nedlands at
The University of Western Australia—with its gravitational pull of
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wealth and influence as the city’s only university—made a similar
point about the rise and rise of middle-class aspiration.
With a few exceptions, our students at The University of Western
Australia lived in a timeless present, with no sense of the past (the
past was not ‘discovered’ until the seventies). Equally, there was
little concern for the future. As it was, so it would effortlessly be.
The Faculty of Arts functioned substantially as a finishing school
for the young ladies of Peppermint Grove who thus had the benefit
of a ‘free university’. (76)

Seddon is one of many who has referred to the 1950s and ‘60s as
Perth’s ‘Age of Innocence’ (51, 76), describing it as ‘a complacent,
very pleasant, non-industrial middle class city’ (51), where ‘Evil was
something you read about’ (77). It was into this agreeable, ambitious
and perhaps even slightly smug world of Perth’s well-off western
suburbs that Eric Edgar Cooke unleashed random murder.


Despite the considerable impact of the Cooke murders a literary
response was slow in coming. The now well-established market
for ‘true crime’ writing was almost non-existent at the time, and
even some formal histories of Perth written in the aftermath of the
murders, such as Tom Stannage’s The People of Perth and Jenny
Gregory’s City of Light (both, it should be noted, published by the
Perth City Council) managed to overlook Eric Edgar Cooke entirely. A
substantial historical account of Cooke’s crime spree was not written
until Estelle Blackburn’s Broken Lives (1998). Blackburn’s book came
between two others that drew heavily on these same events, but in
different genres—Tim Winton’s novel Cloudstreet (1991) and Robert
Drewe’s memoir The Shark Net (2000). The subject shared by these
three books is, however, more than simply the Cooke murders, in that
they also take the transformation of Perth as their subject, narrating
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the city at a crucial moment in its development when one traumatic
series of events became permanently embedded as a marker of the
transition from a town to a city.
Broken Lives was centrally concerned with the case of John
Button and was written in an attempt to establish his innocence.
Button had been sentenced to ten years in gaol and served five,
but after two previous failed appeals he still stood convicted of the
murder of Rosemary Anderson. One of the strategies Blackburn used
for establishing Button’s innocence was to accumulate the detail of
Cooke’s many offences, recording for the first time the scale and range
of his criminality.
At one level, Blackburn’s analysis of Cooke’s impact on the city
was quite pedestrian and failed to rise above the clichés relied upon
my many Perth residents as they recall this period.
The small city … [that] had ways of a friendly, easy going big
country town where people left their doors unlocked and their
car keys in the ignition of open cars. They trusted each other.
He turned it into a city of suspicion and terror. For the first time
people started locking the doors of their homes and cars, stopped
going out at night and slept with guns or any weapons they could
find under their pillows. (4)

What Blackburn lacks in analytical insight however, she
compensates for with her research and descriptive powers. In
particular Broken Lives is extremely effective in backgrounding the
many incidents and numerous lives that were affected by Cooke, and
Blackburn is adept at concisely rendering the texture of the lives the
people of Perth led at the time. Although these lives can seem quite
remote from those lived fifty years later, we can recognise in them the
various socio-cultural changes that were shaping Perth as it adjusted
from a period of scarcity to post-war prosperity and enhanced personal
opportunity. These changes included the population movement from
the country to the town; the influx of postwar migration; the tentative
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suburban expansion that was nudging the city beyond its established
boundaries; the growing desire for higher education that made
Perth’s only university a focus for middle-class ambition; and the
emerging fault lines between classes and suburbs that were slowly
fracturing the city’s egalitarian ideal. Blackburn portrays 1950s and
‘60s Perth as an optimistic and sundrenched land of innocent good
times and conservative middle-class values, while also hinting at the
stresses that were emerging in a society that increasingly placed a
high value on social and financial advancement. It is a vision of the
changing face of Perth that had been expressed at the time by poet
and journalist Victor Courtney in his 1962 memoir Perth—and All
This! While praising the ‘wonderful march of modernity’ Courtney
also noted that ‘Perth may have lost something on the march’ (320):
Perth has lost some of that close family feeling the city once had.
I think it has developed among a section of its people a class
consciousness that would have been laughed out of existence forty
or fifty years ago. Too many people have got rich too quickly … New
suburbs have risen in Perth and in some of them the Joneses make
lavish display of their newly acquired wealth and … mortgage
everything but their immortal souls … Perth has gathered unto
itself a new elite … founded on the ability to make money, own
fine houses, and follow a pattern of gilded mediocrity. (321-22)

It was from these emerging differences in class and access to the
benefits of post-war prosperity that Blackburn fashioned a motive for
Cooke’s criminality. Whereas he had previously been seen as a man
who killed and maimed on a whim, or in his own words ‘Because
I wanted to hurt someone’, Blackburn took the story deeper. She
described Cooke’s broken family home, his drunken and violent
father, his small physical stature and hare lip that saw him bullied at
school and work, the blue collar jobs, the drift into petty crime, the
early marriage, the seven children by the time he was thirty, and the
working class house in the working class suburb. She also recounts
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how despite these disadvantages Cooke believed himself to be a man
gifted with charm and style. His dress was dapper, his appearance
neat, he loved the company of women and desired an abundant
social life. But so much of what he wanted to be, or to become, was
denied him—he was from the ‘wrong side of the tracks’, economically
disadvantaged and with a social ambition that was ill-matched to his
physical appearance.
According to Blackburn’s account, Cooke found in the well-off
western suburbs a window into the life he might have lived and
people he could despise for their wealth, their social ease, and their
education. Ultimately, he also found a reason to kill. As Blackburn
writes of Cooke’s attack in Dalkeith on university student Shirley
McLeod:
Eric Edgar Cooke stood in the hallway … She was quite alone.
She was young and attractive. Bitterness overwhelmed him as he
thought of the happy life she must have, living in the big house in
a well-to-do suburb, with wealthy parents, lots of friends, a good
social life, lots of opportunity, everything she wanted. Everything
he didn’t have. How he hated her and all of her sort. (277–8)

Cooke’s urge to kill is described by Blackburn as a desire for
‘revenge against the happy, beautiful people’ (161), both for the
insults they had directed towards him and their lifestyle that he
envied. In this way Cooke’s murderous deeds are represented as a
repellent manifestation of class-based hatred in a city that prided
itself on its lack of class distinction. Here was an appalling reminder,
even as Perth enjoyed the fruits of modernisation and economic and
social advancement, of the evil that could be unleashed in the most
unlikely circumstances. Perth, Blackburn informs the reader one final
time, was ‘vastly changed’ by the Cooke murders and ‘would never
be the same again … No longer would people enjoy the safety of a big
country town where everyone could be trusted. Perth had grown up
to be a city of suspicion and locked doors’ (305).
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Tim Winton had previously included the Cooke murders in
Cloudstreet, a novel that prefigures Blackburn’s focus on class and
social distinction as an element in the murders. Cloudstreet provides
an account of Perth’s social development from the end of the war until
1964, and in climaxing as it does with the deeds of the ‘Nedlands
Monster’ it both accounts for and subverts the myths of innocence
attached to this period.
In a dense, episodic novel, the narrative centres on two working
class families, the Lambs and the Pickles, both of whom move from
the country and end up sharing a sprawling house in the suburb
of West Leederville. Winton’s evocation of the period is based on a
nostalgic version of Perth’s age of innocence. It is a world in which
despite their differences the Lambs and Pickles rub along in their
own way, recalling a time when communities seemed closer, lives
were lived more openly and more generously, and where domestic
dysfunction is apparent but is somehow rendered as comparatively
benign and even endearing. The reader is also reminded, however,
of the loss and suffering that underpins this age of ‘innocence’, in
particular through the ‘haunting’ of the house by an Indigenous
spirit.
In addition to the house the novel’s other critical setting is the
Swan River, which establishes a presence that is both captivating
and menacing as it wends its way through the lives of most of the
characters in one way or another. The river also serves to physically
unite the people of Perth at a time when most suburbs were strung
along its banks. In doing so it connects the working class suburbs
such as West Leederville with the privileged enclave of Nedlands
and Dalkeith that surround the university, which in turn serves
as a marker of established wealth and authority. It is also the river
that brings the Perth people together in other ways, with all classes
gravitating to its banks for recreation. The novel both commences and
concludes with scenes of the Lambs and Pickles picnicking together
on the Nedlands riverbank, beneath the university, as they make rare
incursions into middle-class territory.
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It is Quick Lamb and his brother Fish, the latter mentally damaged
after a near drowning, who eventually emerge as the focus of the
novel. Quick’s life has also been changed forever by his brother’s near
death—he has developed into a melancholy and introverted young
man, given to a certain brooding darkness and prone to seeing life
as a Manichean battle between good and evil. He also develops an
awareness of his separation and difference from those born to the
well-to-do riverside suburbs.
Cars swept round Mounts Bay Road beneath Mount Eliza where
Kings Park presided over the town. With an easterly rushing in his
ears he often watched the toffs picnicking by the university. He
saw their sporty little cars, their jingling bicycles, and he wondered
what they were, these university people. They came into the shop
now and then, stopping for some forgotten thing for a picnic
hamper, or seeking out icecream … Quick looked into their faces
and wanted to know how they could bear so much school. (138)

This world of educated privilege is one into which Quick’s wifeto-be, Rose Pickles, drifts through her affair with university man and
budding poet Toby Raven. At their first meeting Rose sums up Toby
in terms of their class difference—‘You’re a reporter, you went to uni,
your parents live in Nedlands and you’ve tried to teach yourself to
talk like one of us’ (285). Toby embodies both aspects of the riverside
suburbs from which Rose and Quick are excluded; the social life of the
wealthy, and the intellectual life of the university. He also represents
the emergence of a class new to Perth—the younger generation of
established money whose social advantage is married to intellectual
affectation and the street credibility associated with the emerging
global youth culture. Toby’s is a world where mink mixes with duffel
coats, and he introduces Rose to Italian food, sparkling wine, to clubs
and balls, to jazz, to Camus and Lawrence, and to sex.
It is also Toby who describes to Rose—as they drive along the
riverside to the university—a vision of Perth as ‘One of the world’s
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strangest towns’ that is on the brink of outgrowing its countrified
adolescence, with a darkness waiting to be unleashed.
Perth is the biggest country town in the world trying to be a city.
The most isolated country town in the world trying to be the most
cut off city in the world, trying desperately to hit the big time…
There’s something nesting here, something horrible. Ambition,
Rose. It squeezes us into corners and turns out ugly shapes. (289)

It is not until the novel is well advanced that one of those ‘ugly
shapes’ emerges in the form of the ‘Nedlands Monster’ and at this
point the plot takes a decidedly sinister turn.
And then the vile hot easterly blows them into summer proper,
into a dry night-time madness … [A] small man creeps through
the back lanes between bin and gate and bloating fences itching
with an inexplicable hatred … hating you, every one of you as
you sleep moaning and turning beneath your sheet behind your
flywire, past you as you sleep open on verandahs and on back
lawns in the countrified manner you cling to. Oh, what hurt and
malevolence glows in that shambling shape of a man … rolling
wherever the hot headachy desert wind blows him: West Perth,
Dalkieth, Shenton Park, Subiaco, Mosman Park … Against his
chest he carries a rifle. (363)

If Perth is the ‘big country town that wants so much to be a city’ (364),
then it is the Nedlands Monster who will fulfil that ambition.
Quick works as a policeman involved in the hunt for the murderer.
Like the Monster he also stalks the back lanes of the western suburbs
at night as he searches for clues and feels first-hand the fear that is
shaking the town from its complacency and changing it forever.
The town is in a frenzy down there. This is what it means to
be a city, they say, locking their doors and stifling behind their
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windows. On the streets at night no one moves. No one goes out.
There’s a murderer out there and no one knows what he wants,
where he is, who he is, and why he kills. This is Perth, Western
Australia, whose ambition knows no limit. And the streets are
empty. (365)

Winton, through the character of Quick, recognises in the Ned
lands Monster the social exclusion that underpins his murderous
passion. Quick knows this instinctively because he recognises some of
it himself, some of what it is to be outside certain types of society and
opportunities, where ambition can be thwarted and repressed until
it manifests as that same need for ‘revenge’ described by Blackburn.
You have to be a winner. Even the short and ugly and deformed,
they have to win sometimes. He’s winning, beating them all. A
little truckdriving bloke with no schooling, he’s killing them in
their beds and they’re losing at last. (372)

Quick is present when the killer is finally caught and immediately
recognises the banality of evil—that the ‘Monster’ is in fact the
distorted face of the city’s ambition.
Him. Already they’re bundling him into a paddywagon, disap
pointed at the size of him, the hopeless look of him ambushed
and frightened and suddenly not winning. He’s just a frustrated
man with a hare lip who’s gone back to his lifetime of losing, and
the pathetic sight of him robs the detectives of the feeling they’d
expected. The Nedlands Monster, the man who made the town a
city … Him! (381)

In this moment, as Quick recognises some of his own feelings
of ordinariness and exclusion in the Monster, he also becomes the
only person who has some empathy for this serial killer. As the rest
of the town goes crazy with celebration and the desire for revenge,
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Quick realises that he lives in a far more complex moral world than
he had previously understood, and that ‘I could’ve turned out angry
and cold like him. I can see how that evil little bugger might’ve just
turned, like a pot of milk’ (402).
Quick’s association with the Monster is underlined in a scene when
he pulls a drowned boy from the river. In an incident based on the
drowning death of Cooke’s eldest son, Michael, which occurred while
Cooke was in Fremantle prison awaiting execution, the drowned child
turns out to be none-other than the Monster’s son. Quick has been in
this situation before, having pulled Fish from the river years before.
The poor bastard, he thought, the poor, poor bastard, sitting there
in Freo gaol waiting for the hangman, with this news heading his
way in a few minutes time. (398)

The connection between Quick and Cooke is played out to the
novel’s conclusion. Quick and Rose’s son Harry is born on the day
the Monster is captured, and months later, on the day he is executed,
Fish Lamb finally does drown, at a family picnic on the banks of the
Swan River, on the grounds of the university.
If Cloudstreet provided a view of post-war Perth and the Cooke
murders from a working class perspective, a world apart from the
university-centred enclave in Nedlands and Dalkeith, then Robert
Drewe’s memoir The Shark Net views these same times and events
from within that other, privileged world.
The book commences with the arrival of the Drewe family to Perth
in 1950 when Robert is six years old. Robert’s father is an ambitious
executive for rubber goods and sportswear manufacturer Dunlop,
who settles his family in Dalkeith where they become active in the
suburb’s upper-middle class social networks. The Drewes move in a
status-conscious world of company dinners, private schools, youth
clubs, the university, and summers at Rottnest. The river again looms
large in The Shark Net, but whereas for the Lambs and Pickles in
Cloudstreet it was an exotic place for prawning and swimming, for
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the Drewes and their neighbours it is about the yachting season in
their own backyard.
For the young Robert this should be an idyllic childhood, and
at times the reflective author looking back on his younger self can
glimpse the potentially perfect childhood space he enjoyed. But
Robert is an anxious child, tormented by a series of hardly credible
threats. Most of these are pseudo-anxieties gleaned from the safe
but nonetheless phobic world of the 1950s—spiders, argentine ants,
sparrows, polio and sharks, and a peculiarly Perth disease called
‘boiling brain’. But there are other, more real dangers abroad in this
tantalisingly ideal yet compromised world—the growing awareness
of his parents’ troubled and occasionally violent marriage; the
knowledge of Dalkeith’s dark history including past murders; and
finally an indiscriminate murderer bringing death to his suburb. And
Drewe finds himself drawn close to the murders that are terrorising
the city. A weapon used in a murder is stolen from the house of one
friend, and another friend John Sturkey is shot and killed while
sleeping on a Nedlands verandah. Moreover Drewe knows Edgar Eric
Cooke, who is working as a driver for Dunlop and makes frequent
deliveries to the Drewe house.
Young Robert’s introduction to Cooke is narrated in order to
emphasise the social distinctions between the Drewes and their
delivery driver. Cooke comes to the back door which is the entry used
by ‘tradesmen and children’ (108), and Robert immediately notes his
small stature, harelip and distorted voice. Their conversation is about
beaches, with Cooke labelling Drewe’s preference of North Cottesloe
a beach for ‘snobs from Nedlands’ (117), and Drewe recognising
Cooke’s choice of Scarborough as the beach preferred by delinquent
juveniles and motorbike gangs. But the offences suffered by Cooke
are more than just those associated with suburban class distinctions,
they are also personal. In a series of three vignettes spread across the
book—each with the heading ‘Saturday Night Boy’—Drewe sketches
in the same troubled background highlighted by Blackburn, and notes
the personal slights Cooke endures at the hands of those ‘Nedlands
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and Dalkeith and Cottesloe girls with their smooth, bare shoulders,
those tanned, snobbish shoulders always turned to his face’ (45).
Drewe recounts how he commenced work with the West
Australian as a cadet reporter, and because of his familiarity with the
elite western suburbs was chosen as the social rounds-man to report
the various parties and gatherings of the city’s wealthy. Cooke’s beat
therefore becomes his, and The Shark Net narrates the fear that grips
these suburbs as the murder toll rises, with Drewe himself implicated
in that Cooke apparently uses the social pages of the West to identify
houses that are empty as owners travel overseas or attend social
events. In turn Drewe also recalls the impact on these suburbs as
the ‘murders immediately changed the spirit of the place’, and ‘an
eerie feeling hung over the coastal suburbs and over the beaches at
Cottesloe and North Cottesloe’ (236).
The Shark Net describes not only Perth’s coming of age and loss of
innocence, but also that of Drewe himself. At eighteen he discovers
that his girlfriend is pregnant, and he has to come to terms with
telling his parents, organising a hurried wedding and preparing for
fatherhood. Soon after his mother dies unexpectedly in her mid-40s
and Drewe himself is left wondering if he too isn’t a ‘murderer’—
that the shame that this unplanned pregnancy had brought to this
most aspirational of families wasn’t the cause of his mother’s sudden
death. In this way Drewe finds himself in a situation similar to that of
Quick Lamb, feeling some sort of unwanted empathy with the serial
killer. Drewe, in his role as a journalist, encounters Cooke in the
courtroom during his trial:
Suddenly I felt him staring at me. I’d been avoiding his eyes,
hoping he wouldn’t recognise me, but a moment later he winked. I
winked back, then I felt a hot wave of embarrassment that quickly
turned into anger at myself … I should have ignored the wink …
but in the split-second I weighed up my response, I decided he
was in such deep shit that it would be uncharitable and somehow
treacherous not to wink back. (11)
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Soon after Cooke’s execution Drewe, just turned 21, has the oppor
tunity to return to Melbourne after some fourteen years in Perth. He
leaves transformed—part of a ‘young couple, with a small, sandcoloured boy, hurrying across the coastal plain, and into the desert’
(358), and he leaves behind sharks, spiders, boiling brain, serial
killers and the very changed city of Perth.


Broken Lives, Cloudstreet and The Shark Net offer perspectives in
three different genres on the one series of events. Read as a piece
they stitch together a tapestry of the place and time of their setting,
revealing a lot about Perth as it was, and as it has become. Indeed they
pinpoint Perth at a crucial juncture in the process of its ‘becoming’,
whereby the city’s changing character—its evolution from a town to
a city—would be forever associated with one series of unexpected
and traumatic events. And if one effect of the murderous events these
books describe was to unite Perth in a state of fear, then another was
to reveal something of the underlying fault lines of wealth, class and
status that were beginning to disrupt the formerly stable social base
of this notionally egalitarian city. Blackburn, Winton and Drewe not
only describe Perth as being changed by the Cooke murders, but also
the extent to which Eric Edgar Cooke was a distillation of forces at
work as the colonial town finally gave way to the contemporary city.
The three texts have of course all been written with the benefit
of considerable hindsight—it is only with hindsight that we can
recognise what seem to have been ‘innocent’ times and thereby
nurture the associated myths, and it requires even further hindsight
in order to understand how tenuous those myths are. To the people
of Perth in the early 1960s modernisation, social advancement and
increased international exposure (and even what we might now call
globalisation) were eagerly embraced for their manifold benefits,
including their potential to ease Perth’s isolation and to help it take a
place alongside Sydney and Melbourne as ‘real cities’. In that moment
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of optimistic transition Cooke’s murderous spree was seen as an
aberration, something that happened in spite of economic progress,
enhanced personal wealth and the steady march of modernity. In
different ways, however, Blackburn, Winton and Drewe all suggest
something different—that Cooke was in part a creation of those same
forces, a reminder of the fragility of innocence and the price paid in
transforming the town into a city.
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From Innocent to Evil: The Representation
of the Child in the Works of Gail Jones
Fiona Duthie
Adults like to imagine that childhood has a wholesome and
charming contiguity.
					Gail Jones, Sorry

Introduction

T

he works of Gail Jones encompass a wide variety of themes
and settings, both historical and contemporary. Relations
between white Australians and indigenous peoples amongst the
mining towns of Western Australia are examined in conjunction
with the fate of a Parisian artist during the Second World War. In
another novel, an Australian-born English girl makes the long
journey to India in the nineteenth century. In addition, the fictions
are rife with applied examinations of various literary and cultural
theories. For example, Jones interrogates some of the ways in which
communication between individuals can be either hindered or
enhanced by various technological devices inherent to the modern
age such as film, the telephone and the radio. Similarly, Jones is
sceptical about the capacity of biography, portraiture or photography
to capture ‘reality’ accurately or in its entirety. However, across this
array of ideas and theses, one symbol is pervasive and consistently
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pivotal. That the plots of Black Mirror (2002), Sixty Lights (2004),
Dreams of Speaking (2006), Sorry (2007) Five Bells (2011) and several
short stories revolve around children is not radical. Children have
been the subjects of innumerable works of British literature since the
last decades of the eighteenth century, later becoming a key motif
in Australian works also. From the Romantics to the Victorians,
children have been used variously as symbols of innocence. In
the works of Blake and Wordsworth, children are mostly ‘carefree
and unencumbered with adult sorrow and the awareness of death’
(Georgieva). Nevertheless, such children were also thought to have
a ‘saving wisdom and moral authority’ that could act as a ‘source,
guide and goal to the adult’ (Plotz 31 and 32). Later, as Peter Coveney
observes, the ‘tension between innocence and experience sounded
initially by Blake became the main motif of early and mid-Victorian
literature of the child’ (53). The portrayal of the innocent Oliver
Twist amongst the evil machinations of ruffian gangs in Dickens and
the occasional glimpses of the exploited young factory workers in
Elizabeth Gaskell’s North and South are pertinent examples. More
particularly, in the Australian context, the image of the defenceless,
innocent child lost in a hostile wilderness is often an ‘arresting
figure’ in nineteenth-century history and folklore, partly as a result
of settler anxieties concerning a landscape that was largely alien to
them (Pierce xi).
Though the earlier writers established the groundwork for many
modern portrayals of the child, representations have never been
uniform. From Shakespeare’s references to ‘wanton boys’ to the
present, there have been some authors who debunk any notion of
childhood innocence and the customary perception in modern
Western culture that ‘children are helpless, children should be
protected and if children do wrong, it is because they do not know
any better’ (Honeyman 1–2). Among the most notable twentiethcentury works are High Wind in Jamaica (1929) by Richard Hughes
and William Golding’s Lord of the Flies (1954). In both of these
novels, children are presented as hardened beasts, even as killers.
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However, in most of the more recent works, children are still quite
often portrayed as victims, though as Peter Pierce notes, depictions
of the circumstances in which children are victimised or lost have
largely changed (114). Children in modern fiction are not ‘lost’ so
much as ‘abandoned’ (136) or destroyed through abortion, abduction
(115), murder (133), and the general ‘predatoriness of adults’ (116).
Many of the children in Jones’s fictions are victims of cruelty or
disinterest and the author clearly writes in defence of such victims.
However, the preoccupation with children also operates on other
levels. Some of the children are fully realised characters and some
are presented as one-dimensional or as shadow figures scantily
described. None of these characters is idealised though a few have
elements in common with traditional images of innocence. The
majority however, are not lacking in worldly experience and some
have a maturity that eclipses the behaviours of many of the adults.
Children are rarely the central focus but nevertheless, across all of the
works under examination, children are the driving forces of society.
They are powerful entities not only as symbols and as figments of
memory but also as beings who evoke the most primal of emotions
in others. Furthermore, they are often the catalysts of momentous
events. Many of the most significant and often harrowing episodes in
Jones’s fictions are instigated by children, either directly or indirectly,
or are crimes committed against children. Subsequent memories of
childhood are equally potent and life-defining.
Trauma also figures heavily across Jones’s representations
of children. Several characters experience tortured or damaged
childhoods. Others are profoundly affected by their connections
to troubled, corrupt or ill-fated children. As a result, none of these
narratives is linear. On the contrary, they are fashioned in a fragmented
manner similar to the effects of trauma on an individual mind. Newly
remembered, partially suppressed or simply irrepressible memories
of children and childhood regularly interrupt the narrative flow. The
minds of some characters dwell continually upon certain events.
The narrative voice in each novel is most often sporadic, moving
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constantly from the perspective of the protagonist as a child to the
mind of the adult that the child will become. Similarly, none of these
novels is presented as a bildungsroman. There is no gradual process
towards maturity. Children are abruptly adults, usually as a result
of trauma or intense passion. For instance, in Sorry the narrative
switches constantly from the child in the third person to the muchchanged adult in the first person, clearly demarcating a boundary
between the two that is governed not by the passage of time but by
a specific, traumatic event. In place of linear progression, there are
three definitive strands concerning the representations of children
and childhood in Jones’s writing. This article is divided accordingly
into ‘Memories of Childhood’, ‘Offences Against Children’ and
‘Crimes Committed by Children’.

Memories of Childhood
In all of the works under discussion, Jones goes to some length to
ensure that childhood memories are represented as uniform in
intensity. The ways in which memories are presented and recorded are
almost as important as the memories themselves. These recollections
are transmitted not only through narrative memory, but also orally in
conversations between characters, through biographical extracts that
flow alongside the principal current of the text and visually through the
descriptive use of photographs. Of these, Jones selects and promotes
those methods that represent childhood in all its vividness, obviating
any sense of the vagueness or indistinctness often associated with the
workings of memory. Jones also uses the assortment of memories to
interrogate and complicate the divide between child and adult. This
divide is often synonymous with the divide between innocence and
experience. The time of transition is brief and is often contained by a
traumatic experience or a blossoming of amorous passion. The texts
do not posit maturity as superior to innocence in children. However,
regardless of age, the loss of innocence is rarely to be lamented save
when it is forced. Nevertheless, there remains at times a lingering
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sense of loss and the hint of a certain wisdom lying within even
the darkest times. A freshness and simplicity of passion may be
experienced upon the edge of childhood that is largely unavailable
later in life. On several occasions, Jones uses various means to invoke
the memory of this time to influence the adult who harbours it.
Of the various mediums used to convey memories, it is
photography that is analysed most extensively in several texts.
With regard to children, photographs are a means of sporadically
recording childhood while at the same time highlighting its brevity
and its inaccessibility once the border to maturity has been crossed.
Nevertheless, photographs of children carry a certain power. In Black
Mirror, Victoria considers the photograph of Winston’s child and
instead of lamenting the transience of youth sees a ‘death defying
smile’ (257). Similarly, as Alice observes in Dreams of Speaking, a
moment in childhood may be preserved in a photograph, in later years
enriching and substantiating the memories of the photographer’s now
adult subjects:
The photograph of a child, laughing, pushing her sister on a swing
in a scene of shared play, will carry for both, into adulthood, the
bright trace of their pasts. They may not remember the moment,
but it will represent them decisively, and they will see themselves
thus. (36)

Just as photography is an insightful though not always infallible
means of preserving memories of childhood, conventional biography
can also fall short of the breadth required. Victoria in Black Mirror is
as a ‘photograph not properly taken’ (58) a being whose ‘inaccessible
complexity’ (108) cannot be contained by mere biography. Eventually,
her biographer, Anna, abandons standard biographical style, ‘a genre
that routinely imposes a narrative form on an otherwise chaotic,
fragmented and excessive life’ (Dalziell 50–51) in favour of a ‘structure
compelled by images’ (Oreb 114). This approach is especially suited
to recording memories of childhood as these memories are so often
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fragmentary though clear. As a result, the depictions of the children
in the novel, including the child that Victoria once was, are vivid
and decidedly lacking in ambiguity. Henry Morrell is ‘mean and
morose’ (173), ‘gormless, a dullard and cowardly to boot’ (183).
Younger sister Ruby is volatile, at times ‘dramatically inconsolable’
and given to ‘ferocious shouts’ and ‘wretched’ sobbing (198). Victoria
is determinedly independent, an individual in a school for young
ladies. She ‘carries into adulthood an image of herself after bathing,
still wet, spreadeagled, sleeping very peacefully with her burnt face
in the sun’ (202).
Quite often, memories of childhood are conveyed in random
snatches interspersed through the body of the novel with each part
dealt out according to the fluctuating mood of the memory keeper.
As Jones has said in an interview, she is interested in ‘the way
present time collapses into the past through unbidden memory’ (43).
Memories of childhood can exert a seemingly inexorable pull. The
results may be either a source of lingering torment or a source of
strength. In Dreams of Speaking, Stephen is haunted by the memory
of a girl he loved as a teenager, a girl who died. She remains forever
‘alive inside himself as a spectre’ (Dixon 132) becoming, for him,
‘an emblem of loss’ (26). This mode of remembrance is in deliberate
contrast to the purely factual biographical account of the life and
times of Alexander Bell which is included intermittently throughout
the novel. Though interesting and informative, these passages have a
dryness that can only be deliberate. For example, unlike the pathos
of Stephen’s early memory as it is communicated orally to his lover,
according to the biography, as a child Bell merely ‘experienced the
usual trials and tribulations’ (95).
Just as Stephen remains under the influence of a lost childhood
love, in Five Bells, thirty-five-year-old James is drawn back to Ellie
whom he has not seen since his teens because the memory of their
childhood bond ‘is strong enough for him to believe in its possibilities
to console and renew him, despite the depth of his psychological
injuries’ (Plunkett 34). The two were lovers at fourteen. Despite their
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delicate ages, the novel details a mature intimacy, based on mutual
trust and emotional support. Their connection is as strong if not
stronger than that of any adult couple in Jones’s work and it never
truly fades even though their different callings in life separate them for
a number of years. As the adult Ellie reflects: ‘He was pressed into her
life as they had pressed together as fourteen-year-old lovers. Into her
memory. Now and for evermore’ (20). The same is true of Catherine,
an equally important character in the novel, who also experiences
passion at a young age: ‘The passions conceived then . . . were as
significant as any adult formulation of desire, and more direct, more
alive, more radically imperative’ (92). There is no sense of wrongness
or violation incumbent on any of these passages. Ellie, James and
Catherine have matured beyond innocence by their own volition and
their lives have been enriched as a result. Their memories of this time
become a sustaining force. Whenever the adult Ellie reflects upon her
earlier days, she has ‘her young self returned to her’ (66) in an instant.
In contrast to Ellie and her childhood lover, other children
experience a forced transition from innocence to a more adult
awareness and are less fortunate in the memories that formulate in
consequence, memories that are equal in potency to those already
described. As a small child, Alice of Dreams of Speaking contracts
scarlet fever and is confined to an isolation ward with a boy of similar
age. Lonely and afraid, unbeknownst to the attendant nurse, the two
form a habit of lying innocently in the same bed listening to a radio
and telling each other stories. Inevitably, they are discovered. Alice
is snatched from the bed of her companion who, significantly, is
also named James and slapped across the face with a ‘rapid’, ‘fierce’
‘violence’ (44). The incident effectively ends Alice’s childhood and
has a long-term scarring effect. For the remainder of the novel, Alice
remains largely disconnected from other people, she ‘spends her
days inward-turned’ (56), her link to her sister and her friendship
with the elderly Mr Sakamoto being the only notable exceptions.
However, the ‘intelligent woe’ (45) she experiences during her time
in hospital is perhaps the beginning of her continuing fascination
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with the complexities of communication and its accompanying
misconceptions.
Childhood trauma is not only resilient within the memories of an
individual, it may also be inherited. Alice’s troubles are compounded
as she becomes profoundly affected by a particularly horrific memory
belonging to Mr Sakamoto. Much of Mr Sakamoto’s life has been
shaped by the bombing of Nagasaki in which his family perished
when he was a small boy. Though Alice cannot truly ‘enter into Mr
Sakamoto’s experience’ (188) echoes of her mentor’s most powerful
childhood memory become part of her consciousness. She dreams of
Mr Sakamoto as an eleven-year-old, running towards the devastation
wrought by the atomic bomb: ‘The silhouette was a child. A small
boy, running, his legs flying up behind him’ (188). Like her former
lover, Stephen, Alice has been given a childhood memory to harbour
forever as an ‘emblem of loss’. Indeed, this particular memory
resonates globally as a wrenching loss of innocence.
In all of these novels, Jones sifts through various means of
remembering and recording aspects of childhood, endorsing some
and rejecting others. Those she favours rely upon vibrancy, undiluted
emotion and quite often, an unconcealed subjectivity. All are geared
to imbue her representations of childhood with a powerful and
lasting sense of significance, strongly suggesting that the experiences
of childhood can be more profound and intense than any experience
undergone later in life. However, trauma also plays a dominant role
in the divide between maturity and childhood. Though the divide
once crossed is absolute, an adult’s childhood self may be invoked
seemingly at will or through mediums such as photography and
the more unrestricted forms of biography. The results of this are
not always positive. The traumas experienced by the young have a
particular potency. The capacity of children both to absorb and to
incite traumatic experience will be explored in greater detail in the
following sections.
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Offences Against Children
With the possible exception of Sixty Lights, the works under
discussion are punctuated by brutal murders and heinous, though
not always intentional, neglect of children. Conflicts between adults
are less frequent in Jones’s work as well as less luridly described.
The desertion of children or the giving up of children for adoption,
sometimes under duress but more often voluntarily, is also a common
theme. On one level, these sections are an indictment against any
society that permits such horrors. On another, children are presented
dually as society’s most vulnerable citizens and as the people most
capable of inciting primal passions in others. Thus in these novels
and stories, whether for good or ill, deep connections are formed
between adults and children. For the most part, even where there is
love and mutual affection, these connections are defined by trauma.
Connections are forged and such is their power that their severance
is the cause of great pain for some while others strive to break them,
often resorting to the most vicious of methods.
Jones’s representation of parenting is not wholly condemnatory.
For example, Lucy Strange of Sixty Lights feels a profound love
for her little daughter that enriches the young mother’s brief life.
Furthermore, little Ellen’s memory of this time will strengthen
her in the years to come. Interestingly, such ties are not exclusive
to those between parent and child. Though many adoptions occur
across Jones’s work, several of these instances are fortuitous. Lucy
and Thomas, the young orphans of Sixty Lights are adopted by
their loving if somewhat irresponsible Uncle Neville, the memory
of whom they will cherish in later years. Similarly, Thomas’s wife
Violet is a much-loved foundling as is Ernie’s adopted child in Black
Mirror. The majority however, are not so fortunate. Alice in Dreams
of Speaking, though loved and protected most of her life, is given
up for adoption as an infant and even before she is cognisant of the
fact, she is subliminally aware of her adoptive mother’s preference
for her sister, the biological daughter of the family. As a corollary, for
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some parents, the loss of a child through adoption is an unspeakable
tragedy. In the short story ‘Babies’, an infant is ‘rudely confiscated’
(104) from a teenager deemed to be an unfit parent. For the young
mother ‘bereftness’ is ‘a kind of death’ (101). Similarly, Victoria in
Black Mirror is effectively forced to abandon a loved and wanted
child conceived out of wedlock to an ‘unsuitable’ partner. With
deliberate irony, in the same novel, Anna is deserted by a mother
who seems to harbour no regrets as her ‘small needy daughter’ (120)
is raised by others. Similarly, Stephen in Dreams of Speaking is
abandoned by his mother as a child. The ‘image’ of her leaving stays
with him ‘vividly all these years’ (51). However, to further complicate
the issue, in some rare cases, it is healthier for both parent and child
to sever the link. Victoria’s half-sister Ruby is never acknowledged
by her father and Ruby is undoubtedly the better for the disinterest.
Jones does not make a blanket statement as to the merits of raising
children tied to the parent by blood as opposed to adoption. All
depends upon individual circumstance. However, it is emphasised
that every one of these severances is irreversible and in most cases,
the pain and trauma caused by them are eternal. For a time, Anna in
Black Mirror imagines that she will prove to Victoria that the return
of ‘vanished things’ (33) is possible, that a lost child may in a sense
return. She believes herself to be the child of Victoria’s lost daughter.
However, this belief proves erroneous and it becomes clear a child
once lost is lost forever.
Throughout Jones’s work, a portion of the crimes committed
against children are deliberate while others spring from negligence.
However, the results scarcely differ and Jones does not stint in her
descriptions. Some of the parents she describes are so fearful of their
connection to their infants that they attempt to extricate themselves
before the link has had time properly to burgeon. The results are
dehumanising to the parents. In the opening passages of Black
Mirror, a woman drowns her baby in the Seine. The child was born
to a French woman by a German soldier during the Occupation. The
woman’s circumstances are not disclosed but the death is referred
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to intermittently throughout the novel. In explanation, the woman
says merely: ‘A German baby. You understand’ (247). However, the
text offers no such understanding. The protagonist, Victoria, who
witnesses the drowning and with whom the reader is encouraged
to empathise, is later haunted by a recurring dream of ‘anxiously
searching for an anonymous baby’ (15) in the river. She grieves for
the child as though for her own baby. Later, when she too conceives
by rape to a German soldier, she is overcome by grief for her stillborn
child. Victoria chooses to be traumatised in preference to being
desensitised, a choice the author clearly approves.
Dehumanised parents are also prominent in Sorry. The parents
of Perdita, aptly named for the abandoned child in Shakespeare’s
The Winter’s Tale, having failed in their attempt at abortion, ‘watch
the signs of gestation with a sense of revulsion’ (22) and fervently
hope that the child will die. Jones depicts these thoughts and feelings
as profoundly unnatural. As shocking as this portrayal is designed
to be, in other cases, the results of a parent’s irresponsible actions
can prove as calamitous as a deliberate desire to harm. In the short
story ‘These Eyes’, a mother leaves her toddler unattended as she
goes to work. She ties the child to her cot and leaves her to play
with the kitchen utensils. When a neighbour finds the child, both of
the little girl’s eyes have been pierced and blinded by a fork. Again,
the true disfigurement reverts to the adult. As the neighbour passes
judgement: ‘It is that woman who is blind’ (146).
Despite the various harrowing scenes presented by Jones, her view
of adult reactions to crimes against children remains balanced and
approving in several cases. Adults may feel a powerful connection
to children they never meet because their observations of them
bring to mind their own earlier years. In Dreams of Speaking, Alice
is shattered by the brutal murder of Leo, a teenager known to her
only by sight. The usually undemonstrative Alice grieves openly in
an ‘unguarded display’ (107), her sorrow exacerbated by the ways
in which the clinical and methodical behaviour of the police ‘made
everything inhuman’ (106). As with Victoria, Alice’s grief for a
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child not her own is proof of her essential humanity. Mr Sakamoto’s
pronouncement precisely echoes Alice’s and Victoria’s thoughts and
can stand as a summation of all these stories of abuse and neglect:
‘The death of the young is unacceptable. We should feel appalled and
insulted. We should howl and complain. There is no overreaction to
witnessed death’ (108).
Many of Jones’s characters bear witness to crimes or suspected
crimes against children. The most subtle example can be found in Five
Bells. This novel details the past tragedies and present confusions of
four adults: Pei Xing, James, Ellie and Catherine. The four are linked in
various ways by the fifth ‘Bell’, an unnamed child who remains on the
periphery of the narrative. She appears only once in the preliminary
stages of the novel and the protagonists glimpse her in passing when
she steps upon an escalator ahead of them. James and Ellie pay little
conscious attention but Pei Xing notes that the child seems ‘wholly
innocent’ (9). For Catherine ‘there had been something, something
that called forth within her a momentary and ineffable tenderness’
(181). All four however, have significant cause to re-examine their
own childhoods in the course of the novel and the sight of this child
acts as a trigger. Only later do Pei Xing and Catherine learn that the
little girl was being escorted by an abductor. This was not evident at
the time as the child had seemed unafraid and her companion had
behaved as though he were her father and may indeed have been so
as the circumstances of the abduction are not disclosed. Interestingly,
the reactions of Pei Xing and Catherine are diametrically opposed.
With no real evidence, Pei Xing remains certain that the child will
come to no harm. Catherine is less sanguine and entertains horrible
visions of the little girl floating in Sydney Harbour. The novel itself
gives no intimation of the child’s fate. Indeed most of the narrative
threads in this novel remain largely unresolved which is unusual
for Jones. In her other novels, there are few ends left untied. In this
case, the undisclosed fate of the unnamed child adds to her ethereal
aspect. She is much more a symbol than a character. Operating subtly
and occasionally but nonetheless catalytically through the various
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narratives, she gives rise to all sorts of imaginings and elicits greatly
varying but consistently strong reactions from adult characters. Even
operating at the level of a wraith, a child can be the centre of influence
around which an entire novel breaks and turns.
In the fictions of Gail Jones, crimes committed against the young
often carry their own punishments. Even after death or estrangement,
a child’s influence continues to exert itself. Several adult characters
are perpetually haunted by their past negligence. For example, James
of Five Bells, a dedicated and inspired country school teacher, takes
his class camping by the seaside which they have never before seen,
as a special treat. Unsupervised only while her teacher sleeps, little
Amy drowns in the early morning. The tragedy effectively destroys
James though a fleeting possibility of redemption is in later years
offered to him by another child. As he walks in a public park, a child
smiles and greets him, momentarily including him in his family circle
and ‘in that second James lost his miserable nonentity. He became a
man heralded by a child, caught in the egalitarian affirmation a small
child might bestow’ (201). In this moment, James recalls the beautiful
simplicity of his own earliest childhood and reclaims the name that
his Italian mother gave to him at his birth: Gennaro. However, the
feeling is transitory and shortly afterwards, James drowns himself
in recompense for Amy’s death. His innocence cannot be reclaimed
with the same facility as his childhood name.
In keeping with Jones’s ongoing preoccupation with trauma, across
all of these texts, scenarios of child abuse, neglect and abandonment
almost invariably conclude with the worst possible outcome.
Furthermore, Jones’s representations of the various connections
forged between adults and children are essentially negative. The
moments of mutual peace and understanding are mostly ephemeral.
Instead, the pain of loss and primal urges to violence and selfdestruction are dominant. However, an element of choice remains
in most cases. Adults may choose to resist the link and thus destroy
themselves and others or they may embrace it with both its joys and
its traumas.
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Crimes Committed by Children
The sympathy of this author for the plight of abused and neglected
children is not to be doubted. However, at the same time, the
paradigm of abusive adult versus suffering child is systematically
inverted as several children gain dominance. In most cases, the
pervasive and often ineradicable traumas caused by the actions of
these children far exceed those perpetrated by the adults described
in the previous section. While those adults strove to sever their links
to certain children, often resorting to violence or abandonment but
rarely severing the link entirely, the damage that may be wrought by
the children themselves is such that in most cases, all links between
adult and child and between the offending child and other children
dissolve immediately. This dissolution, if not permanent, lasts for
many years. The greater influence and power, it seems, lies with
the children. As she follows this theme, Jones makes a complete
departure from the traditional depictions of children as innocents and
the more common contemporary descriptions of children who fall
victim to environment or circumstance. On this point, her portrayals
of children have more in common with the savagery imagined by
William Golding. Only one of the serious crimes she imagines is
retaliatory, albeit vicariously, and none is in any way connected to the
abuses against children detailed in the previous section. Similarly,
while none of these children experiences an ideal upbringing, not
one of the parents concerned could reasonably be brought to account
for the misdeeds or, in some cases, the atrocities committed by his or
her children. Not only are the crimes highly disturbing in themselves,
adult witnesses seem powerless to curtail a violence fuelled by the
intensities of youth. Interestingly, although the crimes are presented
as unambiguously appalling, it is with regard to this subject that the
characters of the children themselves are the most diverse.
As with the crimes committed against children, each one of these
incidents is designed to unsettle the reader and thus extend the motif
of trauma. As Joanne Freed has observed: ‘Trauma is contagious. In the
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role of witness to disaster or atrocity, the [witness or reader] at times is
emotionally overwhelmed’ (227). Arguably the most disturbing scene
in all Jones’s work occurs in Black Mirror. A considerable portion of
the shock value lies in the fact that the perpetrator is a child. Henry
Morrell, the brother of Victoria, deliberately and premeditatedly
thrusts a stick into the eye of his guardian, blinding her and marring
the lives of all who witness it. In some ways, this is a reversal of
the scene in ‘These Eyes’. Negligence on the part of the adult has
transmuted into malicious destruction on the part of the child. Jones
clearly indicates that a corrupt child is no less dangerous and no more
or less capable of reform than a corrupt adult. Not a single redeeming
feature is attributed to young Morrell who continues to mock and
terrorise his victim after the atrocity. Morrell, who is unstintingly
represented as diabolical, has no capacity for remorse or empathy.
He is in fact a budding psychopath in the clinical sense of the term.
As a small boy, he enjoys stabbing at mice and lizards with his
antique swords. Investigators of psychopathology have determined
that such ‘maltreatment of animals by a child is a strong indicator …
of hideous future conduct’ (Hitchens 112). Accordingly, when he is
barely out of adolescence, Morrell graduates to murdering Victoria’s
lover with the same antique sword and flinging acid into the face of
her lover’s brother.
Extremes of childhood violence are not restricted to Henry Morrell
in this novel. While at boarding school, Victoria witnesses an act of
pointless brutality committed by two school boys:
Two adult swans were pierced through the chest with makeshift
spears, and they had been plucked of their wing feathers so that
they looked exposed and violated. Their long necks were limp and
their black bellies already bloated with death. (202)

Upon her discovery of the bodies, Victoria is crudely propositioned
by the boys who perpetrated the crime. It would seem that
psychologically disturbed children with a proclivity for violence are
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not uncommon. More disturbing is the implication that no effective
controls may be brought to bear upon them. The boys who kill the
swans remain undiscovered and unpunished. Victoria’s misguided
attempt to administer justice results in her own expulsion. Similarly,
though Henry Morrell is arraigned for murder, he is pardoned. The
end of Victoria’s childhood, marked by the incident with the swans
and its ghastly parallel with the fate of her substitute mother greatly
influence her future as an artist and cause her to identify deeply with
all victims of senseless violence. Her feelings of vicarious guilt are
exacerbated later in life when she is unable to save the baby in the
Seine. Her empathy and her sense of guilt are symbolised by her
penchant for wearing swan feathers, a habit she keeps until her death.
As Naomi Oreb has observed: ‘Victoria’s feathers come to stand much
like Coleridge’s albatross around her neck, representing her inability
to rectify injustice whilst allowing her to say “sorry”  ’ (123).
Despite the haunting nature of Black Mirror, not all of the shocking
acts committed by children in Jones’s novels are prompted by
motivations that are entirely or even predominantly base, just as not
all animal killings are indicative of a disturbed psychology. Some, like
Victoria’s donning of the feathers, rise from a sense of helplessness in
the face of needless destruction. Perdita in Sorry kills the tiger snake
that consumes her mother’s delicate pet finches, repeatedly beating
it over the head with a hammer until the head is entirely flattened.
There is a scene of striking similarity in Dreams of Speaking. In what
she sees as an act of mercy, ten-year-old Alice kills a mortally injured
kangaroo by pounding it continually over the head with an axe. She
takes the initiative from her father who merely stands aghast at the
damage he has wrought. The novel in no way disputes the necessity
of the act and Alice shows a certain maturity in assuming authority.
However, in the cases of both Alice and Perdita, the excessive force
that is described suggests a primal form of violence that belongs, at
least in Jones’s world, predominantly to childhood and is not entirely
divorced from that displayed by Henry Morrell. Such violence causes
significant reverberations. In Dreams of Speaking, the incident
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with the kangaroo colours Alice’s mother’s and her sister Norah’s
perceptions of Alice ever after, contributing to the lingering sense of
guilt that Alice carries with her into adulthood. As Norah remembers
later in life: ‘Your energy at killing it frightened me’ (15).
Though the death of the kangaroo is explored in some detail, the
more reprehensible childhood crime in Dreams of Speaking occurs
when Nora, aged eleven, attempts to strangle Alice in response to her
sister’s relentless taunting. Both girls are aware that ‘it was not play,
or jest, but serious violence’ (147). This is portrayed unequivocally as
an act of ‘unimaginable outrage’ (147). Had their father not intervened,
the incident would likely have resulted in Alice’s death. Norah is no
less culpable than Henry Morrell because her attempted violence is
unsuccessful. However, in Norah’s case, her actions are spontaneous
rather than premeditated having more in common with Alice’s
energised killing of the kangaroo. Unlike Morrell, she grows to be a
loving and morally upright adult. Nevertheless, the excesses of her
childhood are sufficient to alienate her sister absolutely for almost
the entirety of their childhood. Her father too, is deeply shocked and
remains at a distance.
The title Sorry has clear political connotations. Indeed, as the
‘Afterword’ states: ‘The text was written in the hope that further
native title grants will be offered in the spirit of reconciliation and
gratitude’. The novel details many of the injustices undergone by the
Aborigines, clearly implying that some form of reparation is owed.
However, early in the novel, reconciliation is effected with great
ease amongst the children as the Aboriginal girl Mary, the white girl
Perdita and their neighbour Billy, who is deaf and cannot speak, form
a close bond that pays no heed to difference. While the adults baulk at
dissimilarities of race and class and invariably fail to communicate to
any purpose, the younger trio thrives in easy communion. However,
this accord is abruptly shattered as the adult world intrudes. The
momentous apology for which the novel is named is owed because
Mary voluntarily assumes the blame for an act of patricide committed
by ten-year-old Perdita.
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As with Dickens before her, the characters of several of Jones’s
children are formed irrespective of the environments in which they
are raised. Perdita has been neglected by her parents to the same
extent as Henry Morrell. Where he has a widowed and largely absent
father whose dislike for his son is all too apparent, she has been
raised by a ‘remote father’ and an ‘unstable mother’ (87) neither of
whom wanted a child. However, unlike Morrell, despite the heinous
nature of her deed, until this juncture Perdita is a relative innocent.
In some ways, she is remarkably and perhaps implausibly, shrewd for
such a young girl. For example, at the age of six, she sees through her
mother’s claim that Shakespeare answers all of the ‘big questions’ (38).
While not denigrating Shakespeare, she can perceive that different
cultures from different continents may pose ‘different big questions’
(38). However, to temper this, her neighbour describes her as ‘just
a normal little girl, affectionate, sweet, pretty in her own speckled
way’ (68). As such, she instinctively, though temporarily, suppresses
all memory of the murder as being foreign to her nature. She begins
to stutter and ceases to communicate to any effect so damaged is she
by the abrupt and agonising loss of her innocence. Only when she
is able to confront the horror of that moment and take responsibility
for it does her voice regains its former fluency. In this moment, she
becomes an adult, irrespective of her numerical age.
Perdita is as much a catalyst as young Morrell and the ‘fatal bubbles’
(194) of her actions emanate far into the future, irrevocably altering
the lives of all around her. Mary, in whose defence Perdita commits
the murder, assumes responsibility and is sent to a reformatory
pending transfer to prison. However, the entirety of the blame for
Mary’s fate does not rest with Perdita. Several factors are in operation
and Mary’s own emergence into adulthood, past the dominating
influences of her childhood, is also catalytic. Though Mary is bound
by loyalty and gratitude to confess to a crime she did not commit, the
groundwork for such an action has long since been laid by her colonial
oppressors. Removed from her parents at a very young age and placed
in a convent, Mary has been subtly and insidiously colonised by the
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nuns’ instruction and by a book detailing the trials and tribulations
of Christian martyrs, a book that twice changes hands between Mary
and Perdita. It was originally owned by a white child who died at a
tragically young age, posthumously becoming an unwitting catalyst
of colonialism. Though she remains in community with the local
Aboriginal groups, Mary carries vestiges of her Western training all
her life. As a child, she is in many ways a victim though she herself
is innocent and strangely accepting of divided dominance. However,
Mary has cause suddenly to view suffering and martyrdom with
adult eyes, shed of all their romanticism. She is woken to the perils of
the adult world by the sexual violence visited upon her by Perdita’s
father. The killing, though it strengthens the bond of love between
Mary and Perdita, also re-establishes their roles. In this moment,
Mary leaves childhood behind and recognises herself as ‘stronger’
(203) and more knowing than the companion of her early years who
was once encased with her in a bubble insulated not only from the
adult world but also from full comprehension of the consequences of
difference. Ironically, though Perdita’s father presented himself as a
self-styled protector of the Aborigines, it is the now adult Mary who
chooses to become a true protector to her little white ‘sister’ Perdita.
Jones’s portrayals of children and childhood are not wholly bleak
nor are they untinted by traditional representations. Mr Sakamoto
of Dreams of Speaking is erudite and subtly intelligent and as Lyn
Jacobs notes, he has a ‘mature and generously inclusive view of the
world’ (206). Interestingly, he is not unlike some of the Romantics
who viewed children as a source of wisdom. Mr Sakamoto feels that
some of the greatest insights in life are to be gained in close proximity
to the young. He tells the story of a successful businessman who often
stands in the shadows and listens to his sleeping child breathing at
night. This, he says, ‘is the time of softest intuitions’ (92). Similarly,
towards the end of Black Mirror, an image of a child is again used
in the time-honoured manner—as a symbol of innocence. As Anna
walks in the street, saddened by Victoria’s approaching death and
struggling to find meaning in the horrors of the past that she has
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uncovered, she encounters a small boy. It is an experience similar
to the one that befalls James in Five Bells. However, in this case the
effect is lasting. The child’s face ‘flares with pleasure’ as he plays with
‘a simple wooden duck’ and he smiles at Anna when she catches his
eye. Anna ‘unmoored now from the-search-for-deeper meanings’ is
‘content with the child and the smile’ (252).

Conclusion
Across the various fictions of Gail Jones, children and childhood
are viewed through different mediums and with varying degrees of
focus, but without exception these characters and these memories
are integral to the narratives. The children in these fictions are not
simply ‘types’; they are of diverse personalities and from a wide range
of backgrounds. Nevertheless, as evidenced by the representations of
Perdita Keene and Henry Morrell, there is an occasional emphasis on
nature as opposed to nurture during a child’s formative years. Often
acting as catalysts, children are alternately hapless victims of violence
and willing and fully aware perpetrators of it. The various traumas
associated with children and childhood manifest both in relation
to the protagonists’ own childhoods and the trauma(s) that ended it
and in relation to various interactions between adults and children.
Just as trauma often lies within the boundary between childhood and
adulthood for an individual so too does it define the divide between
many adults and children.
Throughout Jones’s work, traditional literary images of the child
are examined and extended. No attribute is rejected entirely, even
those that are placed in contestation with each other such as the timehonoured notion of innate innocence and the insinuations of William
Golding and his ilk of a savagery lurking just beneath the surface
of civilisation. To all of this, Jones adds elements of her own. The
image of the child has been granted the widest possible sphere of
influence. Children have a profound effect on adults and are nearly
always at the centre of the most significant events in the novels. The
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reader’s perceptions of the other characters are effectively dictated by
the relationships of those characters to the children about them. The
children’s power is brought to bear on the reader also whether as an
invitation to empathise with vulnerability, as presenting an almost
ideal vision of mature human love or as a harrowing example of the
ongoing trauma that may be wrought by unbridled passion.
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The Ghost and the Host: ‘Hauntologising’
Diasporic Difference in Simone Lazaroo’s
Fiction
Paul Giffard-Foret

I

n this paper I want to build on Shirley Tucker’s work (2005) on
the strategic use of demonology in Asian Australian women’s
fiction, as a way of approaching Simone Lazaroo’s oeuvre through
the prism of what Jacques Derrida calls ‘hauntology’. In addition,
this article also seeks to extend recent discussions of hauntology
in relation to diasporic writing (Feng; Munos; K. Butler). The term
‘hauntology’ was introduced in Derrida’s Spectres of Marx (1994),
and alludes to the opening line of The Communist Manifesto: ‘A
spectre is haunting Europe—the spectre of communism.’ Derrida also
adds new spectres: the rise of finance capital and speculation (from
the Latin speculum, meaning ‘mirror’), the Internet and the virtual
realm, and—what concerns us here—the diasporic, the transnational
and the translational. Like migrants, suggests Derrida, translations
are ‘birds of passage,’ sustaining an ongoing, invisible trafficking
between languages that constantly reshapes the contours of official
culture.
As often with Derrida’s neologisms, the French hantologie has
two meanings, deriving from hantise (fear of an obsessive kind) and
hanter (haunt). Australia’s historical anxiety toward Asia and the
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Southeast Asian region in particular, either felt as a menacing and/or
desired neighbour (Walker), makes hauntology a particularly useful
concept to approach and attempt to remap the Australian imaginary.
A close homonym and antonym of ontology—the science of being—
hauntology is instead concerned with ‘non-being’ by pointing out the
radical alterity of the self as ‘always-already’ traversed by the ghost of
others. In a more general sense, then, the term can help us conceive
the dissemination of diasporic consciousness in a globalised world.
Thus imagined, hauntology takes in the concepts of ‘diaspora’, which
despite reappraisal in light of globalisation still stresses rootedness
in a given culture, place or identity, and of ‘cosmopolitanism’ and
‘hybridity’, themselves regularly prey to one-sided postmodern
celebrations of the nomadic as a free-floating signifier. The metaphor
of haunting negotiates the interdependency of a multitude of lives,
times and spaces across the globe caused by postcolonial migrancy.
Against a territorial view of identities, those hyphenated lives span
borders, opening up what Homi Bhabha called a ‘Third Space’,
which is a ‘space of double inscription, hallowed—not hollowed—by
Jacques Derrida’ (154).
However, it is certainly arguable whether diasporic double
consciousness can be entirely detached from the locale of the nationstate and its binary logic of inclusion/exclusion. In Australia, the
recent multicultural ethos stands against the backdrop of a long
history of discrimination toward ethnic minorities, immigrants from
Asia and indigenous people. Thus Lazaroo’s narrator in the World
Waiting to Be Made (1994), ‘continued bleeding from undiluted
manifestations of the White Australia policy long after official
government moves had been made to water it down’ (31). In this
novel, as in The Australian Fiancé (2000), hauntology takes on an
added meaning, to refer to the ghostly shadow of racism and the fact
of looking/being different.
As will be seen, the doppelgänger of Asia in Lazaroo’s fiction
emerges through her use of demonology, folk beliefs and mores, and
also photography. Indeed, it is in the realisation that racial fault-lines
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still exist, and through the engagement with the spectres of racial
difference that her novels seek to reincorporate disavowed elements
of Australia’s multicultural history, in a pattern foreshadowed
by Derrida. In particular, the raced/sexed ‘Other’ (être apart) can
be conjured/make itself appear (apparaître) only to be perjured as
simulacra (paraître). This reveals the fictitious nature of identification
to a particular ethnic group, or nation, and suggests instead a mode of
1
‘being-through’ (par-être) able to serve as the basis for a more fluid,
less rigid appreciation of diasporic difference.

The World Waiting to Be Made: Hantus, Mermaids, Bomohs
and the Phantom Brisure of the Past
Hantu, as the unnamed female narrator of Lazaroo’s debut novel
The World Waiting to Be Made explains, is ‘a Malay word meaning
Evil Genius Demons or bad spirits; or, more loosely, ghosts’ (18).
Hantu functions as a vengeful force aimed against attempts by an
assimilationist society to suppress her Asianness. However dreadful,
these creatures constitute a psychic transference onto which the
young child is able to project feelings long kept bottled-up: anger,
frustration, fear, loneliness, cultural anomie, but also express her own
thirst for vendetta. Hence, for the young narrator as for her twin-sister,
who above all fear becoming ‘shadows without a plot’ (40), hantus
have remained ‘a way of explaining the mystery of one’s origins’ (42).
There is Hantu Kookachi, ‘the hairy Squat Demon who stuffs dung
into the mouths of children who stay out after six in the evening’
(61), echoing descriptions at school of the narrator as ‘brown shit’
(78); Hantu Galah, ‘the long slippery Washing Pole Demon who
spears children who play in trees at night’ (61); Hantu Tetek, who
‘suffocates children who are too big for their boots underneath her
breasts’ (61), or Hantu Kang Kang, who ‘has muscles that roll like
boulders in his legs’ and ‘walks with his legs wide apart so that he
can squeeze people to death between them’ (61). In the course of the
narrator’s growing up while being taught to forget about her past,
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hantus will gradually disappear: ‘On a still night, you could hear
their calls receding until they disappeared. Singapore was floating
away, just an echo in the night which might be lost forever’ (32).
Yet at the same time, the hantu as a revenant is never fully erased,
lingering as a latent wound expected to resurface at any moment. As
the narrator is made aware early in the novel, hantus are part of her
cultural heritage, ‘grafted’ within her:
When the door of our Singaporean apartment slammed shut on
my forefinger and sliced the top of it off the night before we left
Singapore, displaced hantus spirits sniffed a new home. The
Indian doctor in the chartreuse-painted public hospital stitched
my fingertip back on and the hantus spirits in. (24)

Like older conceptualisations of diaspora based on roots and
origins, the ‘holographic’ nature of the narrator’s great uncle Linus’s
superpowers invokes cross-cultural routes and multiple allegiances.
Linus is described as a ‘powerful traveller’, someone who ‘could have
taught [her] how to travel undetected, and the proper management
of hantus’ (123). As a bomoh or shaman in Malay culture, Linus is
able to travel freely across the ocean separating Singapore and Perth
to visit the narrator in her sleep. This oceanic mode of identification
provides the child with an imagined open space beyond the ‘Austral/
2
Asian’ divide: ‘I travelled far and furiously in my dreams at night
and … although I lacked a bomoh’s special powers, I held fast to my
conviction that somehow, I could charm more into my life than the
in-betweenness I seemed to be stuck in’ (133).
As she grows up, however, the narrator’s ‘charm’ will be sourced
from the exotic figure of the mermaid in an Australian postassimilationist era that has decided to embrace cultural difference
and open its borders to immigrants from Asia. The person in charge
of a multicultural parade in Broome supposed to symbolise ‘the
Marriage of East and West’ (196) sees in the narrator who is playing
the mermaid ‘the Triumph of Australia’s integration with Asia. The
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Emblem of Australia’s Future’ (196). For Shirley Tucker, though,
the mermaid as a hybrid creature also draws on ‘deeper fears of
cross-species intercourse and nineteenth-century debates about
miscegenation’. For Tucker, this mermaid ‘conjures up that which
should remain hidden in this context—the mythology of female
sirens who lure men to their destruction, and Orientalist anxieties
about Asian femmes fatale’ (154–5).
Drawing from the lexicon of psychological trauma caused
by personal loss, Hsu-Ming Teo also sees in the prolongation of
xenophobic feelings parading in the mode of multiculturalism,
a testimony to the lingering presence of what she calls ‘phantom
limbs’ of the past. Teo asserts that the spectre of racism itself was
not ‘mourned’ properly: ‘Opponents to the new [multicultural] order
were quickly branded “racist”—a first step to demonisation and the
creation of Otherness in a society which wishes to think itself as
decent’ (527). Sidelined from the national narrative, racism became
a ‘ghost’, which in its absence was felt even more, as the resurgence
of anti-Asian sentiment in the late 1990s suggests. For Lazaroo’s
narrator, the transition from undesirability to marketability in a
multicultural era had required the removal of her appendix, initially
thought to be her ‘Asian disease’ (95), and described by her doctor as
a ‘redundant organ’ (110).
In bildungsroman fashion, the end of the novel shows the narrator
flying back to Singapore in an attempt to reconnect with her roots and
meet with the mysterious Uncle Linus. In a letter sent to the narrator
upon her return to Australia, Linus reminds her that diasporic
belonging is first and foremost situational, and therefore always
partial: ‘Do not worry so much about the pain of your past Australian
life, or about the country of your forebears. In aloneness and in the
other people you now share your life with, find your world waiting
to be made’ (268). Rather than giving her the opportunity for selfdiscovery and cultural enrichment, Linus provides a catalyst for her
to exorcise and mourn her loss of innocence, and restore a sense of
completion by reconciling the two sides of her identity.
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The only souvenir of any substance that the narrator manages to
salvage out of her trip to Singapore and her visit to Linus’s Spartan
home in Malacca is a chium, from the Malay word ‘cium’, a kiss.
This chium, in effect, matters as it has a history, is loaded with the
3
phantom brisure (Of Grammatology 65) of the past through which
the breath (brise) of successive generations blows: ‘[Oldest Aunty]
bent her nose towards my cheek and inhaled sharply. You could hear
the air rushing in through her nostrils and being held somewhere in
her chest’ (20). As the narrator had initially thought before migrating
to Australia from Singapore as a child, ‘it was the kind of embrace
that had enfolded us, every day from almost our birth to that point,
and there seemed little reason for us to think on that day that things
would be any different from then on’ (20).
It is this same elemental air/sea breeze (brise) that will transport
the narrator later in the novel in her dreams as a powerful bomoh
from her home in Perth to a fisherman’s village in nineteenthcentury British Malacca: ‘I knew instantly it was time to throw
down my dishcloth and leave my family’s brick house in the grid-like
streets of metropolitan Perth, to follow this portentous breeze’ (126).
This invisible breeze acts as an ‘absent presence’ in Lazaroo’s oeuvre,
4
where the tropes of drizzle, mist and fog in particular are recurrent,
expressing the blurring and sweeping of borders for the diasporic.
The first lines of The World Waiting to Be Made are exemplary in this
regard: ‘You could see the drizzle flying off in different directions,
making a fine ephemeral crosshatching in the air as gusts from various
points of the island [Singapore] chose their paths’ (11).
In Lazaroo’s work, the space marking an area of dislocation, while
offering possible transnational links in the ‘Austral/Asian’ imaginary,
is closely linked to the sea between Australia and South-East Asia, a
region where, for centuries, people have defied the arbitrary delineations drawn by successive imperialist rulers. The Straits of M
 alacca,
in particular, where Lazaroo’s Eurasian, Malay-Portuguese family
originates from has been a major crossroad and trading route where
various cultures and languages intersected. This hybridised oceanic
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space, connecting Australia, Singapore and Malaysia provides the
medium for an allegory of diasporic dispersal while laying the basis for
the building of trans-border identities. As Brooke Thomas has argued,
‘[migrants] may find an enduring metaphor in the Pacific Ocean itself
which encompasses all the tiny islands of Oceania and reaches the
continental shores of the Americas, Asia and Australia’ (203).
Whichever points of juncture are made across the sea—the trail of
a boat, the track of a plane or the trace of erasure—are hardly visible to
the naked eye. This lineage is not linear but winds like the dirt roads
of Malacca that the narrator-bomoh visits in her dreams; nor should
it be understood in the narrow sense of the family, heralding instead
an imagined community in spirit. In the novel’s epilogue, a man
whose eyes had caught hers in the crowd at the Broome Multicultural
Parade reminds the narrator of a distant cousin. Ultimately correct,
this (af)filiation, rather than based on blood, is inspired primarily by
the common experience of migration, cultural displacement and the
fact of being/living in the ‘beyond’: ‘As he withdrew into himself,
his gaze seemed to look far beyond what was before him. I thought I
knew that look. He was looking across seas to another country’ (274).
The last lines of the novel locate this ‘beyond’ in the texture of the
novel’s modulatory prose, which reflects the unresolved balancing
out between two or more forces:
There was a great struggle and shedding of ways within our houses
and outside them, and the chium was unused though not quite
forgotten, and so much of our past was not shared with anyone,
and never handed down to our children, who play and skip in the
surf with the neighbours’ children, and are not torn so much by a
feeling of belonging elsewhere. (275; my emphasis)

This hauntological ‘shedding of ways’ precludes any sense of closure
and oneness in a fixed abode, or the possibility of a cosmopolitan
identity, of a being at ‘home in the world’ for the narrator, who must
accept instead her status as an a-patriate.
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The Australian Fiancé: Pontianaks, Baby Ex/Croissances
and the Photographic Imprint
Writing about Asian-American poet Shirley Lim, Kim Cheng Boey
finds it is the ‘sense of being uprooted that motivates the migrant
poet to seek out the “home ghosts” and transplant them into the new
country, so that the space she now inhabits can become real’ (100).
A similar urge impels the enigmatic female protagonist of Lazaroo’s
second novel The Australian Fiancé (2000). Only referred to as the
‘Eurasian woman’, she decides to migrate to Australia in an attempt to
leave her shameful past—including the birth of an illegitimate child,
fathered by a Japanese soldier, during the occupation of Singapore—
behind. Comparing herself to a Chinese Hungry Ghost early in the
novel (20), she conjures up the spectre of physical/emotional hunger
in a poverty-stricken post-war Singapore where she has become an
outcast for sleeping with the enemy. The Eurasian woman is triply
colonised; by the British, then by the Japanese occupying forces for
whom she is forced to work as a ‘comfort woman’, and ultimately
by Australia and its racist immigration policy. When she arrives in
Broome in Western Australia, the immigration officer warns her ‘she
looks to be somewhere around fifty per cent European … which is
nowhere, really. And the other bit of her … well … who knows’ (81).
At the time of the infamous ‘White Australia’ policy, Australia was
stuck within a ‘monochromatic’ (Morris 284), black-and-white logic.
Indeed, an obsession with racial purity would ensure the Eurasian
woman ‘struggled through many degrees of light and dark, submerged
too soon under hard facts’ (1).
Her identification with the Malay demon of the Pontianak
unleashes powerful Orientalist images of the Yellow Peril embedded
in the Australian unconscious. As with hantus, its conjuration must be
seen as part of a larger cathartic process, a double inscription through
which ‘the migrant woman can subvert the perverse satisfaction of the
racist, masculinist gaze that disavowed her presence, by presenting it
with an anxious absence, a counter-gaze that turns the discriminatory
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look, which denies her cultural and sexual difference, back on itself’
(Bhabha 67). In Malay folklore, a Pontianak is a vampire who died
during childbirth and returns on earth to seek revenge, announcing
its presence through baby cries or by assuming the form of a beautiful
lady to attract its victim (usually male). The baby-crying Pontaniak
brings forth images of divorced and single mothers abandoned
by their husbands, and serves here ‘to interrogate the oppressive
gendered and cultural restrictions faced by Asian women in both
their original and Australian societies’ (Tucker 155).
Stories of abandoned women (and babies) abound in Lazaroo’s
fiction. Without men’s financial help, Lazaroo’s female characters
are always at risk, in turn, of seeing their children taken away from
them. While her friend Sue is forced to give away her unwanted baby
for adoption, the narrator’s lover Max in The World Waiting to Be
Made finds a new bride, who ‘had a big bosom for someone oriental’
(206). After the children are old enough, the narrator’s father leaves
his wife with a meagre pension in a derelict house to enter into a
new marriage. In a profit-driven, male-dominated society in which
economic production leads to systemic overgrowth and crisis, and
human reproduction to female subordination, pregnant women and
their children constitute, like ‘phantom limbs’, invisible burdens,
‘leftovers, remainders, [that] hold within them small universes
of loss’ (Teo 521). This surplus-remainder, like the male organ a
Pontianak vampire is believed to rip from its victim, stresses a
rapacious undercurrent in heteronormative (re)production whereby
the product of women’s labour is wrenched from them, and children
5
turned into ghostly ex/croissances (s/lumps). The child as an ex/
croissance takes on a concrete reality in The Australian Fiancé.
Made to believe she is the Eurasian woman’s mother’s daughter, the
child becomes a ghostly shadow, the fruit of an identity theft, only
to reappear later in Broome following her surrogate mother’s death,
where the Eurasian woman has started a new life.
The child’s phantom-like behaviour, sleepwalking and night
calling, as well as her mysterious disappearance when both child and
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mother are at the beach in Broome playing, leaves one wondering
whether the child was even really there: ‘What comes to me of the
child’s face in the locked interior of Elsewhere: its paleness, its
inwardness. It is as if a blind has come down behind her eyes. I guess
it has to do with the death of Mother’ (159). As the Eurasian woman
starts noticing, ‘the child grows paler. Every night her pent-up nottalking erupts in screams; her sheets are wet with urine’ (160). Some
nights, the child appears to haunt her in her sleep, for ‘the nights are
full of the child’s calling out, even when she is silent’ (169). Through
mourning the symbolic death of her child, the Eurasian woman is
faced in turn with the ghost of her relationship with the Australian
fiancé, ‘the full force of their denial’ (176) on ‘the strength of our
hunger for somewhere else’ (187): his deliberate, unassumingly
candid touristic gaze as he first met her in Singapore, and how in
turn, she lied to him about her past. Herself the repudiated child
of an unknown, absent English father, and desperate to improve her
economic situation, she must perform in front of the Australian her
role as a ‘flower’, pure, innocent, submissive and available, when he
tells her in one of their meetings how ‘he’d always been fascinated by
Asia, how he’d always hoped for a greater—he doesn’t spend too long
looking for the word—intimacy with Asia’ (28).
The hostile reception she receives upon her arrival in Australia
reminds the Eurasian woman she is a threat to the tightly-knit Broome
community and tolerated only as long as she remains under the
Australian family’s protection: ‘The newspaper headlines are full of
Australia’s leaders warning of the dangers. The inscrutability of Asia.
The yellow peril. The spies to the north’ (106). When she overhears
the Australian’s father asking his son if he is ‘taking precautions’
(119), she draws her own conclusions: ‘I am the suspiciously alluring
foreign body in which his blood might become mixed. I am the
Pontianak all over again’ (119). A chief vehicle for the rehearsal of
a dialectical and stereotypical representation of Asia as the ‘Flower/
Dragon Lady’ (Prasso), the demonic figure of the Pontianak, like the
mermaid alluring but dangerous, nonetheless gives the Eurasian
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woman the opportunity to ‘re-member’ who she is (from the Latin
membrum ‘limb’, also means male penis) and to ‘enact the very
specter [sic] of a penetration in reverse’ (J. Butler 46) through the
play of repetition in her relationship with the Australian fiancé. As
her mother explains at the start of the novel:
‘A Pontianak cannot admit what she has become. Does not know
what she is. The only thing that will make a Pontianak realise
what she has become, is someone driving something sharp into
the back of her neck, through the hole where the old skin slipped
away. The pain makes her remember. The pain makes her human
again.’ (9)

The disclosure of her past to the Australian makes her realise in
turn how ‘his parents have made her past more real to him than she
is now, as if her history is a bogus True Body masquerading as her.
So that the land of forgetting, the privilege of making herself anew,
are not for her’ (191). This brisure or dismemberment also hinges
on the idea of a wholeness of parts, marking a point of departure for
the Eurasian woman who returns to Singapore in a state of similar
disgrace to that in which she left, albeit of a kind that is now sceptical
of the very concept of transcendental grace. While for the Eurasian
woman the past can never be erased, neither should it be relived,
but perhaps relieved through trying to relate, in Derrida’s words, to
‘the illeity [from the Latin ille, meaning ‘over there’] as to the alterity
of a past that never was and can never be lived in the originary or
modified form of presence’ (Of Grammatology 70).
As a postcolonial legacy bequeathed her upon returning to
Singapore, the Australian fiancé’s camera had initially meant for the
latter the ability to ‘capture people’s souls’ (72). Robyn Morris also
interprets Lazaroo’s use of photography as ‘both a tool of imperialism
and a construct of discursive power, one that produces knowledge
of the subject while maintaining power over the subject’ (293). The
central role played by photography in this novel is however more
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complex, if only because of the author’s professional background as
a photographer. As Lazaroo herself has said, photography ‘provided
both promise and limitations as a tool for seeing’ (‘Interview’). Under
the Eurasian woman’s gaze, photography becomes a purveyor of new
meanings, an attempt at memorialising that resists monumentalisation,
and that is bound never to be (ful)filled. The photographic medium
carries here the phantasmagoric absent presence of someone or
something departed, the acknowledgment of a trace, that ‘archephenomenon of “memory”  
’ (Derrida, Of Grammatology 70). By
nature, such a conception of memory incarnates a desire (and failure)
to capture lasting essences of being. Instead of bearing the promise
of infinity in a hypothéqué (hypothetical/mortgaged) future, the
spectral quality of photography therefore refuses immortalisation
or the ‘anthologising’ of diasporic difference. These evanescent
selves through which is constituted the ‘absolute pastness of the
pose’ (Barthes 96) stand for what Barthes called the ‘punctum, or the
experience of photography as a wound’ (31; cited in Boey 101).
In the Australian fiancé’s darkroom, as ‘the developer light clicks
on and off the image of a ghost, black-mouthed, shrouded in white’
(100), the Eurasian woman hopes: ‘  ‘‘It is still me,” I murmur, at
about forty per cent, but the paleness ebbs and I become so dark I
am nothing, lost even to the most discerning eye’ (101). This passage
evokes the ‘scaling of whiteness’ (Morris) through the imposition of
blood quotas during the White Australia era—how as a racialised
subject, the Eurasian woman not only becomes a negative, but also
an absence. It also more broadly highlights how ‘absence [is] a
constitutive part of the migrant experience’ (Boey 102). In the exilic
process of ‘spacing time’, so to speak, the Eurasian woman is ‘set
adrift’, as she puts it, ‘by [her] longing for a new life with him’ (75).
In what could be interpreted as a loss of bearings and the search for
a hauntological mode of being for diasporic subjectivities, Lazaroo’s
protagonist emphatically declares at the start of the novel that: ‘Death,
[is] my inheritance’ (8). When meeting the Australian for the first
time in Singapore, the first thing that the Eurasian woman notices
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is ‘the camera around the neck. What she has hoped for so long may
finally become true’ (19). Besides being reminiscent of her English
father, also a photographer—the only fact she knows about him—the
Australian fiancé’s camera originally provides the Eurasian woman
with a self-absorbing vehicle for catching light while simultaneously
acting as a protective screen to escape scrutiny: ‘With that arrival, I
said goodbye to my old skin. Suddenly, my skin was no longer a hole
in the light. Suddenly, it glowed. The Chinese Feast of the Hungry
Ghosts had finished only days before this day of my discovery’ (20).
Her uncertainty as to whether the old Malay phrase sembayang
rebut (meaning prostitute) should refer to ‘ghosts or people’ (20)
further stresses her willingness to both evade her sullied body and be
acknowledged again. In this two-way process, the Eurasian woman
hopes to become light as light itself, thereby preventing the onlooker
from claiming back the ‘heaviness’ of her raced/sexed body: ‘He is
pinned to the spot by my defensiveness, his surprise. He does not
move off. As I knew he wouldn’t from the moment he approached me’
(20). After a little while together, though, she notes that he is ‘blind still
to smaller details’ (49). In presenting the Australian with a dazzling
whiteness, he becomes in effect as unreadable as she is to him, and
soon enough, ‘the image in his face of her father is lost to her’ (49).
In ‘The Horizon-Blue Boat’, a chapter signalling a pivotal
moment in the novel, the Australian fiancé and the Eurasian woman
temporarily escape from the cultural constricts dividing them and are
able to relate to one another in a less constrained way. In this chapter,
Lazaroo’s female protagonist re-enters her body. Most importantly,
the epigraph at the start of the chapter
Depth of Focus
The rays of light forming the image of an object at infinity meet
accurately at a point … and then cross and commence separating
again beyond it.
FROM THE FIANCE’S Twin-Lens Camera Companion, 1948. (115)
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points to the fact that it is not so much where the light emanates
from but where it goes that matters. In this it mirrors the specular
quality of the Eurasian woman’s skin, which functions as a screen,
both protecting but also capable of being projected onto. Taken from
the Australian’s manual on photography, the epigraph shows how
from a scientific point of view, the light should normally go across,
and then beyond, the body. This passage also calls forth a different
reading of diasporic identities, where the hyphen is not caught inbetween but crosses both sides into an indeterminate ‘horizon’. For
Bill Ashcroft, the concept of horizon ‘sends the gaze outwards [yet]
operates from a reference point and that reference is place, indeed
the most localised place—the body’ (41). Again, as with The World
Waiting to Be Made, this horizon does not hold the eventuality of
worldliness, but is rather a passage through which divisions of a
national or racial character can be crossed, this at the risk of losing
oneself, as the last lines of the novel poetically remind us:
Beneath this sky I read his note on the back of the photograph of
my departure. He has written:
Stray light and movement, but I have kept this.
Only this. This. And immense, enduring distance. (211)

Conclusion
Lazaroo’s fiction narrates the impossibility of fully belonging. A
hauntological mode of being for the migrant is ‘formed within the
hollow of différance: of discontinuity and of discreteness, of the
diversion and the reserve of what does not appear’ (Derrida, Of
Grammatology 69)—and of what, in effect, has long disappeared.
Lazaroo similarly comments that her novels are ‘an attempt to
reconstruct what remains of loss, specifically the loss of continuity
with my place of birth and extended Eurasian family; and an attempt
to make that loss productive’ (‘Memorialising’ 433; quoted in
Pavlides). While cultural displacement may be the lot of migrants,
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asylum seekers or indigenous peoples across the world, Lazaroo
has also suggested elsewhere how with globalisation, ‘the story of
individuals’ struggles for identity as they negotiate different cultures
is arguably one of the stories of our times’ (Lazaroo, ‘Not Just Another
Migrant Story’ 114).
To live in the ‘un-homely’ is, ultimately, to make the fleeting
6
experience of the au-delà (beyond/afterlife in French) . As Homi
Bhabha puts it, ‘it is the desire for recognition, ‘for somewhere else
and for something else’ that takes the experience of history beyond
the instrumental hypothesis’ (12, added emphasis). For Lazaroo’s
narrator in The World Waiting to Be Made, this au-delà also stems, as
we saw, from a ‘feeling of belonging elsewhere’ (275). Elsewhere is the
name of the Eurasian woman’s Australian lover’s station in Broome
where she (temporarily) lives in The Australian Fiancé; the name
of Ghislaine’s British lover’s teahouse in the Cameron Highlands in
Malaya where she (temporarily) lives in The Travel Writer (2006);
and finally, the name of a tourist hotel in Bali for Westerners where
Perpetua (temporarily) works as a chef in Lazaroo’s last novel
Sustenance (2010).
In a wider sense, Lazaroo’s characters’ liminal positioning, inbetween belonging and unmooring, longing for being and being
longed for, mirror Australia’s own in-between-ness as a transplanted
society governed by indeterminacy: neither ‘West’ nor ‘East’, and
further haunted by an Aboriginal history remaining to be properly
mourned. In Lazaroo’s novels, the ‘spectre’ of the past, of a sense of
rootedness in an affixed and imaginary cultural horizon (here, ‘Asia’)
functions within a re-presentational double bind; conjured only to
be exorcised, ‘the point at which the Orientalist stereotype is evoked
and erased at the same time’ (Bhabha 68). Inspired by a rich hybrid
cultural heritage steeped in folklore, demonology and photography,
these transgressive reiterations, while suggesting that Asia may yet
remain Australia’s ‘permanent guest’, also demonstrate that when
the ghost pays a visit to the host, ‘we’ (as the ‘we’ of a transmuted
collectivity) have no choice but to let ourselves be altered in turn.
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Notes
1

2
3
4
5
6

(French) être apart: otherworldly being; apparaître: appear; paraître:
semblance; par-être: homonymous with paraître, literally ‘through-being’
(my own coinage).
Australasia is a region of Oceania comprising Australia, New Zealand,
the island of New Guinea, and neighbouring islands in the Pacific Ocean.
Brisure is Derrida’s coinage to mean both ‘break’ and ‘joint’.
Lazaroo’s third novel The Travel Writer was originally called The
Meaning of Mist.
(French) Croissance: growth; excroissance: lump. ‘Ex-croissance’
literarily means ‘ex-growth’, that is to say ‘slump’ (my own coinage).
In his essay ‘Border Lines’, Derrida speaks of a pas au-delà, which
translates into either ‘step beyond’ or ‘not beyond’; in other words, a
faux pas. Elsewhere, he locates a third space and a third state of being,
in-between life and death, which he calls sur-vie, meaning both ‘survival’
and ‘living on’.
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Lives in Abeyance
Alexandra Ludewig

F

rank. Franz. She [his widow Hannah Roennfeldt] recalls
the gentle man whose life was turned upside down so

many times […]. The first reverse saw him ripped from his life
of privilege in Vienna as a boy of sixteen, as his father’s gambling
debts drove them all the way to relatives in Kalgoorlie, a place so
remote from Austria that even the most ardent creditor would give
up the chase. From luxury to austerity, the son taking on the trade
of baker in the shop run by his uncle and aunt, who since their
arrival years before had changed from Fritz and Mitzie to Clive
and Millie. It was important to blend in, they said. His mother
understood this, but his father, with the pride and stubbornness
that had triggered his financial ruin, resisted adaptation, and
within a year had thrown himself under a train bound for Perth,
leaving Frank as head of the household. Months later, war brought
internment as an enemy alien—first on Rottnest Island, then
over East—for this boy who was now not simply uprooted and
bereaved, but despised, for things done far away and beyond his
control (Stedman 157).
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This short passage from West Australian-born M L Stedman’s 2012
bestseller The Light Between Oceans briefly outlines the life of Franz
Roennfeldt up to and including his detention and internment as
an enemy alien during World War One, touching on a little-known
episode in our State’s history. It is the history behind this story,
that I wish to explore; the internment of around one thousand men
from Austria and Germany on Rottnest Island, which constitutes,
in turn, a mere footnote in the chapter of Western Australia’s Great
War experiences. While other scholars, notably Helmi et al. (2011),
Simons (1999) and Fischer (1989), have addressed the internment
of enemy aliens in Australia during World Wars One and Two, they
deal only cursorily with the western side of the continent. This paper
seeks to redress this lack of detail by focussing on the situation on
and around Rottnest in 1914/15, after WA became part of the theatre
of war in the Indian-Pacific region within hours of hostilities being
declared. Fremantle became a gateway to months of uncertainty
and years of incarceration, putting the lives of many on hold. My
paper will look at three German seamen touched by war in Western
Australia: one a hobby photographer, another an amateur painter and
a third who sketched the only surviving map of the camp; as well as
a young Slav clerk, who left behind the only book-length eye-witness
account authored by an ‘Austrian’—albeit several decades after the
events and with a warm, nostalgic glow.
The war transformed the bustling port of Fremantle at a time
when this popular destination in Western Australia was experiencing
a major boom. Among the biggest and most important merchant
shipping companies in Fremantle were several from Germany, whose
vessels were frequent visitors to Australian harbours, transporting
both goods and passengers. Wool auctions were conducted in
Fremantle, with German buyers regularly placing large orders, along
with those for apples from Harvey, and grain from the West Australian
wheat-belt. In return, German steamers brought increasing numbers
of tourists to the region from Europe.
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Just hours before Britain declared war on Germany, the Stolberg, a
brand new ship from Hamburg, was docked in Fremantle, but hastily
left Australian waters in the night between August 4 and 5, 1914, as
rumours abounded that the declaration of hostilities was imminent
(Minute Paper). Instead of proceeding to Adelaide, the Stolberg ran
to Java for shelter, heading north/northwest, and therefore did not
cross paths with another German vessel approaching Fremantle, the
Greifswald.
Aboard the SS Greifswald was Karl Lehmann. Born in Tokyo
in 1886 to German-Japanese parents, he was one of seven sons of
a well-to-do family. His father Rudolph Lehmann, originally from
northern Germany, and Rudolph’s brother Carl (Karl’s uncle) were
pioneer ship builders in Japan in the 1870s. In Tokyo, Rudolph
Lehmann set up house with a fifteen- year-old Japanese girl who bore
him eight children. All of the boys were educated in Germany. Karl
Lehmann also did his military service there, married a German girl,
and thereafter embarked on a professional life as a ship’s officer. His
career was interrupted, however, by the death of an older brother in
1911, the divorce from his first wife in 1913, and then by the death of
his father in Tokyo in January 1914.
Karl Lehmann had been in Australia once before, going ashore in
Sydney as Fourth Officer in 1910, before his career was put on hold
by these personal tragedies. On the eve of World War One, Lehmann
held the position of Third Officer on the Greifswald and was headed
once again for Australia, documenting the milestones of the journey
with his camera: the harbour in Antwerp, the moment the Greifswald
passed the royal vessel of the Belgian monarch, the harbour in Genoa,
and the approach to Western Australia.
The Greifswald, which was actually bound for Adelaide, was
approaching Fremantle in the early hours of Thursday, 6 August 1914
when its captain
was spoken to off Rottnest by an examining steamer, who informed
the captain to proceed to the usual anchorage. The master of the
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Greifswald, quite unsuspecting, obeyed the instructions. Shortly
after daybreak he hove the anchor up and entered the harbour, the
officers and men meantime being busy taking the hatches off in
order to begin discharging cargo. The vessel was making fast to the
wharf when she was boarded by the local agent [Mr Ratazzi] who
was the first to inform the unsuspecting captain that war has been
declared. The master was completely dumbfounded and burst
into tears on learning the news. (‘The censors’ 15)

Equally as unprepared as the merchant ship crew and captain for
their subsequent loss of freedom were the local authorities who took
possession of the ship. The soldiers who had been ordered to arrest
the crew were part-time conscripts in the Universal Service Scheme.
A few of the new recruits, put into uniforms and equipped with guns,
were placed at the bottom of the gangway, keeping watch so that no
unauthorised person could enter or leave the vessel, as the 46 men on
board the German steamer Greifswald were initially to be held captive
aboard their ship. With nothing much to do, Lehmann continued to
experiment with his camera, and would take over 300 photographs in
Western Australia over the coming months.
Although the officers and captain were all reservists and had
trained in the German army, they were eventually allowed to move
about relatively freely, in contrast to the remainder of the crew. Treated
in a gentlemanly fashion, the tone between the Australian authorities
and these part-civilian / part-military detainees was cordial. Their
welfare and morale were taken into consideration when orders
were given to allow them to roam at liberty about Fremantle. Thus
Lehmann managed to see many of the sights of the port city, and also
lunched regularly with Australian naval officers in Fremantle Park.
Lehmann knew that as an enemy alien his presence could incite a
hostile reaction at any time and must have known that an enemy with
a camera taking images of military tents and the harbour would not
be tolerated. He seems therefore to have shot an image of the set-up in
Fremantle Park from the hip. At no other time would Lehmann, who
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had an acute awareness of mis-en-scène, shot composition, lighting
and framing (having developed his skills as a hobby photographer
over a number of years), have allowed his own shadow to be seen
or the desired image not to be centred appropriately, as happened in
this shot:

Karl Lehmann, Military camp in Fremantle, Western Australia, 1914,
National Library of Australia, Bib ID 4864920.

On August 10, 1914 a government proclamation was issued, requiring
German subjects in Australia to report to their nearest police station.
This affected well over 1000 residents in Western Australia, as Germans
were the largest non-English-speaking minority in Australia at the
time. Most were ethnic Germans, but among them were also people of
German descent who had been naturalised. While most were merely
required to report regularly, over 400 locals were ultimately interned.
A further proclamation made by the Governor General, Sir Ronald
Craufurd Munro Ferguson, on August 13, 1914, called upon those
subjects of the Emperor of Austria (who was also the King of Hungary
and reigned over numerous ethnic groups over a wide swathe
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of Europe) residing in the Commonwealth to report to the nearest
police office and to supply their names, places of residence, and
occupations or businesses to the officer on duty there, as well as to
notify authorities of changes to their particulars (Commonwealth of
Australia Gazette 56). This affected around 1000 Slavs, who worked
mainly in the goldfields of Western Australia, of whom nearly 50%
were subsequently interned. Police stations and the Fremantle
Artillery Barracks were kept busy, with intelligence personnel
conducting interviews, assessing every enemy alien’s status and their
perceived level of threat. Access to the wharves was restricted, along
with the possession of cameras and weapons.
Lehmann must also have been aware that increasing numbers
of German and Austrian men were being arrested following their
registration as enemy aliens—irrespective of whether they were new
arrivals to the state or long-term residents—and held as internees
at various sites throughout Fremantle: in the Esplanade Hotel and
Park, the Fremantle Park and in the Artillery Barracks. All along, the
authorities were keen to remove the prisoners from areas of military
importance and sensitivity. Although press censorship meant that
reporting about the internment of enemy aliens was explicitly
forbidden (Scott 66), snippets of news did make it into the papers.
Thus by August 14, 1914 at the latest, it was known around town
that several Germans were having a spell at the popular tourist
resort of Rottnest (‘Timber topics’ 4). Indeed, the island had been
put under military control within days of the outbreak of the war,
and arrangements were being made for the large-scale internment of
enemy aliens there. Guards were mobilised and supplies prepared for
transport to Rottnest Island.
The harbour was otherwise relatively deserted, barring the naval
guards and the few German officers who were allowed to leave their
ship. The local Labor Party weekly, The Westralian Worker, reported:
‘Matters have been very quiet on the wharves during the past
week, […]. There are no overseas steamers loading and the absence of
German steamers is keenly felt’ (‘Notes from the sea’ 10). All was quiet
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on the Western seaboard, until, most unexpectedly, another German
vessel, the Neumünster, approached, (Agent Strelitz Bros). Aboard was
Erich Czech, then 31 years old, who was equipped with a canvas and
paintbrushes, and captured the following encounter in water colours.
Early in the morning of August 16, HMAS Pioneer, while cruising
about nine miles out from Rottnest, picked up the lights of an
approaching ship. The warship, with lights out, approached the
incoming vessel, and when within three-quarters of a mile of her
turned her lights on. From the starboard side the warship rounded
to the port side of the boat she was intercepting. A message was
sent to the steamer asking her name, and was followed by a shot
across her bows and a demand to stop. No notice was taken of the
order, and a second shot was fired. This had the effect of stopping
the steamer. (Unmack quoted in ‘Prize court’ 7)

Photograph of a sketch by Erich Czech 1914,
State Library of Western Australia, Picture 280261PD.
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As the Neumünster was not fitted with wireless radio, Karl Hermann,
the ship’s master, had heard nothing about the declaration of war and
second-guessed that the reason for the warning shots was to do with
his approach through dangerous reefs and rocks. He had a ship full of
general cargo from Antwerp, about 600 tons of which was consigned
locally, and wanted to complete his maiden journey without incident
(‘Captured off Fremantle’ 14).
Even now with the vessel just off Rottnest, making contact with
the ship in the dark was difficult and with no other means available to
them, a megaphone was used to advise the captain of the Neumünster
that a boat would be sent across to her (‘Prize court’ 7). When this
proved impossible due to rough seas, the Pioneer signalled, ‘Stop
your engines; we will escort you’ (‘Rottnest Island’ 2). At that
moment, on a dark and stormy winter morning, the Neumünster’s
captain and crew could not even make out that the Pioneer was a war

Western Mail (Perth), Friday, 21 August 1914: 27. Courtesy National Library of Australia.
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ship. When the Neumünster veered off course minutes later, in an
attempt to enter the harbour through the normal shipping channel,
Hermann was again told to stop and even to anchor. He complied
and received an armed guard from the Pioneer. After more military
guards had gone aboard, Alexander Williamson, a pilot at Fremantle,
also boarded the ship to take her into port and berth her. There the
Neumünster was taken in custody into the harbour of Fremantle,
where she was detained. (Summerhayes 7) A boarding party then
officially took possession of the ship and mounted guard with fixed
bayonets over the officers and crew. By this time, news of the war had
been broken to the crew and order was given: ‘keep aboard’, with the
crew of the Neumünster (42 men including the captain) detained on
Victoria Quay until 21 August 1914, when they were taken to another
boat for their transfer to Rottnest Island.

Erich Czech, sketch by an unknown internee at
Holsworthy, 1918,
National Library of Australia, Bib ID 4703393,
PIC 1363.

Able-bodied seaman Erich Czech was a keen painter and musician,
and was to have ample time for both of his hobbies over the coming
years. He and Karl Lehmann were transferred to Rottnest Island at the
end of August 1914, where they became prisoners no. 190 and no. 33,
respectively.
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Barely a week after war had been declared, the military authorities
had chosen Rottnest Island as their preferred site for an internment
camp, as ‘there is ample accommodation’ (‘Western Australia’ 14).
The officers from the ships were housed in the State Hostel, formerly
a Boys’ Reformatory, and the compounds of the former Aboriginal
Prison, also known as the Quod, which had previously been used
by tourists.

Photograph by Karl Lehmann, Officers of the SS Greifswald in front of the State Hostel on
Rottnest Island, 1914. National Library of Australia, Bib ID 4703393.
(Karl Lehmann is sitting in the front row on the far right.)

Accorded fewer privileges than the officers, the ships’ crews and
other enemy alien civilians were put up in square canvas huts
with frames, flooring, and walkways made of wood, which were a
permanent fixture retained from the island’s tourist accommodation
(Mennicken-Coley 55).
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Photograph of a sketch by Erich Czech 1914,
State Library of Western Australia, Picture 280256PD.

In the sketch above, Czech has depicted his square tent, no. 31, which
was directly adjacent to the main entrance to the camp. All of these
semi-permanent holiday tents were occupied by the Germans since
they were the first to be confined (Splivalo 67). Indeed, the first 300
internees consisted mainly of seamen from three German vessels,
for—as late as 28 August 1914—another apparently unsuspecting
captain had steered his vessel, the Thüringen, into Fremantle
Harbour, adding another 46 crew and two German stowaways to
the list of internees on Rottnest. From late August onwards, seamen
from the Greifswald, the Neumünster and now the Thüringen, as
well as Germans and Austrians from other ships calling into Western
Australian ports had been arrested and sent a few at a time to the
prison-cum-holiday-cum-prison island.
Internees arriving on Rottnest after Christmas 1914, mainly
local Western Australians of German and Austrian descent, did not
find accommodation waiting for them. One of the guards, Rupert
Secombe, recalled that most of the prisoners were simply ‘given
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material and they put this up themselves’ (Secombe 28). One of the
late arrivals remembers that by mid-1915 a large influx of Austrians
arrived, who soon outnumbered the Germans. Among this group
were many Slavs, who ‘were housed in Australian army tents or in
private tents’ ordered from Perth (Splivalo 67). Anthony Splivalo,
like Stedman’s fictional internee just over 16 years old, was interned
several years after arriving in Western Australia from Dalmatia to
join his older brother, who had found work in Kalgoorlie as a miner.
Splivalo attended school there and then started work as a clerk, and
despite being bilingual and well-integrated into the community,
was swept up in the group of Austrian Slavs who were transferred
to Rottnest. Splivalo clearly liked Australia—even to the extent of
praising the conditions of his internment—and went on to write a
book based on his experiences entitled The home fires, in which
he reflects on his relatively benign treatment on Rottnest. He was
one of the internees who made the best of their situation. A guard
remembered them warmly:
They even built themselves a little entertainment hall, where they
had dances of a night, because they had a jolly good band. They
were given musical instruments and they had concerts and so on.
(Secombe 28)

Some of the guards, including the medical officers Captain Maggs
Randall and Private John R. Secombe, were invited to come along
and gained access to the fenced off compound by pretending they
were Australian Medical Corps (AMC) on duty. There seems to
have been a lot of contact between warders, guards and prisoners.
Another guard, Jack O’Donoghue, recalled that two or three of the
warders ‘had a five gallon keg’ and ‘used to make their own brew’,
using barley which ‘they used to grow’ themselves on the island
and that they ‘ma[d]e their own yeast’ from potatoes and barley (9).
Likewise, the internees saw to it that they had their own clandestine
brewery in the camp.
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The camp site, as depicted on the map drawn from a bird’s-eye
view by another German sailor, Otto Ferdinand Dreissig, shows that
a community of sorts had been established, with internees creating
a village atmosphere and starting essential services themselves.
One tent on the map is identified as the brewery, others are labelled
bakery, butcher shop, hospital, laundry, store and barber shop. The
waterclosets are marked in red, as are the new prison cells within the
tent compound, the pavilion on the beach and the entertainment hall,
referred to here as ‘Monte Carlo’.

Otto Ferdinand Dreissig’s map of the camp from 1914,
State Library of Western Australia, map collection, Map B/12/33.

The 24-year-old Dreissig (also recorded under the name Dressig),
Rottnest prisoner no. 63, was a naval reservist (NAA: PP14/2;
753016), and had arrived on the steamer Western Australia. He had
been arrested in Wyndham on 14 August 1914 and was sent with
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a second-class ticket to Fremantle (NAA: PP14/2, PF/110; 752065),
where, like Lehmann, he was among the first internees to arrive
on the island. Unlike the privileged Lehmann, though, who was
accommodated in the Hostel (barely visible on the top left corner
of the map), Dreissig, as a common seaman, was evidently more
familiar with the ever-growing tent village spread over approximately
5ha in North Thomson Bay. His map (which is unconventionally
oriented towards the west) shows over 80 canvas tents lined up
neatly between Thomson Bay Settlement to the south, the hills
with an adjoining sports ground to the north, the sandy beach of
Thomson Bay to the east and a fence to the west. Considering that
40 ships’ officers were housed in the Hostel and that every tent
was occupied by 6 to 8 men, the camp population at the time he
sketched this picture must have been around 600, dating this map
to May 1915.
Otto Dreissig presented this map as a ‘Memento to Capt. J. Garr’,
one of the guards. On the whole, the relationship between guards and
prisoners was amicable, as is evident from the fact that Dreissig’s map
and Czech’s paintings were gifted to the guards. There were indeed
some rare skirmishes between guards and prisoners, among them a
single incident when guards allegedly ‘used bayonets freely’ (Fischer
in Helmi, 30). However, considering the size of the camp, they were
relatively few.
Although internees were permitted outside the camp to swim,
fish and purchase goods from the General Store in the settlement,
this freedom was deemed necessary mostly because the prisoners
had to fend for themselves. Limited supplies were initially dropped
off daily in front of each 6 to 8 men tent, including meat (mainly
mutton) and vegetables, and the internees had to cook for themselves.
Some months into the internment, food supplies were issued on
the Proviant-Platz [provisions square], closest to the main entrance
gate, with one person per tent on duty to collect it. In addition to
the raw supplies, bread was baked by one prisoner who was a baker
(O’Donoghue 9).
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Anthony Splivalo recalled:
The only newspaper available to us was The West Australian
which arrived daily from Perth, but my brother at the Palace Hotel
frequently sent me copies of the Kalgoorlie Miner and The Western
Argus. (74–75)

Bilingual internees frequently performed translation and interpreting
duties (both for illiterate internees and for those not fluent in English),
studying the available newspapers for news about the war and their
respective homes. Censorship was the norm, affecting not just the
internees on Rottnest, but also the general public and, in particular,
journalists. As such, being oblivious to the situation on the island,
life went on as usual for most West Australians. Even on Rottnest
itself, a certain routine was established surprisingly quickly. Within
weeks a camp culture had developed which replicated life in the
outside world. A clear pecking order was established, roles were
distributed according to skill sets (see Lehmann’s photograph below,
which features several seamen posing with their work tools, while a
fellow officer holds a quokka), and those who could afford it made
their lot as pleasant as possible. Thus the camp’s population was
divided according to class as well as to ethnicity, with Germans and
German-Austrians pitted against the largest group in the camp, those
‘Austrians’ from Croatia and other Slavic regions.
From the very beginning, distinct groups could be identified among
the internees; the biggest difference was certainly that of stranger
versus local (with the former numbering around 200 out of the almost
1100 men who spent time on Rottnest Island). The ships’ crews from
overseas, who had few or no contacts within Australia, constituted
one faction, and were heavily outnumbered by those enemy aliens
who had been removed from Western Australian society. Many of
the latter had the support of friends, some even of family, especially
those who had spent their entire lives in the country. In addition to
this difference in support networks, other factors played a role in the
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Some crew men and one of the cabin boys from the Thüringen, photographed by Karl
Lehmann, National Library of Australia, Bib ID 4703393.

segregation of the camp population into groups. Most notably, and a
bone of contention for some, the ships’ crews remained very conscious
of their rank and command even in internment, dividing themselves
along class lines and perceived levels of authority and skill.
Similarly, the local enemy aliens isolated from the local population
split into factions, mainly along ethnic lines. Approximately 40 per
cent were ethnic Germans and German-Austrians, with the remaining
number made up from Dalmatians, Croats, Serbs, Bulgarians, Czechs,
Hungarians, Slovaks and/or other Slavs who were deemed ‘Austrian’
because their homelands formed part of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire—which for many was against their convictions and beliefs.
There were ultimately close to 600 Slav internees held on Rottnest
and, though technically Austrian, most were in fact unsympathetic
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to the Austrian cause. Depending on where in the Austro-Hungarian
Empire the men originated from, they tended to socialise and cohabit
with others from their island, village, region or ethnic group. For
example, the Dalmatians, according to one of the group, had ‘worked
at the same, or some similar occupations [miners and woodcutters]’
(Splivalo 76). Most of the interned Slavs were rounded up from the
Goldfields area, where the war had come as a welcome pretext to rid
the workforce of migrant labourers (Fischer 1988).
Spirits were initially high in the camp, as most internees (believing
in the superiority of the German/Austrian side) thought that victory
was imminent, and that they would all be home by Christmas 1914.
Their demeanour was witnessed by a visiting academic, Professor
Penck, who recalled the following incident on his way back to Europe.
When some of the German internees commemorated the Battle of
Sedan on 1 and 2 September—the decisive battle of the FrancoGerman War in 1870, when the Prussians captured the Emperor
Napoleon III and large numbers of his troops—the German seamen
loudly sang ‘The Watch on the Rhine’ and ‘Deutschland, Deutschland
über alles’.’When the guard asked what was going on, they answered
“You’ll have to ask the French!”  ’ (Penck 85). The camp commandant,
Major E. Summerhayes, recalled some 15 years later that the majority
of the Germans in the camp
were fit for service, and if they had returned to Germany would
have been recruited. They were on such a ‘good wicket’, that he
was told by more than one that they thanked God that they could
not get back to their country. (7)

Indeed, many of the captured Germans held military ranks and—if in
Germany at the time—would definitely have been drafted and sent
to the front. Their captors had some tense moments, ‘as some of the
German officers were very arrogant and thought they owned the earth’
(Summerhayes 7). However, they soon had to adjust their beliefs
to the reality of Germany’s naval losses. In early September 1914,
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the steamers Greifswald, Neumünster and Thüringen were finally
removed from berths at the South Quay to the opposite side of the
harbour (‘Port paragraphs’ 15). Soon thereafter, the confiscated ships
were renamed and utilised by the Commonwealth Government for
wartime service. The Greifswald sailed past Rottnest on 16 October
1914, the Thüringen on 21 October 1914 and the Neumünster on 30
October 1914, all of them bound for the Eastern states (Signal Station
Log Book 11). The news of the German light cruiser Emden having
run aground on North Keeling Island on 9 November 1914, and the
sight of their own ships leaving without them must have dashed
the hopes of some. By way of compensation, the seamen’s desire to
steam away found expression in model ship building (see Lehmann’s
photographs below).

Karl Lehmann, NLA, National Library of Australia, Bib ID 4703393.
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Model ship, resembling the SS Großer Kurfürst, which had visited Fremantle in December
1900. Karl Lehmann, NLA, PIC 13631/195, National Library of Australia, Bib ID 4703393.

In contrast to other Australian camps, where there is evidence, in the
magazines and concert programmes published, that an intellectual
culture developed, Rottnest Island’s internees left no such legacy.
The internees undertook other pursuits and their camp culture
expressed itself mainly in the appreciation of nature and outdoor
activities. ‘Quite a Robinson Crusoe effect was the order of their daily
existence, hunting and fishing being plentiful’ (‘Rottnest Island’ 2).
The only records by internees to survive from Rottnest are Lehmann’s
photographs, Czech’s paintings of Rottnest Island, and Dreissig’s map
of the camp facilities. Not even the model ships which the German
mariners built and sailed on the island’s salt lakes have survived.
When Rottnest Island’s Internment Camp was closed barely 15
months into the war, and all internees relocated to other camps in
the eastern states, luggage allowances were very limited and many
things had to be left behind. The main reasons for the closure
were overcrowding and supply issues, as the camp’s numbers had
increased steadily. ‘In March 1915, the population of the camp
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was 412’ (Fischer 189), by May, the numbers had increased to 628
internees (Senator Pearce), by the end of July, to 887 (NAA, CRS 172,
1917/4052, 47835), ‘and by August over 1100’ internees (Fischer 189)
were being held in the Rottnest camp. In response to flaring tempers
and a decline in morale (internees were reportedly becoming morose
and indifferent, NAA, PP 14/2, PF651, 328730), alternative sites for
internment had been considered, among them Garden Island, just to
the south of Rottnest. However, the water supply there proved to be a
problem, as it was on Rottnest. Ultimately it was decided to transfer
the men to NSW.

Sketch by Erich Czech
1914; State Library
of Western Australia:
no. 004543D

Photograph by
Karl Lehmann, National
Library of Australia,
Bib ID 4703393.
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The Dalmatian internee Splivalo recalled:
Late in 1915 rumours rocked the compound. We heard that the
authorities had decided to disband the camp and transfer us to
a large concentration camp near Sydney in New South Wales.
The prospect of being forced to move from Rottnest chilled us.
Although classified as prisoners of war, we suffered no irksome
restrictions on the island, beyond confinement in a wired area.
There was no ill treatment, and there were passes for any of us
who wished to roam the lovely isle at leisure. By this time we had
made ourselves at home there and, without a single exception,
had fallen in love with the place. Every morning we thrilled to the
prospect of exploring the island, walking barefoot on its silvery
beaches and inhaling the pure, fresh air. (80)

The plan to remove the Germans and Austrians interned on Rottnest
Island to New South Wales was announced only a few days before
the move was to take place and the Western Australian public was
informed that Rottnest would once again be available to Christmas
campers (‘Pleasure seekers’ 10). The news was as much a surprise to
the internees as to their relatives and to the public at large. Indeed,
fearing protests or unrest, authorities kept the plan quiet, and the
evacuation of the internees and their transfer onto a steamer were
executed ‘without any unnecessary fuss’ (‘Restoration of Rottnest’ 1).
Lists were drawn up of 4 squads of Germans and 8 squads of Austrians,
with all prisoners required to take their bedding, cutlery and stretchers.
At 9 pm on 22 November 1915, the SS Demosthenes departed for New
South Wales with around 1000 men aboard. Most of the internees were
transported to Sydney (Mennicken-Coley 64), with Czech and Dreissig
ending up in the Holsworthy Camp (near Liverpool on the outskirts of
Sydney), while the privileged few, among them Lehmann, were taken
to Trial Bay (north of Port Macquarie), a much less spartan camp.
After their transfer to NSW in late 1915, Lehmann, Czech and
Dreissig were not to board a ship again until 1919, when, like
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nearly all enemy aliens interned during the war, they were sent
back to their homelands, on one of nine special ships which sailed
at various dates between May, 1919, and June, 1920 (Scott 137).
Along with the many seamen who had found themselves interned
in Australia due to bad luck or bad timing, hundreds of German
and Austrian men and their families were repatriated. It made no
difference if they had been recent immigrants or were long-term
residents of Australia, and indeed the deportees included some
who had been born here to German or Austrian parents, and others
who had been naturalised. A photograph was taken of each former
internee as they left Australia.

Lehmann NAA 31014234; Czech NAA 854143; Dreissig NAA 854143, National Archives of
Australia, P1, 5159 ALBUM

Lehmann was repatriated on the Kursk, on 29 May 1919, while Erich
Czech and Otto Dreissig were deported six weeks later, on 9 July
1919, aboard the Tras-os-Montes. Neither vessel called into Fremantle
on their way to Europe via South Africa, docking at Albany instead,
thus preventing the rekindling of a relationship with Fremantle and
Rottnest. After years of internment, all three found it hard to re-enter
civilian life. None of them was able to continue work as a merchant
seaman, as the Treaty of Versailles required Germany to forgo any
merchant ship fleet. Likewise, Australia was to remain out of reach
for them in the years to come.
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Splivalo, NAA 854143, National Archives of Australia, P1, 5159 ALBUM

Anthony Splivalo was one of few ‘Austrians’ released into the
Western Australian community in 1919. However, even he did not
stay, and instead migrated to the US soon after World War One, thus
escaping potential further mistreatment by an as yet still largely
hostile population. Nevertheless, each man left a legacy of his time
in Western Australia, and it is thanks to their photographs, paintings,
the map and an eye-witness account that we can begin to understand
some of the historical realities in and around internment practices in
Western Australia during the time of the Great War, practices which
are only briefly alluded to in Stedman’s novel about the fictional
internee, Franz Roennfeldt.
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The broken trumpet beneath the
yellow moon
MG Michael

And many things beyond our understanding

T

he young philosopher had at last after a century of searching
caught sight of the old man in the centre of Bucharest. He
had thought this before but had been wrong on two earlier occasions.
The first of these false sightings was in Paris along the River Seine, the
other one in London under the Marble Arch. This time he was certain.
It was the old man who was sitting on the steps leading down to the
Piata Romana train station. He was reading a large burning book and
scanning the skies for the deluge. The young philosopher raced over
lest he lose him in the multitude, he knew from past encounters, the
old man was sprightly off his feet. ‘Where have you been?’ enquired
the young philosopher. ‘I have been trying to finish this book’ the old
man replied, ‘but it is full of ancient maps and many things beyond
our understanding.’ And then he jumped up and disappeared into
the afternoon rush.
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He would not speak, not even a single word
He wanted to write a great poem, an epic, a blockbuster in the timeless
tradition of Dante’s Divine Comedy! He wanted to be interviewed and
cited in the afternoon newspapers so they might know from what
high place he got his inspiration. Ah! And the delicious irony, he
would not speak, not even a single word. He would point upward
with the index finger of his right hand. They, of course, would not be
amused and insist on an ‘explanation.’ He would whoop and turn to
whisper to the short-sighted reporter on the left: ‘Quo vadis?’ Where
are you going?

Her bejewelled fingers on the left-hand
Accompanying herself on guitar she sang songs few would understand,
her repertoire was seemingly endless. Her bejewelled fingers on the
left-hand fast and slender, knew instinctively to stop the strings at
the appropriate fret that the precise pitch might be produced. And
he thought as he watched her step gracefully from one short story
to the next, was it because of her Romany accent or was the blame
entirely their own that they could not understand the words. As
they flicked some monies into her burning sun-hat they blocked out
remnants of the chords by cupping their ears, requesting refrains she
had promised herself to leave well enough alone. ‘If only your souls
could sing,’ she thought, and then in silence walked away.

Normal everyday tongues
Sergius the cell attendant from Arkhangelsk, who was now
approaching his day of judgment, wanted to speak in lots of everyday
tongues, that is, languages. Perhaps there were words made up by
some other peoples that would help him to better understand the
many things that had now begun to increasingly confuse him: instinct
and desire, mind and spirit, myth and truth, darkness and light,
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hunger and transubstantiation, and more recently the real distinction
between online and offline. Perhaps a universal sign language was
the answer and the ancient rivers which had been present during the
great conversations. These quiet reflections Sergius the cell attendant
from Arkhangelsk, together with Saint Basil’s Hexaemeron, would
add to the blazing supplications in the candelabra during Vespers
when none of the brethren would be watching.

Difficulties deciding among the fonts
Stanley could not sleep. He paced around the small room, reflecting
on how the mahogany desk would look; how it would feel to his
touch and inspire him to write his great novel. He hopped on the spot
and slapped his arthritic left knee, for he was running out of time.
He considered the careful and deliberate placement of the objet d’art
on the green leather (the tempered glass top which he had ordered
would arrive a week later). He imagined so many incredible scenarios
that in between bouts of laughter and bursts of tears he would intone
the scale and wave his hands excitedly above his head. Finally, after
many hours of such animated activity, he decided to comply with
Pauline’s calls to step outside and water the olive groves. A lifetime
had already passed but Stanley was still having difficulties deciding
among the fonts.

Caught out by the paradox of loving
Theodore wrote long and affectionate letters to his wife Antonia, to
his young son George, and to his yet to be born daughter, Natalia.
They were ‘beautiful letters,’ he thought, ‘so good they should be
published.’ And then he would cross himself and go to sleep. Yet in
the morning, he was always shocked to find the pages which stared
back at him were blank. So he kept writing well into the morning
hours, hundreds of letters, and even used different types of writing
paper and hard black pencil. But all of this was in vain. That is,
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until one auspicious evening when he decided to write nothing.
He had said all that he could. ‘And besides,’ Theodore consoled
himself, ‘the cost for words, particularly for words which weighed
a lot, had risen beyond his immediate means.’ At that moment his
wife, Antonia, called out to him, ‘Hurry on Theodore, I am cold.’
It suddenly came to him that he was caught out by the paradox of
loving. The more he would come to know of love the less he would
be able to speak of it. ‘For what if particles really did exceed the
speed of light?’ he thought.

In the tradition of the town crier
Across the road Rajiv the new postman was puzzled by the addresses.
The numbers on the mail boxes did not match the stencilled numbers
on the curb. For someone in his line of work addresses were paramount
and anything less was nothing short of a disaster. He panicked for
some few minutes and then Rajiv the new postman came upon what
he considered to be a suitable solution. The cul-de-sac would make
the perfect place for something which he had wanted to do ever since
he was a child. He would step onto a soap box in the middle of the
road and in the tradition of the town crier bellow: ‘Lost Letters, Old
Almanacs, and New Atlases’. Everybody would cheerfully come out
to collect their mail as they might similarly attend to their prayers—
each according to their capacity and each according to their needs.
‘Self-addressed’ envelopes and those marked ‘Return to Sender’
would become increasingly redundant when together they would
discover randomness is governed by mathematical laws.

One of the deep pockets of his large overcoat
Hilarion was in a desperate panic, he had been crafting the four
poems from the time when his hair was long and thick. He was now
almost completely bald. This had also affected his take-offs and
his handle ‘Fleece’ seemed ridiculously ironic. He was beginning
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to feel dejected which was very much unlike him. And then he
remembered, the Laundromat! Is it possible, he thought, that he had
left the four poems in one of the deep pockets of his large overcoat?
Wendy smiled when she saw Hilarion waddle into her famous
Laundromat the Wash & Press. In her hand she was holding a small
brightly coloured porcelain box which she immediately passed onto
him. Hilarion thanked her many times by skipping on the spot and
proceeded to open the small brightly coloured porcelain box with
great anticipation. His four poems had been saved and returned to
him. Not only that, but they were in duplicate as well! Wendy, who
had been housekeeping for the angels and providing for their wings
since the visions of Isaiah, would never put any garment into the
wash without first checking for manuscripts and feathers.

Also known as wood everlasting
The blind carpenter, Kamal, with the seven scrolls poking out
from his silvery hair, took great pleasure in the creation of his little
wooden structures. All of which had been attentively crafted from
bald cypress, also known as wood everlasting. He was, however,
above all, contented with the skilfully engraved pencil cases that he
was famous for in the village of Kirman. The blind carpenter, Kamal,
with the seven scrolls poking out from his silvery hair, knew that
in those small boxes, children with startling imaginations would
house their pencils of many shades and hues. On some marvellous
afternoons when grace would fall like rain, unexpected drawings and
marvellous poetry would emerge to remind the people that together
they were capax dei, that is, capable of God.

When Jasper found the aforesaid pencil
Jasper had an unusual and chancy habit of not only looking down on
his feet when walking, but also of bringing them together and clicking
the heels of his shoes on the twenty-fifth step. This especially, the
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clicking of the heels, he performed with military precision. It was
a chancy habit because on more than one occasion he crashed into
unsuspecting women who threatened to report him to the local
constabulary. The tall and bespectacled Jasper, who was a respected
orthodontist and a nationally recognized poultry correspondent, was
terrified of even a whiff of scandal. On a number of other occasions he
was narrowly missed by an assortment of speeding vehicles when he
would cross the street, looking down on his feet, clicking the heels of
his shoes on the twenty-fifth step. On account of this chancy habit he
would often discover bits and pieces on the ground which he would
invariably pick up and collect. He was particularly fond of a bright
red pencil. Since that day, when Jasper found the aforesaid pencil, on
the twenty-fifth step and with military precision, he stoops down to
write: ‘Caution, slippery when wet!’

Old Averky the exiled seminarian
We entered the seminary full of hope and good intention, like seeds
happy to be pressed hard into the soil. We were going to change the
world. But that was all too much. We suffered you see, from the
messiah complex. Then we were going to change the country. But
that, too, we could not do. Then the neighbourhood, surely we could
change the neighborhood. Still, all too much. Then we finally settled
on the seminary itself. All too much. It was only then, that some of
us would make the terrible discovery which was to haunt us for the
remainder of our natural lives. The most difficult thing of all was
going to change ourselves. ‘Alas, this too, was to prove all too much.’
Old Averky the exiled seminarian was to write in the yellowing pages
of the almanac one-hundred and twelve years later.
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Jigged towards the icy air stream
It was now time to make the great decision. All of the parachutes were
taken. A befuddled clown though, from the previous flight (his face
had been painted wrong side up) had forgotten his giant pogo stick
on board. The old man happily took hold of it. He recalled that in his
childhood his father had given him a pogo stick for his birthday. He
jumped on it and blissfully jigged towards the icy air stream. He took
a deep breath and thankful for the earth which had emerged beneath,
he leaped out. Not for a moment letting go of the weather charts
that he had providentially purchased from a one-legged ringmaster
outside the Circus of Pepin and Breschard.

The Compleat Angler
Jonah Jonahs belonged to a long line of famous fishermen and
whalers. A visitor to a Jonahs household would invariably expect to
find several editions of Izaak Walton’s The Compleat Angler and a
copy of Melville’s Moby Dick placed in conspicuous places about the
home. As family tradition would decree, Jonah would go bait fishing
every Saturday morning, and as he was now living in an inner suburb
of Melbourne, whaling was out of the question. Jonah, however,
harboured an agonising secret which would torment him and he
would find it difficult to sleep at night. The truth was that he disliked
his name and he did not like fishing too much either. Suddenly a silver
perch pulled on the end of his fishing line. Jonah carefully yanked
the line, bringing the small gasping fish slowly to the surface. To that
moment he was deadly still, feeling the line between his fingers. He
knew, like any experienced angler would, unnatural movement of the
bait had to be avoided. After a small struggle he brought the fish up,
removed the hook, and gazed into its glassy eyeballs. Jonah Jonahs
then lifted the fish to his lips and kissed it, tenderly. He then released
the animal back into the freshwater. Some habits, it is true, are very
hard to break.
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This last test would prove to be the most difficult
Sabriyah would wait until it was time. And then one day Najair
would fly. He would fly. He was, of course, no real angel and he
would lack the wings. But the patient and enduring Sabriyah knew
that, and so each evening unbeknownst to him, she would dispose of
the large cut-outs behind the door. Even now this was not as fantastic
or unbelievable as future readers of the diary might wish to believe.
Initially though, there were four fundamental things which needed
to be done: put Icarus on hold for the evening; measure the Beaufort
scale; auction the parachute on eBay, and for Najair to publicly
confess to his fear of flying. From the start, they both knew, this last
test would prove to be the most difficult.

She would stop short on hitching a ride
The little girl, Faith, had only recently discovered the secret art to
making paper-aeroplanes, but these were not of the ordinary sort.
These were the so-called floaters. They could fly for hours and
sometimes for days in the kitchen, or through the long corridors
of her home. It would all depend on her mood as she went about
selecting the paper and afterwards when she would press the folds.
Folding and flying delighted her heart. The little girl, Faith, could
supply no answer to her parents as to the time-frame of her fantastic
discovery, but she did promise to stop short on hitching a ride. ‘All
in good time,’ she would remember hearing a little boy say, as he flew
past her bedroom window.

The broken trumpet beneath the yellow moon
The little boy had discovered the broken trumpet beneath the yellow
moon, where earlier in the day he had been chasing cabbage white
butterflies. He picked it up and blew into it, but there was no sound.
‘What is wrong?’ asked the old man. ‘The trumpet does not work,’
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replied the little boy. The old man laughed. He took the broken
trumpet, examined it for a few moments, and pressed down carefully
on each one of the three piston valves. Afterwards he proceeded to
play the instrument and large tears in the shape of ships started to
drop from his eyes. The little boy, who had discovered the broken
trumpet beneath the yellow moon, had never heard such beautiful
melodies. He did not know, that the aerophone which causes a body
of air to vibrate, is almost as old as life itself.
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Meena Rani
Smriti Ravindra

M

eena was leaving. She was not coming back to this jungle, to
this place that had sucked her like a stalk of sugarcane. This
time when she reached her mother’s house she would not return. Her
mother’s house was three times larger than Manmohan’s. There was
place for everyone in her mother’s house and this time a piece of that
house would be converted to keep Meena forever within it.
She walked towards the Ringroad, where she could catch an
autorickshaw. Manmohan would learn to do his own things now, make
his own tea, roll his own roties. He would revert to his college days
when he had been a masterful cook, though Meena had never seen
him cook anything. ‘I can make the best chicken in the universe,’ he
had told her several times. Meena imagined him frying chicken in a
kadhai and later sit on the terrace, eating the pieces with the roties he
rolled out. Manmohan would be free, finally, and Meena would be free,
and perhaps she could come back for Preeti once everything was set.
At Ringroad she stopped a rickshaw and waited for the other
passengers to make space for her.
The rickshaw started suddenly, bumping once into a pothole,
and Meena felt her heart jump inside her. At one bend there was a
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one‑legged cobbler, both his wooden toolbox and his wooden spare
leg sitting under a big, black umbrella. He saw her too and it became
impossible to look away and they looked long at each other as
though mesmerised. Despite the bleak sky the needles in his toolbox
sparkled. Meena wondered if she ought to stop the rickshaw, to get
off, but the rickshaw kept moving. There was a cart and two boys
eating momos off leaf plates. There were the students of Rose Primary
English Boarding School in blue shirts and grey pants, and a girl
leaking snot from her nose. There was the Krishi Bikash Bank where
women worked and talked all day behind chrome yellow windows.
Meena was an outsider in this Kathmandu of momos and women
bank officers. She was an Indian, married to a Teraian descended
from Indians. She was therefore an ousted Indian. She belonged
with the one-legged cobbler who had left his village behind and
come to the capital. She was one with the man who sold vegetables
on the Kathmandu streets, pushing carts and bicycles through the
early morning fog. In the afternoons she took rounds of the richer
neighbourhoods, buying empty bottles and old newspapers. In
the evenings she came begging, dressed desperately in saffron and
braving dogs. When the season was right, she was the mason. Bhaiya,
she was called. Dhoti. Marsia. Madhise. Kaale. Indian. If you don’t
behave, some said to their children, the bhaiya will pack you in his
bag and take you to a slaughter house. And the children, when they
saw Meena pushing a cartload of potatoes through the lanes, saw also
the bag hanging from a nail and cowered in fear. Dhoti, they yelled,
when at a safe distance.
There was a bhaiya standing before the Japanese Embassy, slicing
pineapples for customers. Then at another bend was the windowcanteen. Even from the distance Meena could read the crude graffiti
on its wall. Bire Chor, Des Chhor! Birendra Thief, Leave the Country!
And in a second Meena knew Bire was King Birendra, though she
had never before thought of the king as Bire. What a ridiculous name
to give a king of three hundred years. How obscene to call a dynasty
of three hundred years a chor, a thief, as though the king was also
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a bhaiya, a marsia, expendable and superfluous. The rickshaw left
behind the graffiti and Meena wondered if Preeti had returned from
Sachi’s house and was looking for her. She wondered if Preeti was
warm enough, if the sweater she had hurried off in was adequate. She
wondered who had painted the wall with the graffiti. She wondered
when it had become possible to stop whispering about the king and
write slogans against him. She imagined a young man, a student
hidden by the dark of the night with a can of paint and a dripping
brush. She imagined the hurry in his feet, the quick darting of his
eyes. She wondered how many sweaters he had worn to keep warm.
‘If it rains hard my wife will stop yelling like the scarcity is my
fault,’ the man sitting across from Meena said to everyone. ‘She thinks
I go tinkering with tanks to put her in place. Hehe.’ The passengers
laughed.
Meena’s throat was dry and she longed for a drink. She was tired
after a day of waiting, of knowing even as she waited that nothing
would change. There was an almost endless line at one petrol pump
and Meena looked away. Every haggard man in that line was somewhat
hostile. At a rickshaw stand in Jamal a gang of young boys were
gathered. A banner behind them demanded the exiled politicians be
brought back. From where, she wondered. Who? she thought. Which
of these boys had painted the king a thief? The passengers in the
autorickshaw kept their heads turned away from the streets, refused
to acknowledge the change outside.
The rickshaw pulled into the bus station and came to a stop. ‘I
live in Asan,’ the man sitting across from Meena said, ‘and last year
in the monsoon I saw two dogs, dead ones obviously, floating away.
It is all a mixture, never this way or that. Rain is good. Rain is bad.’
He was contemplative after that. ‘What do they mean by movement?’
he asked. ‘What sort of a movement? Like the Russian one? What
will they do?’
Nobody answered.
The passengers pushed their fares through the small window
between them and the driver and got off, but Meena continued to sit,
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fingers around the suitcase. What would Preeti do? Where would she
go to?
The driver looked through the window and coughed for attention.
‘Not getting off, didi?’ she asked.
Meena shook her head. No. But almost immediately started to
get off.
‘I can take you back home,’ the driver said.
Again Meena shook her head.
‘Last week,’ the driver said, ‘I watched a movie and there was
Meena Kumari in it. So tragedy. When Meena Kumari cries I always
cry also. She does it so nicely, all the crying scenes. In this movie
also, she was leaving like you are leaving, then she did not leave. You
look just like Meena Kumari. So pretty.’
Meena stared at the driver. She was a small woman with two long
plaits hanging over her chequered kurta and for a second Meena was
surprised to find a woman driver, though she had travelled on many
rickshaws with women drivers.
‘So tragedy that Meena Kumari is,’ the driver went on. ‘And in
black and white she is even more tragedy. I am always waiting for her
to start crying because I know she will cry so nicely then I will cry
too. It is like that between Meena Kumari and me. We are like sisters,
crying over the same things, ditto.’ She turned fully now. ‘You look
like her,’ she said. ‘Same pretty and sad face. You should be in the
cinema but I am sure your husband will break your leg. My husband
wants to break my leg because I want to be a taxi-driver. Four men
will get in your taxi and you will be everybody’s wife after that, he
says. It is true too. In the rickshaw there are many people. Nobody
is going to come raping and killing you here. In that movie Meena
Kumari was in a taxi once and she was so scared because it was the
middle of the night. Now, if it was a rickshaw she would not be so
scared. That is the thing with rickshaws. They are made for women.’
‘Which movie was it?’ Meena asked.
‘Who knows? It was on T.V. Do you watch Door Darshan on
Sundays? Nice old movies they show on Sunday evenings.’
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‘I have watched every Meena Kumari movie,’ Meena said.
‘There are plenty Meena Kumari movies,’ the driver said. ‘You
might have missed this one.’
‘My father manages cinema halls. I have watched them all,’ said
Meena. She looked at the driver and added, ‘My name is Meena Rani.’
‘No, no, Meena Kumari,’ the driver said.
‘My name,’ Meena said. ‘My name is Meena Rani.’
The driver came close to Meena’s face and frowned and when
Meena started laughing, the driver laughed too. There were passengers
beginning to board again, those that needed to be taken back to the
place Meena had forever left.
They asked Meena what she was laughing about and the driver
answered each time, ‘Her name is Meena Rani and she looks just
like Meena Kumari, no? Just like in that movie where Meena Kumari
wants to leave and does not leave.’
So people looked at Meena and at the green suitcase she held
between her knees. ‘What movie?’ they asked but everyone agreed
Meena looked like Meena Kumari. ‘Is your name Meena Rani? Really?’
‘Really,’ said Meena.
Meena thought now that she had laughed she would become
a part of the return group and bump back the way she had come,
defeating the distance covered, but she did not. The rickshaw,
surreal somehow, did not belong to that journey, and so Meena got
off. She would take a different rickshaw, a different route maybe to
circle around. She pulled out the fare but the driver would not take
the money.
‘You are a nice star, Meenaji,’ she said. ‘I will not take money from
you.’
‘But I am not Meena Kumari,’ Meena said, laughing again.
‘But you are,’ the driver insisted. She kept talking, making small
comments until the passengers said, ‘enough, enough’ and Meena
and the driver waved to each other and the rickshaw rattled away.
Meena stood a while, waving, the suitcase lifted so it would not
drag. When the rickshaw was lost she headed to the tea-momo stores
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lining the terminal. She went to a tea-stall and stood. There were four
men sipping tea from steaming glasses, and two men waiting for their
share. It was not a clean stall. It was long and irregular and nothing
fit well within it. Meena smiled at the man behind the counter, the
one making tea, and he looked at her questioningly. She headed to
the bench where the men were sitting and the men pushed against
each other to make space for her at the outer edge, each surprised by
the only woman in the dirty, crammed shop. The counter man got
her a cup of tea and Meena held the cup with both hands, its warmth
soothing her cold body. She watched the station fill with more buses.
From the conversations it seemed somebody would soon return,
somebody gone for years, somebody sorely needed, and Meena felt a
wave of joy for the mysterious somebody. She wished the somebody
luck. Only the lucky could return.
She stared at the green and red buses swaying like fat women
on the undulating, unpaved field. She looked beyond the field and
saw the pregnant buses touch independence on limitless roads. Her
mother, Meena knew, was no longer her mother. She had stopped
being her mother the day she gave Meena away to Manmohan and
his strange country. Her mother’s house, large as it was, was filled
to the limit, crammed with children and grandchildren that visited
each year. There was no space for Meena and her daughter in that
crowded world.
Meena sipped her tea. She rested her head against the wall and for
a moment dozed off. It was green and flat. There was grass everywhere
and tufts of shrubs grew beside a stream. The day was transparent.
Clouds floated like swans in the sky. On either side of the stream
there was a horse. Each horse carried a couple, a man and a woman
each married to each other. The horses had stopped for a drink. Once
they finished drinking, the horses crossed the stream and the men
and the women got down but did not know the directions.
When she woke up a few empty rickshaws were parked at the
stand. She left her tea cup on the bench and sat in a rickshaw. The
rickshaw took her back to the Jamal rickshaw-stand where the banner
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and the boys frowned sternly at the king. The graffiti on the windowcanteen was still crude and thoughtless. The bhaiya at the Japanese
Embassy had left. The thin drizzle had begun again. The one-legged
cobbler was still at the bend, protected by his umbrella. The Ringroad
was quieter now. The lane was wet and the children had gone home.
Meena crossed the main gate and entered her compound and on the
stairs, outside the locked door was Preeti, her eyes red with crying,
her body shivering with cold. Meena put down the suitcase and
quietly held the child, happy that she could not look into the future
or bring the dead to life. She stood with her daughter’s head pressed
to her stomach and listened to the rain steadily gathering.
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The Soldier’s Wife
Christopher Konrad

T

he soldier was a stallion galloping across a grassy, spring
field. Nothing could hold him back. He galloped hard and
fast. His mane waved like a flag in the air. In the distance lay a great
snow-peaked mountain range. His name was Corporal Jonathon
Hawkins. He was a powerful, black stallion.
His wife was a boat. A sail boat sailing, aimlessly, across a summerstill lake. There were no mountains on her horizon, just endless
gentle winds wafting and the words of her father who loved her very
much. Her father whispered in her hair in her university days. What
was she doing there ? She did not know, but it was like an endless
summer-still lake. There was no child Olivia then.
There was her friend, Renae, who wrote books. Renae lived
not far from the soldier’s wife. Renae understood things—perhaps
because she had lived much and had gone orange picking in small
country towns. Perhaps Renae also understood things because
she listened to the news and understood that the world was not
round at all but lumpy and full of loop holes and other holes
and improvised explosive devices called IEDs, not to be confused
with IUDs.
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Olivia (many years after she was born to Corporal Jonathon
Hawkins and his wife) would have lots of conversations with Aunty
Renae (after the so-called war that was not really a war at all). Olivia
would do the grocery shopping on the days that her mother could
not sail through because she had become what is known as listless.
Others had technical names for what Olivia’s mother had become;
others like the soldier’s wife’s friend, Antonia, the nurse. Antonia
would explain to Olivia that her mother needed to recover, that’s all.
Re-cover what, thought Olivia. The couch? But the couch is still
good. It is not worn out and she remembered tumbling off it in play
with her father the Corporal (which is what her father told her to call
him, yes sir, daddy sir, is what she would say). He would lift her into
the air where she could see for miles and fly over great mountain
ranges. Then he would plummet her to the earth. Then he would
zoom her up again before she could smell the carpet. Her legs like
the long bony legs of a stork dangling behind her and she, flying free.
The soldier did not overtly display any of the great qualities of the
stallion. He simply was one. No one could saddle him or ride him in
that field in which he galloped free. But the sergeant sure did ride
him later (as all sergeants are wont to do).
But Renae’s view of the world held true. There were lots of
loopholes, and worm holes, and potholes, and great vast craters. If
you fell into a crater you could fall all the way through to China and
pop up like a prairie dog sniffing foreign air. Maybe you would even
be upside down.
The soldier’s job was to make sure that there were no holes at the
end of his shift, lifting gently the IEDs that Renae knew existed, but
of which the soldier’s wife knew nothing. Antonia, the nurse knew
about such matters and was good at doing jigsaw puzzles. Putting
them together that is. But she, like many of her colleagues, did not
know how a jigsaw puzzle that was already complete (which is what
the soldier’s wife seemed to be) could be put together. She seemed
complete, but everyone knew she was in pieces. So Antonia, like
many of her colleagues, used words like recovery and mental health,
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although, the word ‘mental’ seemed like such an arbitrary and elusive
notion; like gentle lapping waves on the shore of a beautiful lake.
The nurse looked out over the lake and in the distance, the far, far,
distance; she could barely make out a snow-capped mountain range.
On the lake, white sail boats skimmed across the surface.
Antonia, Renae and Olivia would have many arcane conversations
(later, after they learnt that the stallion had to be put down. No one
knew why the soldier had to be put down, but there you are). These
conversations were arcane to only one of these three people. Olivia.
Having said that, Renae only knew some things and the nurse simply
did her job and did not think about such matters as stallions, lakes
and mountains and storks with great dangly legs.
The soldier’s wife’s mother became what they call ‘collateral
damage’. She became a lake in the mountains, deep, with currents not
seen on the surface but which, if you should sink down into them,
would grip you and carry you deeper down, where your body would
never be found again. The sailing boat, which was her daughter, no
longer sailed swiftly or lightly across her surface (that all-mother
skin), which could hold all the suffering and pain that a world could
vomit on you. No, the little boat that was her daughter lay, slightly
out of kilter, moored at one of the bays along the shores of the lake.
Renae and Antonia would have many conversations by the
lakeside with the soldier’s wife’s mother. They heard how she
understood pain (she had given birth to three children, a daughter
and two sons). She knew about death. Her husband had died of a rare
cardiac infection when he was just forty five. So the mother, whose
name was Jana, knew of much of what went on in Renae’s lumpy
world full of holes. She had learnt much of IEDs. What a strange
name for such an interesting new mode of killing people. Improvised:
1. Create and perform (music, drama, or verse) spontaneously or
without preparation. 2. Produce or make (something) from whatever
is available: ‘I improvised a costume for myself’; ‘sleeping on
improvised beds’. What a lovely word. It might have been a can of
beer sitting on a low stone wall, like a monkey trap. It could entice
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some young, naive, soldier to pick it up and have a laugh with his
mates only to find, one split second later, that half the young man was
gone and more collateral damage (as they call it) ripples out into the
world across many more lakes.
How many lakes could take so much more improvisation? And
yet, this is exactly what Jana had to do. Improvise. Ironically. Like
the device (another interesting word) that brought death to her sonin-law and which brought so much more, like a tar-black gift that kept
on giving (or taking, in this case).
O no, it’s not what you think. Jana’s son-in-law, the soldier,
whose wife her daughter was, was an expert in IEDs. This was not
the problem. He knew precisely and exactly how they were made
and where they were likely to be located. He knew how to dismantle
them. O no, he was what could be called collateral damage.
A fellow soldier (young, fresh and naive, like so many of them)
left his part of a tightly and strictly coded grid of which his squad
was a well oiled part. This young, naive man, whose name needs
to remain unspoken, left his well-structured military grid when he
saw, to his horror, a man’s head spiked on a stick driven into hard
baked ground at the base of a hill not far from the grid. As he walked
towards the bloodied object (it turned out it was just a dummy’s head,
but smeared with real blood) he tripped a very fine wire setting off
a series of mines that surrounded the road upon which his orderly
grid of men had marched so precisely and so well (until now). Young
and naive men are known to fuck up (some research going on about
myelin sheaths on this matter).
In any case, the ripple of collateral spread out far and wide from
that dummy’s head in that country so far, far away; across mountain
ranges, Spring fields, serene lakes and over sail boats skimming
across these lakes.
Renae, Antonia, Jana and Olivia would sit with the soldier’s
wife on many afternoons chatting and sharing tea and biscuits or
sandwiches. Maybe this helped because, every now and then, she
would smile and show signs of Antonia’s ‘recovery’. Olivia came to
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understand that there was no such thing as recovery because Olivia,
too, had become collateral in that war (which was not really a war
anyway) so far away. The soldier’s wife somehow (maybe because
of the healing water of the lake) was able to feel the wind again, but
Olivia’s mother never did take her sailing and her mother never did
get out onto the lake again. And, Olivia never did go flying again like
a stork with long dangly legs in the air, over mountain ranges.
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Retribution
Ann Lohner

T

he hill by the cathedral produced the best wine, a Riesling, a
portrait of that sunniest face of Trier, where the soil was rust
red and stony and wild rose and berry shrubs thrived, spilling over
ancient slate walls. The roses bloomed in May, the berries plumped
in August, and the grapes peaked in September, ordinarily. But the
hill was scorched now, and the smell of war, of ashes, hung heavily
as the first rays of sun stabbed over it.
An explosion erupted down the street, splintering the dawn, and
a smouldering bistro collapsed, sending up a cloud of red and yellow
sparks.
Delayed fuse, thought Detective Reeb, who sat at his daughter’s
table, sipped coffee, and watched as pinks and oranges streaked the
sky over the cathedral, the ruins of it.
A square of yellowed newspaper patched a pane that blew out a
couple of years ago, and a yellowed notice went on about electricity
consumption, about reducing it 20 percent. The situation seemed
bleak back then. But now the electricity was off more than it was
on, and four generations of the Reeb family shared his daughter’s
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two‑room, third-floor flat, because Detective Reeb, his granddaughter,
and her youngest son had been bombed out.
They were managing, though. The women slept on one side of
the sheet he had hung from a line, and he and the boy slept on
the other. It would get tighter when his son-in-law returned from
digging tank traps with the civil defence corps, when his grand
daughter’s man returned from Russia, from prisoner of war camp,
and when his fifteen-year-old great-grandson returned from the
airfield in Euren.
Another time bomb went off, over by the Constantine Square, and
Detective Reeb picked up the Nationalblatt, the party newspaper,
which was still full of cheerful articles on sewing classes and baby
care—though an Allied army was en route. Turning the page, he
flinched over a headline: High Treason. He slapped the paper face
down, his worries about the secret police flaring again.
‘Almost ready,’ his daughter said from the back room.
Something thumped, though, as she prepared for work at the
factory across the Moselle, as the boy primped for his first day at
the post, telephone, and telegraph office, and as his granddaughter,
Anna, dithered.
‘Anna? Almost ready?’ Detective Reeb said.
‘Ja, ja,’ she said.
Detective Reeb picked up the Trierischer Volksfreund and turned
through the obituaries, which went on, because the Allies dropped
thirty tons of phosphor on Trier on Sunday, leaving the Roman basilica,
the fourth-century cathedral, and the medieval neighborhood around
them in flames.
Detective Reeb had friends in that neighbourhood once, but they
left for America well before the last war. He wondered yet again
whether he should have moved his family too. He remembered the
uncertainty he and his wife felt back then, the fear of being strangers
with hardly a word of the language, cut off from their world. The trip
was a consideration, too, the confinement in the hold of a ship with
no room to turn over. No, that would not have done either.
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The sun was struggling through the mist atop the hills, and his
daughter scolded his granddaughter: ‘If you’re late again you could
be charged with undermining the war effort.’
The boy started too: ‘It’s our duty …’
Detective Reeb checked his watch and finished his cup of coffee.
It was ersatz and bitter, but it cut the greasy, chalky taste the smoke
left in one’s mouth.
The boy continued to lecture. His teachers who declined to
join the party were replaced early on with party members. The
boy parroted phrases he heard them bellow, over and over: the one
about honour through obedience, the one about singing in time and
marching in step.
His mother had wearied of it. She was not alone. The secret police
were busy hunting down everyone who might have had anything to do
with the latest attempt to assassinate Hitler, on 20 July. The suspects
were stuffed into the prison at Plötzensee, near Berlin. Publication of
the proceedings had ceased, though, because otherwise the story would
fall apart: the party could not continue to maintain the putsch was the
work of a small band of conspirators if they publicly tried thousands.
It was all the boy had ever known, this land in which one looked
over one’s shoulder constantly, in which one whispered and added:
‘But please don’t tell anyone.’ The boy did not know it had not always
been this way.
‘… for the Führer!’ the boy said.
Detective Reeb stared at the yellowed page from the Westdeutschen
Beobachter, which colluded with the regime. It worked, too: the
public was a blank page onto which the party and their friends in
the press stamped whatever beliefs served their purposes—including
selling papers.
The humidity had already started to pool in the valley, and
Detective Reeb patted his face with his handkerchief and indulged
himself with a wistful thought about his radio, a Minerva 405 that
received long wave and short wave and cost him a stately 225
reichsmark. He used to huddle over it late at night, trying to learn
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what was really happening, whether Germany was really turning the
war around, as the party kept insisting in the papers. But the radio
was destroyed along with everything else, and that was just as well,
because the secret police arrested two thousand a month for listening
to foreign broadcasts, a capital offense.
Someone muttered out in the stairwell, and groans floated up from
the landing below, from the queue to the common faucet. Tin coffee
pots and buckets clanked as the queue disintegrated. The water had
gone off, again, without notice, again.
Detective Reeb cleared his throat and pushed himself up, heavily.
‘Come boy,’ he said, and he shuffled to the door, putting on his hat.
‘I want to light a candle on the way.’
The boy made an entrance; he beamed over his new armband,
which identified him as an official government helper.
‘Auf wiedersehen!’ the boy’s mother said.
‘Ade,’ Detective Reeb said.
‘Auf wiedersehen!’ the boy’s grandmother said. ‘Do as you’re told!’
‘Ja, ja. Tschüß,’ the boy said. He shut the door harder than neces
sary, and as he trotted down the stairs he pointed at a pair of shoes
outside a flat.
‘The Hausmeister has told her and told her not to leave her shoes
out,’ the boy said in the irritating way he had picked up from the
party. ‘Someone’s going to trip over them during an air raid.’
Detective Reeb exhaled, hard, as he unlocked the door to the street.
Leaving one’s shoes outside one’s door was no longer a trivial matter,
nothing was. Locals who hoarded food or traded on the black market
or butchered without permission or made derogatory comments
about the regime or failed to work enthusiastically enough on the
Westwall were locked up for resocialisation in a camp called Hinzert,
up on a raw, windy plain thirty kilometres from town. A stripe was
shaved from their foreheads straight back to the napes of their necks,
and red circles were painted on their tunics over their hearts and
between their shoulders. The red circles helped the guards, Death’s
Head SS guards, to shoot escapees.
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A wagon loaded with a few baskets of cabbage, pea pods, and
celery rattled past, filling the street. A couple of children sat on the
tailgate to defend the produce, their bare feet dangling. The children
smacked their lips and spat, trying to get rid of the greasy, chalky
taste on their tongues, and as the wagon stopped at a pile of rubble
they jumped down to scavenge.
‘They managed to fend off the quartermaster; they held onto their
horse,’ the farmer’s wife was saying to her daughter, who handled
the reins. ‘But then the boy let the horse get into the grain, and the
bloat killed it.’
Everything had started to go wrong like that under the strain of
the war: a key pair of hands would be pulled off a production line,
shipped off to tote a rifle, and the line would break down, creating
an ammunition shortage at the front.
Detective Reeb said, ‘Hands out of your pockets, boy,’ and they
headed off to the PTT, where the boy would learn to run messages
when the telephones were bombed out.
Ahead, beyond a heap of rubble, Herr Feld was boarding up his
shattered barbershop and a cleaning woman was washing windows
at the pharmacy, the Bachs’ property, which was somehow still
intact.
The Bachs had a talent for riding out trouble. Bachs had run
the pharmacy at Six Market Square for over a thousand years,
making whatever adjustments were necessary to accommodate
whoever was in charge: the Alemanni, the Vandals, the Sueben,
the Franks, the Normans, this and that Catholic prince, and
the various French armies that had come and gone over the
centuries. Continuing the family tradition, Herr Doktor Bach had
arrangements with the National Socialists; hence the cleaning
woman, when labourers were desperately needed on the farms
and in the factories.
For the briefest of moments Detective Reeb allowed himself
self-righteousness. But he could not afford it, as he, too, had
compromised under the National Socialists.
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‘Lift your cap to the Dame, boy.’ Detective Reeb lifted his own
hat to the bank director’s wife, who was setting off in a Maybach
limousine, off to hamster away more blood-stained currency.
No position to judge, Detective Reeb reminded himself, and he
scanned façades for loose bricks and anything else that might crash
down as he skirted the wreckage of the bay windows, open loggias,
and miniature turrets and columns that had tumbled into the street.
He wanted to say something to the boy. He wanted to say: ‘Before you
decide to march off to war, find out who’s profiting from it.’
Instead he clamped his mouth closed, because soldiers who had
protested the war and the conduct of the SS had been charged with
desertion, dragged into the war court installed in the Villa Reverchon or
the military court in the Klarissen Monastery, and sentenced to death.
A rooster crowed, and Detective Reeb looked up to ask for God’s
protection. But all he saw was Frau Feld, who was tending her egg
supply, strewing feed in her rooftop chicken coop.
‘Careful,’ a fireman said; ‘the bakery could go any minute,’ and
he gestured at the Lells’ half-timbered place, which was leaning.
Detective Reeb touched the brim of his hat and detoured through wet
streets cluttered with fire trucks, hoses snaking hither and yon.
Trudging past the Kochs’ dress shop, around a dressing dummy
torn in two, Detective Reeb wished he could say something to the
boy. He wished he could say: ‘Your grandfather had Verdun, your
father had Stalingrad, and your generation will find something stupid
to do, too, because schemers are always at it; so take heed when
drums beat.’
Instead he recalled the guards at Hinzert, the ones who plunged
a prisoner headfirst into a barrel of hot tea and held him under until
he drowned.
A few wagons had turned up in the square, and a mule tethered
to the Roman column brayed. With the farmers off in the army, wives
were running the farms, and one of them dropped an armful of hay
in front of the mule and continued her conversation with a one-eyed,
one-legged veteran, the one who ran the kiosk. The conversation
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between the farmer’s wife and the man not her husband had gone on a
tick too long by traditional standards. But the party had been rooting
out such standards and replacing them with their own. Schenk dem
Führer ein Kind! one of the slogans went, encouraging women to have
children, under whatever circumstances. Detective Reeb rubbed his
jaw, as ever offended by that development.
A hausfrau carrying a basket of chanterelles from the forest stopped
to exchange a word with a hausfrau sweeping up smashed statuary.
The women straightened their kerchiefs, tightened their aprons, and
talked about the Saint Sebastian in the niche over the Fiedlers’ music
shop, about what a pity it was they’d lost the Saint Sebastian, too.
Yes, that was a pity, as was the cave-in at Saint Gangolf Church,
where Reebs had served at Mass for centuries. But the party had
eliminated that custom, too: after Hitler Youth began busting up
Catholic Youth meetings, and after Hitler Youth started getting the
best apprenticeships, and after a few pairs of parents got prison terms
for ignoring the Hitler Youth’s registration efforts, his granddaughter
yielded—and lost her sons, whom the Hitler Youth seduced with
sailing, flying, and driving lessons.
The rooftop chicken coops stunk, and Detective Reeb’s lips
puckered. But he craved an omelette, craved peace, when farmers
crowded the square, baskets of plums, melons, peaches, cherries,
and apricots arrayed in fans around their wagons; jars of honey,
rhubarb jam, currant jelly, and gooseberry Konfitüre lined up on
wagon benches; and wicker baskets tucked safely out of the way,
baskets filled with eggs, some white, some brown, some speckled, all
festooned here and there with splotches of chicken poop and tiny,
soft under feathers.
Something squeaked up ahead: a thin, harassed hausfrau was
pushing a wheelbarrow loaded with hoes, rakes, and spades towards
the strip of park along the East Avenue, where hausfraus had planted
wheat in response to tightening bread rations.
The boy was thin, too, but he started stringing together party
mottoes again, including the one about eradicating traitors.
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Detective Reeb swallowed as he walked the boy past the
Walderdorff Palace, to which the secret police laid claim after the
National Socialists took over. He had expected the National Socialist
government to fall in short order, as had all the others after World
War I. How many had it been? Nineteen, twenty governments in
thirteen years? They had come and gone with the flu. But the National
Socialists tightened their grip. They replaced not just teachers, but
police officers who declined to join the party.
Heat inched up Detective Reeb’s neck: what a show he had made
of sympathizing with the right, how he had bandied about his war
record, his years of fighting the Communists, and his membership in
the Stahlhelm, the organization for veterans of the front. It was all true,
though: Detective Reeb believed in law and order and the Vaterland,
and all that helped him survive the purge. But the secret police twisted
those values beyond recognition: they beat many suspects to death and
banished thousands to the occupied territories in the east.
‘Good morning, Detective Reeb,’ a couple of hausfraus said.
‘Good morning, die Damen,’ Detective Reeb said, and he lifted
his hat.
The boy looked up at him and smiled, proud of his greatgrandfather, the detective. But would he be proud of his greatgrandfather, the saboteur?
Late at night, when his worries spiked, he told himself the secret
police were too busy to concern themselves with an old man such
as himself, with a crucifix or two, crucifixes he lifted from the heap
of effects at the jail and returned to the priests penned up there. But
it was harder to believe since an old woman was tried, sentenced,
and guillotined. Her crime was candour in the wrong company. ‘Too
bad 20 July failed,’ she reportedly said, ‘because several years under
the Allies would be better than several more like this.’
The boy gestured at a red notice posted by the special court’s
prosecution office: Katharina Holzing Sentenced to Death and
Executed for Looting. The boy repeated a phrase in frequent use in
the courts, the one about dispossessing the criminal’s entire family.
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Detective Reeb touched the knot of his tie. Frau Holzing had
liberated a jar of strawberry conserves from a burning government
warehouse. One jar of strawberry conserves. But the judicial system
was indeed in the process of seizing her husband’s pension and
savings and stripping the rest of the family of their belongings.
Detective Reeb supposed the funds ended up abroad, in party
functionaries’ accounts. He often wondered if that was the real
motivation for the arrests, evacuations, and emigrations the secret
police organized, such as the evacuations and emigrations of Trier’s
332 Jews. The secret police had sent them off to Böhmen-Mähren and
Litzmannstadt in groups of about twenty, most of them women, most
of them elderly. The secret police stayed busy packing priests off too,
busy, busy snaring the enemy within, far from the front, where the
enemy could strike back.
A column of elderly men marched past with shovels shouldered,
off to clear debris. Detective Reeb had served with many of them
during the last war, in Ypres, on the Aisne, and at the Somme (ach,
that tank attack!). The men nodded and murmured greetings.
Detective Reeb nodded back and then took off his hat as he stepped
through Saint Gangolf’s badly damaged baroque gate. Grit crunched
underfoot. ‘This will just take a moment,’ he said to the boy, who
planted his hands on his hips and looked around sceptically.
A couple of refugee girls sat in a pew in the back, away from the
damage over the bema.
‘You did!’ one girl said to the other in Romanian-accented German.
‘I did not!’ the other girl said. She grabbed at something the
smaller girl held.
‘That’s enough,’ the girls’ mother said. She put down her bundle
and kneeled between her daughters. ‘You two are a lot alike.’
The girls looked perplexed, then stricken; the mother had insulted
them both in one go.
Detective Reeb dipped his finger in the dusty holy water, crossed
himself, and kneeled, one hand on a dusty pew, helping himself
down and then back up again, his knees creaking and his back
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protesting. He turned to light a candle and prayed for his wife, who
died struggling to reconcile her love for her country with her loathing
for the party in control. Maybe it was best she went when she did,
before the party turned the boy against the Church.
Putting his hand on the lad’s shoulder, Detective Reeb steered him
outside and past the shell of a fire-gutted building, past a placard
the tireless personnel from the Propaganda Ministry had posted. The
placard conveyed nothing about the executions of the soldiers who
protested the war and the conduct of the SS, the dissidents who were
shot up on the Petrisberg or up on the Grüneberg or out in the woods,
in a stand of trees in Biewer. No, the poster depicted heroic German
soldiers, workers, and hausfraus facing an unseen enemy before a
waving swastika flag.
The images worked on the boy, who was as keen on glory as his
forefathers. He, too, was unable to distinguish dreams from reality:
He believed in the triumph of the will. He believed camaraderie and
determination would offset dry fuel tanks.
Up ahead Father Paul, Detective Reeb’s confessor, stepped into
the street.
‘Good morning, Father,’ Detective Reeb said, and he raised his hat.
Father Paul turned his head, terror in his eyes. A couple of secret
policemen in gray suits and fedoras stepped to either side of the
priest and marched him to a waiting Mercedes-Benz.
‘Good morning,’ Detective Reeb heard himself say as he stepped
into their path. ‘May I be of assistance?’
‘No, thank you, Detective Reeb,’ one of the secret policemen said
as he reached for the back door of the Benz.
‘There seems to be some misunderstanding,’ Detective Reeb said,
standing in the way. ‘You see I’ve known Father Paul for years and
can vouch for him, unequivocally.’
‘Not in your line, I’m afraid,’ one of the secret policemen said.
‘The usual? Currency fraud?’ Detective Reeb said. ‘I assure you
your source made a mistake this time.’
‘No, morals charges,’ one of the secret policemen said.
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Detective Reeb glanced from the secret policeman to Father Paul,
whose expression was ever more anguished. The charges were likely
just politics, as they were when the secret police arrested the diocese
pastor, the diocese attendant, and the leader of the Catholic Young
Men’s Association. The trial would likely be another example of the
new style of judicial careerism, as it was when Benedictine priests
from Saint Matthias Abbey were hauled into court. Detective Reeb
knew the judge: He did whatever was necessary to get ahead. If he
received orders from somewhere up in the party to find a priest
guilty, he would.
‘Used a child,’ the secret policeman said.
The boy stepped away from Detective Reeb and posted himself
beside the secret policeman. Detective Reeb looked at the boy. The
boy glared back.
Did the boy know something? Could it be the priest was guilty in
this instance? If Father Paul abused a child, Detective Reeb would
lock him up himself. But what of the evidence?
Would it merely be one of those confessions the secret police
wrung out of their prisoners? Prisoners confessed to anything when
deprived of sleep long enough, when forced to do knee bends to the
point of exhaustion.
The secret policemen brushed past Detective Reeb with their
prisoner, and the boy stalked off to the PTT.
‘Auf wiedersehen,’ one of the secret policemen said as they drove
off towards what once was the railroad administration building, the
stylish Bauhaus structure where they interrogated their prisoners.
They would start by batting Father Paul around before locking him
in a janitor’s closet with concrete walls, floor, and ceiling and a thick,
metal-banded wooden door. The closet was bare except for a telephone
hanging on the wall. The only way out was to pick up the telephone
and confess to whatever it was the secret police alleged. Until then,
Father Paul would stand in total darkness, in a terrible stink, for the
closet afforded no place to sit and no place to urinate and defecate but
on the floor, of which prisoners had been availing themselves for years.
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Detective Reeb turned to watch the boy stride away. Was he
blindly backing the party? The boy’s narrow shoulders were square,
his whiskerless chin tilted up: he oozed certitude.
The rooster crowed again, and Detective Reeb said ‘Ach, nein’ as
the Mercedes-Benz reappeared, crawling around the corner, having
rounded the block. It coasted towards Detective Reeb, who felt
pressure in his chest as he thought through all the sins large and small
he had confessed to Father Paul, all the bits of information Father
Paul might blurt out after he was strapped to a board and shoved
underwater, after he was left there just to the point of drowning. Or
maybe sitting in that Benz was all it took.
‘Shhh,’ one hausfrau said to another, whispering, and they slipped
away, into an alley, as the auto slowed.
Detective Reeb considered melting into the alley, too. But what
would that buy him? Suicide, a mortal sin, was out of the question,
and he had nowhere to go: He could not hide in Germany without
false papers, which he did not have. He had never seen an ocean
and had no idea how to cross the Baltic to Sweden. Switzerland
would turn him back. No, he was too old for such adventures. More
importantly, if he disappeared the wrath of the party would fall that
much harder on his family. He had to stay and take the consequences.
Would the boy disown him? Detective Reeb was afraid so. In that
case, the boy would become even more fanatically loyal to the party:
he would need to believe he was right to live with himself.
The Mercedes-Benz came to a halt. ‘Oh, Detective Reeb, it seems
we need your assistance after all,’ the secret policeman said as he
stepped out. ‘Some irregularities at the jail have come to our attention.
We need to have a word about that.’ The secret policeman opened the
back door and gestured with his head.
Detective Reeb glanced at the boy, who turned around at the PTT,
as if to wave. The boy’s hand dropped, though, and he turned his
back as the secret policeman took Detective Reeb’s arm.
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The Obscene Bird of Night
Maria Takolander

T

he man walked along the street. The winter air was still and
cold, and the night was coming. Soon it would take hold
of everything, although the city had yet to turn its face completely
away from the sun. Already in the skyscrapers and on the streets the
lights were being switched on. They stuttered into life against the
darkening sky and shone there like talismans.
‘It doesn’t matter what you do,’ the night said in a soft voice. ‘I’m
so much bigger than all of you.’
The man heard the words but kept silently on.
He stopped, along with a dozen others, at a pedestrian crossing.
Mist was emerging from his nostrils and from the exhaust pipes of
passing cars. The pedestrian lights switched from red to green, and a
belligerent noise started up.
‘Hurry,’ it said. ‘Hurry.’
Stooped in his khaki jacket, holding a gym bag, the man walked
slowly on. Snow began to fall from storm clouds kilometres above the
darkening city.
‘Where am I?’ the snow said as it fell.
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It drifted onto the road, dashed through by vehicles and their
headlights. It collected with cigarette butts and hamburger wrappers
in the gutters. Some of it alighted on the top of traffic poles and street
lamps, soon hardening on the steel there. The snow settled on the
man’s head. It seeped through his hair and slowly melted. The man
felt the drops of water crawling on his scalp.
‘You can’t ignore me,’ the night said to the man as he walked. ‘I’m
all there really is.’
The man stopped on the icy pavement, next to a bin, standing
aside from the other pedestrians, and scratched his head. He dropped
his bag and scratched with two hands, as if he was having some kind
of a seizure, until the skin beneath the hair felt raw and hot, blood
prickling at the follicles. Then he pulled up the collar of his jacket
and picked up his bag. Bowing his head to the growing chaos of the
city lights and the falling snow, the man moved on.
He stopped, with the other men and women hunched in their
coats, at the next intersection. A delivery van sped through an orange
light, hurtling through the slush forming in the middle of the road.
There were black letters on its side: THE PREMIUM BUTCHER. Cars
cried out in alarm, skidding to a stop in the crushed snow. The van
disappeared down the street, its tail lights blurring. The pedestrian
lights flashed green, and again came that raucous instruction to panic.
The man took his time and crossed the road. He no longer had it
in him to care, but he followed the others just the same.


It was the close of a working day, and the man was on his way
home. He had worked at the end of a folding machine for ten hours
in a factory filled with noise. The machine, bigger than him, had
churned out flyers in a continuous procession. He had packed them
into stiff boxes in bundles of fifty, each bundle circled with an elastic
band. PRICES SLASHED! yelled the flyers, over and over, as they
streamed out.
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Finally the machine had stopped, and the man had emerged
onto the street, heading back to a wife and two children. Choice had
nothing to do with it. These things had happened to him, as they had
to his father before him. What else was there to do?
‘I know,’ said a set of dark glass doors with brass handles.
The man stopped on the street outside the doors, then turned
and pushed through them. Inside was a den, warm and full of rank
smells. The light was dim, and the burgundy carpet was sticky with
old alcohol and urine. The place was empty of patrons. The man felt
neither surprise nor disappointment at his solitude.
He approached the bar and, with cold and stiff fingers, extracted a
wallet from the back pocket of his work pants. There was a barmaid,
with oiled curls and moist brown eyes, who served up a scotch on the
rocks and then busied herself drying glasses at the other end of the
bar, keeping her back to him. She was older than she was letting on,
and he could have made a point about it. Instead, he agreed to have
nothing to do with her.
The man sat down on a stool at the bar, letting his bag come to rest
on the carpet next to him.
‘Thank you,’ said the gym bag, which had spent the day on the
concrete floor of the factory beneath the racket of the folding machine.
The bag was holding an empty thermos, a brown banana and
half a ham sandwich. There were also two scrunched balls of plastic
wrap, a pair of earmuffs and some sheepskin gloves. The man’s keys
were in a side pocket.
The man looked at the narrow towel and the tin ashtray on the
bar in front of him, then picked up the tumbler of scotch left by the
barmaid. In the mirror on the wall behind the bar he had a full view
of the upper half of his body, covered in thick khaki, the fabric hard
as a doormat. He stared.
‘What’s it going to be, then?’ the mirror asked.
The man swallowed the scotch in three gulps and put down
the glass. He looked into the mirror and winced. His teeth, vaguely
yellow, were visible. It looked like he was smiling.
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As he emerged through the glass doors and onto the street again,
the man saw that the night had taken over. The city lights were
desperate.
‘I wouldn’t blame you for feeling reckless,’ said the night from one
of its hiding places, peering from a drain embedded in the gutter. The
snow was collecting in dirty, hard mounds there.
The man looked around him. The streets were emptying. There
was nowhere else to go. He lowered his head against the falling snow
and headed home.
First there was the train station, lit up like a prison camp. The
carriage was waiting for him at the platform. When he stepped in,
the seats were lined with people, young and old. They all looked sick
under the fluorescent lights.
‘Hang on,’ said a vinyl strap hanging from the ceiling.
The man lifted a hand to it and readied himself for what was
to come. The train rocked and accelerated into a high-pitched din.
Outside the world became black. It was as if they were all hurtling,
frozen in the electric light, through the depths of space.
Then there were the lights of the man’s station, and the doors of
the carriage jerked open.
‘Out you get,’ the doors said.
The man disembarked, and the doors closed behind him, the train
carrying the other passengers off down the line. There was carriage
after carriage of them. He watched them being borne away, each
compartment lit up like a peep show.
Outside the station the man saw that it had stopped snowing. He
walked slowly home, past the corner store and the lines of terrace
houses, all shuttered up against the darkness and the cold. There
were only a few street lights, here and there. Cars were silent along
the kerbs. His boots sounded on the snow, which was congealing on
the pavement. He breathed mist into the night air. There was no one
else around.
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The man stopped on the footpath outside his house. He could
smell the lamb that his family must have eaten for their evening meal.
‘Baa,’ the night said. ‘Another lamb for the slaughter.’
The man reached into his gym bag for his keys and let himself in.


The man sat at the table after a meal of cold lamb chops and opened
a second bottle of beer. A yellow light shone from the ceiling, and the
wooden table in front of him was covered with an orange cloth. There
were terracotta tiles on the floor. The man spilled beer into his gullet and
swallowed. His oesophagus felt the searing cold, and then, as the liquid
spread, his stomach slowly warmed. The beer was acidic and vile.
‘That feels better, doesn’t it?’ the bottle said.
The man swallowed more. It was not enough. He could have
swallowed the world.
The man’s wife was standing at the sink, slopping a cloth over the
fat hardened in the frying pan and then over his greasy plate. Though
she was young, she already looked old and tired. Her mother had been
like that. He thought briefly of the pretty, well-groomed barmaid, who
had turned her back to him as if he didn’t exist. Perhaps he shouldn’t
have let her get away with it, although he knew deep down that she
was beside the point.
His wife put the last of the plates in the dish rack, where even his
gym bag was drying, emptied and upside down. Then she retrieved
a dark bottle from the cupboard and sat down opposite him with a
fresh glass. SLEEPY SHERRY, said the label on the bottle. The woman
screwed off the plastic lid and poured, her hands still damp from the
dishwater. Then she brought the glass delicately to her lips, almost as
if it was medicine, and put it down again. Her eyelids were becoming
heavy. The man knew that it was not her first glass.
There was a television making a racket in the living room. When
he had come inside, the man had seen the children lying on the
carpet in front of the TV. The children had eyes and ears only for
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their cartoon. There was a fire, struggling behind the glass door of a
potbelly stove, keeping the room lukewarm.
‘Help me,’ the fire had called, trying to make itself seen through
the sooty glass.
The man had hesitated in the hall. He should have gone in to
feed it another log. The cold, after all, was something they all had to
contend with.
‘Why bother?’ said the night, pressing its weight against the
kitchen window.
The man saw his reflection against the glossy black. He had taken
off his jacket. He looked as wooden as the chair he was sitting on.
He grabbed a packet of cigarettes from the table and pushed back his
chair, the legs screeching against the terracotta.


The man entered the cold square of his backyard. The night spread
out and showed him its things: the rooflines of the townhouses, the
television aerials, the chimneys doing their slow work. There was a
sickle moon, the clouds around it glowing.
While the air in the backyard was perfectly still, the clouds up
in the sky were moving. They were like something out of a dream.
Beyond them was the vast blackness of space. There was not a living
creature in sight.
‘Don’t look away from me now,’ the night said calmly.
The man didn’t care for its warnings. He lit a cigarette and
wandered across the snow-clamped earth of his backyard. He passed
the clothes hoist, its wire lines taut and icy, and reached the back
fence. He stood there, watching the smoke rise slowly from his
nostrils and from the cigarette poised between his right forefinger
and thumb. The air was freezing, but the man knew it only distantly.
The alcohol had started to do its job.
The man realised that he was standing on his wife’s tomato patch.
She had taken to growing the plants last spring, tying the vines to a
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trellis she had attached to the fence behind them. He remembered
her kneeling down on the earth, her hair limp and her face shining
with sweat. Soon there were green fruit, small and deformed-looking,
tucked among the leaves. He had told his wife that he wouldn’t be
eating them.
He started to kick at the snow with the toe of his boot, until he
had exposed the black earth. After kicking some more he thought he
could smell the breath of the soil rise up to meet him. It was cold and
dank, like the air from a cave.
The man looked at the illuminated window at the back of his
house. His wife was still sitting at the kitchen table. The light was
yellow and warm, but she sat there so stiffly that she might not have
been alive, clasping her glass of sherry on the orange tablecloth.
The man tried to listen for the noise of the TV from the front room,
where the children lay. Perhaps the two girls had fallen asleep on
the carpet, or they had taken themselves off to bed: that happened
sometimes. What did it matter? He too had been a child once.
Just then the night began whistling. The man crushed his cigarette
in the snow and looked up at the sky. The clouds had almost
disappeared, offering him a better view. There was the moon, sharp
as a scythe, and the endless blackness of the universe. The whistling
was lewd and tuneless. The night, the man knew then, would have
its way.
He began walking across the snow towards the house, watching
his wife in the glowing square of the kitchen window. He reached the
frozen clothes hoist, and the night fell silent. He stopped.
‘How about it?’ the pole said, hoary with frost.
The man unzipped his fly and urinated on it.
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That’s what its name is: Forget-me-not
Shokoofeh Azar

M

y mother used to say, ‘To dry flowers you have to … hang
them upside down … for three days, just three days and
you’ll see what beautiful dried flowers you have. Or no … lay them …
in a tray full of salt … like this. Are you paying attention to me?! Lay
them … in a tray full of salt … like this … and if you put the tray in a
dry place your flowers will turn out better. Or if … if you don’t have
a lot of space … or a lot of salt … you can …’
I was a child and, wide-eyed, I would watch my mother from
hidden corners of the house as she incessantly set about drying fresh
flowers that she had bought or had been delivered. The house was
dark and their scent did not escape through a single window. My
mother never left the kitchen. The kitchen was her rightful domain
and it was under her strict command that it was governed. I was
small enough to crawl underneath the bed or table and watch her
for hours as she, with her crown of fresh herbs and dried flowers,
and her onion skin cloak, was truly queen of the house—that part
of it, at least.
The kitchen walls, greasy from years of cooking three meals a
day for seven people—breakfast, lunch and dinner—became, in the
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last years of my mother’s life, and as the house was emptied of its
members, her house for dried flowers.
Before going crazy for Forget-me-nots, my mother was crazy
for cooking. She would get up at five in the morning, and, as she
prepared scrambled eggs and eggs over easy along with cheese,
fresh basil, and cucumbers for seven people, she would already
be soaking the rice for lunch so that it could swell properly. Then,
while everyone was at the breakfast table, thinking and talking
about everything but breakfast, and while feeding me—the youngest
member of the family—she would be peeling eggplant, cutting it
up, salting and frying it. Her hands would still be greasy from the
fried eggplant of lunch when she would be removing the stems of
the fresh herbs, washing and chopping them for dinner’s rice and
fish.* And, with nobody yet at the dinner table, chewing the nail
on her right thumb, my mother, leaning against the kitchen cabinets
and staring into space, and without paying attention if anyone was
there to hear her, would ask, ‘How was lunch? What should I make
tomorrow?’
In all the years my mother was crazy for cooking she didn’t know
she was making food day-in and day-out for six people, only for each
and every one of them to leave her and not even look back. Now that
my mother is crazy for Forget-me-nots she looks at me, not more than
a child, and says, ‘I know what you have up your sleeve, but this time
I’ll be leaving before you … you’ll see’.
My father was always the first to finish his meal. He ate loudly
and, already standing as he ate his last spoonful, would say goodbye
and run towards the door. Then it was my older brother’s turn. At
the same time as he put on his socks and complained about his hard
college classes, he would let egg yoke run down the corner of his
mouth. He always left without saying goodbye. Then it was my oldest
sister’s turn. She who always did her homework at the breakfast
table, the same place where she drank sweet tea and every single time
* Māhı̄ polō
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spilled some of it or a bit of scrambled egg onto her notebook. She
would give mother a kiss as she left, but for the delicious breakfasts
she never once, not once, remembered to say, ‘thank you’. After her
it was the twin boys. They ate breakfast together, then without even
looking at mother, would both say a cursory ‘thank you’, grab their
school bags together, put on their shoes together, and together go out
the door without saying goodbye.
Then … the house … was empty of commotion.
I was only three years old. More or less. I don’t know.
I would sit there on the chair in the kitchen while my mother
calmly ate a piece of bread with cheese and fresh basil, and stared
into space at something. I never made the slightest sound. I just
wanted to see her. She, who worked herself to the bone so that just
one person, one member of that seven-member family, might take
her into their arms and say, ‘I appreciate all you do, thank you.’ That
just one person might, for one minute, sit down across from her, take
her always burnt and greasy hands in theirs and say, ‘You burnt your
hands again for us?’, and maybe out of affection, kiss them …
Years passed. I don’t know how many. Ten years. A hundred
years. A thousand years? I do know that I am still small, and maybe
I’m not meant to ever grow up. I do know that the house is empty and
that the kitchen table is surrounded by unused chairs that nobody
sits on anymore, nobody complains, or puts on socks, nobody does
homework.
It’s been so many years that recently mother became obsessed
with Forget-me-nots … consumed by them.
Every week, bouquet after bouquet of the tiny blue flowers that
she had ordered arrived in damp brown packages, and for several
days she would pin them in her hair and on her chest. She would
stand in front of the full-length mirror and decorate her hair with
them or obsessively change her clothes. She would pull me, the
last remaining member of a once seven-member family, out from
underneath the wardrobe or table, and with a blue dress and made‑up
face, she would stand in front of me and ask, ‘Look! How do I look?’
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Then she would bend over until her hair was near my pale face
and continue, ‘Do you know what these are called? The flowers, I
mean! … Forget-me-not! Just think! That’s what their name is: Forgetme-not!’ And then the next day, as she was pulling the wilted flowers
out of her dishevelled hair, she said, “But really … these flowers are
so small it’s hard not to forget them, don’t you think?’ And without
ever waiting for an answer from me, she would turn from me or the
mirror and walk away.
The last day of her life, with the refrigerator, with every shelf,
vase, and even every glass, plate, pot, pan, tray, bowl and pitcher
in the house filled with clusters of fresh, wilted or dried Forgetme-nots, she sat on the floor in front of the fireplace and, one by
one, tore pages out of a diary that I hadn’t known she kept, threw
them into the fire and said to me, staring at her wide-eyed from
behind the thick curtains, ‘You know, the house has become really
cold … I can’t handle the cold anymore …’ Then she threw some
more pages into the fire and said, ‘Remember! Are you listening to
me?! Remember that it isn’t as hard as you think. Not forgetting these
small blue flowers, I mean—I figured it out today. Can you believe
it?! Today … you have be attached to something—love it. Do you
understand? Attached, do you know what that means?’ Then, as if
trying for the first time to talk so that I could understand, slowly
she said, ‘You have to … get used to watching out what’s under
you. Do you understand? You shouldn’t just jump into the garden
to play. You have to watch out … ’cause they always … quietly …
you know! Pay attention! They always grow quietly right where you
don’t expect them to …’

My mother died that same day. Just like that. On her bed among tiny
blue flowers, fresh, wilted and dried, and the smell of mould. When
she died the last pages of her diary were still burning in the fire. I
opened the door to her room, which I had never been allowed to
enter, a crack and saw that she was dead. I went and sat on her bed,
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where for years she had slept alone. Then I laid down next to her.
When I laid down my little body sunk into the wilted blue flowers.

It’s been years since my mother died. Now I’m gown up. Grown
enough to be able to give orders. I don’t write anything though, no
diaries, because nothing happens in my life. Sometimes I just throw
my mother’s onion-skin cloak over my shoulders, wave a large leek
in the air, and while her dried flowers have mostly turned to dust
and mixed with the stuffy air of the house, I give instructions on the
drying of Forget-me-nots. Sometimes, in the midst of this, I suddenly
close my eyes and listen to a sound—the only sound. The sound of
a cow chewing its cud, its head stuck in among the small, tender
vines of Forget-me-nots growing up the walls of the house, and this
sound … pulls my day … out of its lethargy.
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The River Woman
Shokoofeh Azar

A

woman who came out of the river said that there were stairs
down there. She said she’d grabbed on to them and climbed up
until she reached our village. She didn’t remember where she had been
before the stairs. Anytime she wanted to say anything she began with
those stairs. They were long and narrow. She said there were so many
steps that there might even have been thousands of them. She said that
she had walked for many days and nights, perhaps about nine months.
When she emerged from the water, her bare legs were visible from
under her wet skirt. Her dress clung to her body, and her thighs and
large round breasts bounced with her every move. We didn’t know
how to react to her. She was a woman who we all wanted the moment
we set eyes on her.
Her long, wet hair reached down past the middle of her back. It was
thick and black, and all the women and men of the village, far before
they could utter a word about halal and unhalal, just looked at her.
They looked at her wet shirt that made the triangle between their legs
stand erect or press into their small navels.*
* This sentence was censored from the original publication in Persian.
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After the woman had, according to her, grabbed onto the stairs,
climbed up and arrived at our village, she bent over, gathered the
bottom of her dress in her hands and wrung it out. Then she placed a
hand under her hair, shook it back and forth to dry a bit in the bright
sunlight. None of us could say a word. The woman walked along the
river as if she hadn’t seen anyone. Then she went towards a tree—the
biggest walnut tree in the middle of the village square. We followed
blindly behind her. We followed her with our eyes as she climbed
up it barefoot. When she reached the highest bough, she lay down.
From below, we all stared up at her body, wet like a fish. Nobody had
said a word. She lay down on her side on a wide branch in the bright
sunlight and slept. When she lay on her side, her long black hair hung
down from the branch. I stood underneath it in such a way that the
drops of water from her hair fell onto my face. My eyes, my mouth.
For three days and three nights she slept. It was as though she really
had travelled a long distance and was so tired that she had forgotten
hunger. When she woke up the moon was full. It was summer and
school was out. Out of sight of the villagers, I sat on a branch across
from her and watched her body as it twisted about quietly on its
narrow perch, and the breeze ruffled her skirt now and then. The day
that she finally woke up, she said immediately: ‘I’m hungry.’
I was so excited that she had spoken to me I almost fell as I was
climbing down the tree. Bread and cheese and yoghurt were the only
things I could find for her in the house. She ate them voraciously.
When she had finished she said: ‘I’m thirsty.’
I ran back to the house and brought her water in an earthen
pitcher. She drank it all in one gulp. Once she had finished, she lay
back down on her side on the same branch and fell asleep without
saying another word.

When she woke up again, three more days and nights had passed.
The inhabitants of the village had by this time come to. They had
conferred with one another and had decided that if the woman
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wanted to stay in the village she would have to be reformed, and who
better than the young son of the village prayer-writer who had just
returned from military duty.
Early in the morning, the villagers gathered below the tree. Three
women had placed three large copper trays on their heads. On each
were supplies for a groom. Several other men and women were also
carrying dowry items on their heads. The village head had agreed to
prepare the dowry so that everything could be carried out honourably.
Even though no one knew the girl, her silence and beauty made
everyone believe she was a respectable virgin.
I was still up in the tree. When my father saw me he yelled up:
‘This girl is taken now, come down from there!’
I said: ‘She won’t be waking up anytime soon. Go and come back
in three days at sunrise.’ I told them that the girl had told me this
herself. The son of the village prayer-writer glared at me but I took no
notice, and began carving away at a small blue stone that I had found
on the bank of the same river.
That day, two youths got in a bad fight in the village square. Each
of them claimed that they had been the first to see the girl as her arms
emerged from the river, and, supporting herself on the river bank, she
had pulled her body up out of the water. When the woman awoke,
she again saw me sitting on the branch across from her. The moon
was again in the sky. She got up and sat on the branch. She looked at
the ground below. Then she stared at the moon. Eventually she said:
‘I’m hungry.’
There was an innocence in her tone, like a child who always
expresses its desires by command. Everything repeated itself. This
time I had prepared chicken and rice and doogh* for her. Once
she had eaten it all she said again: ‘I’m thirsty.’ And when she had
emptied the pitcher of water, she lay down again to sleep.
I said: ‘I’ll wait for you on this branch again.’
She replied: ‘Don’t wait for me.’
* A traditional drink in Iran made from sour yoghurt, water, salt and fragrant herbs.
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‘Why?’ I asked.
She said: ‘You’ll see.’
‘I brought you a comb,’ I said.
She took the comb from me and the whole time she was combing
her hair, I wordlessly watched the length of hair as it shimmered
in the moonlight like the long strands of silk that we get from our
cocoons, and she told me the story of the thousand steps under the
river. She said that the water down there was full of mermaids, blue
coloured birds and horses with wings. She said that the rules there
were different than the rules here. She said that the inhabitants there
lived together but never spoke to one another. Every day they look at
one another as if it were the first time that they had seen each other.
She said that unlike here, the inhabitants there woke up at night and
slept during the day.
Then, when she saw my look of amazement and disbelief, she
asked: ‘Don’t you believe me?’
I shook my head no.
She shrugged, rearranged her herself on her branch and again fell into
a deep sleep.
Three more days and nights passed. I didn’t take my eyes from
her. The breeze ruffled the corner of her dress up and down, and her
hair moved like a rice crop in the wind. The moonlight shone through
the leaves and branches, falling onto her bare calves, her thighs, her
face, and I was unable to take my eyes from her, even for a moment.
Occasionally, like a newborn, a fine line of saliva would flow from the
corner of her mouth, over her cheek and onto her hair. There was no
sign of tension in her expression as she slept, and the lines of her face
were relaxed in utter serenity. One night, when I had fallen asleep out
of sheer fatigue, the feeling of water on my face woke me with a start.
The rain was getting harder. I ran home and brought her a blanket. I
covered her with one and tied another to the branches above her head
so that she wouldn’t get rained on but she pushed it away. It was as if
she had no need for things like that. It was as if she needed the rain
just as much as she needed sunshine and shade. When she pushed
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blanket off her chest, her wet dress clung to her pert round breasts.
Her small hard nipples moved up and down as she breathed. It was
just like the first day when she emerged from the river and all the
villagers held their breath. I watched her, not wanting to miss even
the slightest movement or change in her body. By that time, three
ladybugs had traversed her body, and when they had reached the tip
of her bare big toe, they took off and flew away. One of them opened
its wings and took off when it reached the tip of her left nipple. Up
to that day, nine butterflies had landed on her body or had fluttered
around her and then disappeared. When a spider, lowering itself on
its silk, was close to landing under her right eyebrow, I used a long
stick to tear its thread and placed it on a different branch. Once, when
I woke up, I saw a sparrow building its nest in the hollow between
her breasts. The sparrow had stacked long narrow pine twigs together.
It stuck its small beak into the woman’s hair several times, plucked a
few strands and wove them in with the twigs. I couldn’t bring myself
to shoo it away. An hour later when the woman turned onto her side,
the sparrow’s half-built nest fell to the ground. The sparrow circled
the woman’s head, and eventually, flew away.
This time when she woke up, she saw the large trays and complete
dowry on the ground. The villagers had come again while she was
asleep and had arranged it conspicuously so that the woman would
see it and come down from the tree. Large silk headscarves, cashmere
and colourful dresses, high-heeled white shoes, a large mirror with
an engraved frame, and even a small wooden inlaid chest, needle and
thread had all been laid out in a row, inciting desire to marry in all
the old maids of the village. When the villagers had come I had told
them again: ‘The girl still hasn’t woken up!’
It had turned into a daily ritual performed by the inhabitants of
the village: they would gather below the tree in the morning and
stare at the woman and talk about her. Women would arrive with
their tea kettles and cups and watch her alongside their husbands,
fathers and sons. While they stared at the curves of her body, they
would discuss the thousand steps below the river that none of them
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had seen. The prayer-writer talked of jinns and fairies, and the
village teacher of the fact that these were merely superstitions; the
village youths of whether or not she was virgin, and the village girls
of how old she appeared to be.
Once, the prayer-writer’s young son wanted to climb up the tree
and I hit him with a long walnut stick.
He said: ‘Then what are you up there for?’
I replied: ‘I’m just looking at her. I’m keeping watch till she wakes
up. When she wakes up I’ll let you all know.’
When night fell, as always, they returned home.
When the woman woke up, she saw that I was still sitting on the
branch across from her, and beside me was rice and lamb and doogh.
She looked at me and smiled.
She said: ‘But I can’t eat any of that anymore.’
I said: ‘What would you like?’
She said: ‘From now on the air is enough.’
I got up from where I was sitting and gave her the ring that I had
carved out of the blue stone and polished while waiting for her all
those days. She looked at it. She put it on her finger then took it off
again.
She said: ‘How beautiful. There are a lot of these stones under the
river beside the steps.’
I said: ‘I made it for you.’
She said: ‘But I can’t carry anything with me.’
I said: ‘It doesn’t weigh anything. It’s just a keepsake.’
She said: ‘Anything but myself weighs me down. Then I won’t be
able to …’
She stood up, raising herself with difficulty. It was as if she had
become heavier. She didn’t sit on the branch as always, but instead
stood up and, as I watched stunned, gave her shoulders a shake and
flexed two large white wings that had emerged from her back. Her
wings were big, white and strong. The whole time that I had been
observing even the smallest movement of her hair in the breeze, I
hadn’t seen the growth of such large wings.
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She turned her head to the side and once more tried out her large
white wings, opening and closing them.
My eyes suddenly filled with tears.
When she got up, she saw the trays beneath her and asked: ‘Are
these for me?’
I said: ‘Yes.’
Then she spread her wings, flapped them a few times, and when she
was sure they would carry the weight, she pulled her legs up a little
in towards her chest and leapt into the air. When she was between
earth and sky, she turned to me and said: ‘I have to go now. Goodbye.’
I couldn’t say a word. It was just like that first day when the woman
had climbed up the thousands of steps beneath the river and arrived
at our village.
The woman swayed a bit in mid-air and eventually took off into
the sky. She was so far away that I couldn’t even see her from up in
the tallest walnut tree in the village.

W
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